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August 6: Weetamoo, the squaw sachem of Pocasset (now Tiverton, Rhode Island, and not to be confused with
Pocasset, Massachusetts) who had allied with her kinsman Metacom, was captured by twenty men of Taunton
at Gardiner’s Neck in Swansea, along with her few remaining followers. She made a break for it on a hastily
constructed raft, attempting to get across the Taunton River. When her drowned body was discovered the
English mutilated it and, cutting off the head, carried it into Taunton where they mounted it atop a pole on the
village green.1
“KING PHILLIP’S WAR”
In American history it is ordinarily, unfortunately, no accident when it is women and children of color who are
the ones being offed. In fact the white colonists typically considered it to be of more long-term benefit to them,
to kill off the women and children of the natives, than to kill off their adult males, their warriors. The reason
for this attitude was simple: these warriors represented only the present of the group of color, whereas women
and children of color represented the future of the breed. Thus it would come about that, when in one of the
military actions only 52 adult red males had been offed but all of 114 red women and children had been offed,
the Reverend William Hubbard would celebrate the statistics of this as a “signal Victory, and Pledg [sic] of
Divine Favour to the English” — for these 114 defenseless women and children had been “Serpents of the
same Brood” (fast forward, if you please, to November 29-30, 1864
and the Reverend John Milton
Chivington of the Sand Creek reservation massacre just at the edge of Denver, and to the explanation that this
lay reverend race murderer offered to us all, that “nits breed lice”).
On this same day, in Concord, according to the historian Daniel Gookin, superintendent of the native
encampment at Deer Island, some white citizen sighted three of the local native American women with three
of their children2 wandering a bit too far from their official encampment on the shore of Flint’s Pond, onto the
“Hurtleberry Hill” just to the southwest of Walden Pond — the geographical feature that eventually would
come to be known by the curious name Mount Misery. This little group, led by John Stoolemester (a native
American, who was armed because he had just been released from military service with the whites and had not
yet had an opportunity to turn in his weapon), was, presumably, merely out picking “hurtleberries” or
huckleberries or whatever, but the countryside around and about Concord had been declared to be a Vietnam1. In John Hanson Mitchell’s WALKING TOWARDS WALDEN: A PILGRIMAGE IN SEARCH OF PLACE (Reading MA: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, 1995, page 259) there is a gratuitous reference to “…a raiding party under the control of Queen Weetamoo…”
which would seem to suggest that this squaw sachem, although separated from her consort Quinnapin, had something to do with
the hostilities. Such an imputation is of course utterly false. These tribal groupings on occasion did have female leaders, but a female
leader would have functioned only in a peacetime context and would have had nothing whatever to do with warfare. After the race
war Quinnapin would be tried and executed: he definitely had been a wartime leader.

2. Six people who of course had names, but their names would be no part of the record kept by the people who terminated them for
having committed this extreme error.
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style “free fire zone.” They had ventured than the permitted one mile, indeed they had gone as the crow flies
about one and one half miles, from their recognized habitation, all the way to the other side of Walden Pond
and onto the Hoar farm! So after the local white men had exchanged some bread and cheese for some of the
berries, four of them, Lieutenant Daniel Hoar (a nephew of John Hoar), Daniel Goble and his nephew Stephen
Goble (who had no wife or child and probably was no more than 22 years of age), Nathaniel Wilder, went out
to make themselves the death of this pic-nic. The three women and three children were chased and then
murdered on the north slope of the hill. Their bodies were stripped of their coats and left to lie exposed. When
the bodies would be found, some would be noticed to have been “shot through” while others would be noticed
to have had “their brains beat out with hatchets.”3

THE HOARS
OF

MOUNT MISERY

3. A brief but indicative record of this race atrocity has been preserved in Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF
CONCORD;.... The form of Shattuck’s record is more informative than its content. His record appears only in the 2d footnote on his
page 62, indicating, quite clearly, that as far as he is concerned, any race atrocities which involve white perpetrators and nonwhite
victims could be at best mere footnotes to the significant events of a town’s past. His note is preceded by an invidiously false but
intendedly exculpatory declaration, that “Strict regard was paid to the rights of friendly Indians by the government.” He proceeds
to refer to the murdered wives as “squaws” and to this racial mass murder of them and their children as their having been “killed.”
Making no mention in such a context of the town of Concord, he situates this act of genocide “on a hill in Watertown, now in
Lincoln.” He makes no mention of the fact that the six Concordians who were thus executed had been Concordians, as if, after all,
they had only been reds rather than real people, nor does he make any mention of the fact that the four perps had been Concordians
or, for that matter, of the obvious fact that such an egregious atrocity could only have been constructed by construing it, at that time,
as having constituted an official military engagement of the Concord Militia.
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In the days of King Philip’s War, the Indians had spared
the town of Concord. They burned the neighboring
settlements, Sudbury, Chelmsford, Stow, but one of
their chieftains said, as they glanced over Concord
from a hill-top, “We shall never prosper if we go there.
The Great Spirit loves that town.” This was an
Indian legend, and one could well believe it. Plain,
low, quiet, the village had no obvious distinction.
— Van Wyck Brooks, THE FLOWERING OF NEW ENGLAND
Later, when Andrew Pittimee, a local Native American who had been serving as a sergeant of the red guides
for the white troops fighting in the race war, would return to Concord, he would not be able to find his family.4
His wife had simply disappeared and was nowhere to be found. His two sisters also had disappeared; they were
nowhere to be found. Inquiries revealed that three Indian women and three Indian children had been killed
while out huckleberrying –where had they been buried — had their bodies even been buried– and Pittimee
started going around making much trouble, talking of equal hanging for all. A lot of red men were being
judged, why shouldn’t some white men be judged? The white militiamen who had set up this afternoon’s fun,
Lieutenant Daniel Hoar (in charge, giving the orders, defending his family’s farm), Stephen Goble and Daniel
Goble, and Nathaniel Wilder, eventually found themselves judged, not only by red people whose opinions
really did not count for much, but also by landowners, selectmen, white men whose opinions really did count,
to be guilty of the crime of murder. But, gee whiz, weren’t they just “following orders”?

THE HOARS
OF

MOUNT MISERY
[see next screen]

4. The fact that the white Concord soldiers were willing to be led through the forest by this Andrew Pittimee the red Concordian did
not imply that they considered him human or of equivalent standing and rights with themselves, for according to the Reverend
William Ames’s (October 6, 1605-January 11, 1654, a Harvard College graduate) CONSCIENCE WITH THE POWER AND CASES
THEREOF (pages 188-9), “as it is lawfull to use the helpe of beasts, as of Elephants, Horses, &c. So also is it lawfull to use the aid
of beastlike men.”
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AT A COUNCIL Held in BOSTON,

T

August 30, 1675.

he Council judging it of abfolute Necef=
fity for the Security of the Englifh, and
the Indians that are in Amity with us, that
they be Reftrained their ufual Commerce with the
Englifh, and Hunting in the Woods, during the
Time of Hoftility with thofe that are our Ene=
mies,
Do Order, that all thofe Indians that are
defirous to Approve themfelves Faithful to the
Englifh, be Confined to their feveral Plantations under=
written, until the Council fhall take further
Order; and that they fo order the fetting of their
Wigwams, that they may ftand Compact in
fome one Part of their Plantations refpectively,
where it may be beft for their own Provifion and
Defence. And that none of them do prefume to
Travel above one Mile from the Center of fuch their
Dwelling, unlefs in Company with fome Englifh, or in their Service near their Dwellings; and
excepting for gathering and fetching in their Corn
with one Englifhman, on Peril of being taken as
our Enemies, or their Abettors : And in Cafe that
any of them fhall be taken without the Limits
abovefaid, except as abovefaid, and do lofe their
Lives, or be otherwife damnified, by Englifh or Indians; The Council do hereby Declare, that they
fhall account themfelves wholly Innocent, and their
Blood or other Damage (by them fuftained) will
be upon their own Heads. Alfo it fhall not be
lawful for any Indians that are in Amity with us,
to entertain any ftrange Indians, or receive any of
our Enemies Plunder, but fhall from Time to
Time make Difcovery whereof to fome Englifh, that
fhall be Appointed for that End to fojourn among
them, on Penalty of being reputed our Enemies,
and of being liable to be proceeded againft as
fuch.
Alfo, whereas it is the Manner of the Heathen
that are now in Hoftility with us, contrary to the
Practice of all Civil Nations, to Execute their
bloody Infolencies by Stealth, and Sculking in
fmall Parties, declaring all open Decifion of
their Controverfie, either by Treaty or by the
Sword.
The Council do therefore Order, That after the
Publication of the Provifion aforefaid, It fhall be
lawful for any Perfon, whether Englifh or Indian,
that fhall find any Indians Travelling or Sculking
in any of our Towns or Woods, contrary to the
Limits above=named, to command them under their
Guard and Examination, or to Kill and deftroy
them as they beft may or can. The Council
hereby declaring, That it will be moft acceptable to
them that none be Killed or Wounded that are
Willing to furrender themfelves into Cuftody.
The Places of the Indians Refidencies are, Natick,
Punquapaog, Nafhoba, Wamefit, and Haffanemefit:
And if there be
any of
that
any other
“Stack
the belong
Artist ofto
Kouroo”
Project
Plantations, they are to Repair to fome one of
thefe.
By the Council.

Edward Rawfon.

Secr.
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Now more recently, on page 57 of John Hanson Mitchell’s TRESPASSING: AN INQUIRY INTO THE PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP OF LAND (Reading MA: Addison-Wesley, 1998), an extrabogus version of the Concord genocide
story has resurfaced without references being cited. According to this author Mitchell’s inventive elaborations
and suppressions, no native children were involved and only one woman was offed, her innocent activities at
the time remain unspecified, only one white perpetrator was involved, who had been a passing stranger, the
offense had been against town laws, it not being mentioned whether this was a Concord town law or a Boston
statute — and the local militia of course had nothing whatever to do with the incident. Thus it is that history
gets rewritten to serve the self-respect of the descendant children of the victor:

By the 1670s this Puritan concept of written
law, of a higher doctrine, had become so
established that during King Philip’s War,
when the wife of one of the sometime residents
at Nashobah was killed by a passing Englishman
at Hurtleberry Hill, the town fathers,
finding the white man guilty under the aegis
of town laws, felt compelled to hang him.
That is not to say that the native peoples of
the Americas did not also have a concept of
law or, for that matter, a concept of the
division of land.
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“Denial is an integral part of atrocity, and it’s a
natural part after a society has committed genocide.
First you kill, and then the memory of killing is
killed.”
— Iris Chang, author of THE RAPE OF NANKING
(1997), when the Japanese translation
of her work was cancelled by Basic
Books due to threats from Japan,
on May 20, 1999.

“Historical amnesia has always been with us:
we just keep forgetting we have it.”
— Russell Shorto

“Stack of the Artist of Kouroo” Project
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September 21: On Boston Common, Stephen Goble, one of the white Concordian militiamen who had murdered
the three nameless Native American women and their three nameless children on Mount Misery, was
hanged till thou beest dead and the Lord be merciful
to thy soul.

On the same platform on this occasion, a woman who was there to be publicly whipped for adultery5
mocked this Concordian “instigated by the devil.”
Stephen Goble of Concord, was executed for murder of
Indians: three Indians for firing [Thomas] Eames his
house [at Sherborn], and murder [of Eames’s wife and
some of his children]. The wether was cloudy and rawly
cold, though little or no rain. Mr. [Reverend Thomas]
Mighil prayed: four others sate on the Gallows, two men
and two impudent Women, one of which, at least, Laughed
on the Gallows, as several testified.

5. We may note that the punishment of this Boston adulterer, name not of record, was public whipping, Nathaniel Hawthorne’s THE
SCARLET LETTER to the contrary notwithstanding.
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Presumably, the body of Stephen Goble was then buried. The bodies of the Native Americans of course were
not buried, and presumably it was the practice to give the bodies of “tawny Serpents,” when they were not
needed for medical training, to the Boston pigs — although I do not know of this for sure.6Stephen Goble left
“KING PHILLIP’S WAR”
no wife or child.

1793
October 15, Tuesday: Lemuel Shattuck was born to a modest family in Ashby, Massachusetts. He would be reared in
the farming community of New Ipswich, New Hampshire, and the 2d Great Awakening and its emphasis upon
the precariousness of our lives would shape his religious and moral views. (Barbara Gutmann Rosenkranz, in
her PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE STATE ... 1842-1936, would characterize his belief system as “a pietistic faith in
God rather than man” leading to an “organic moral view, linking order and virtue.” Arguably, although he
never would receive a medical diploma, he is on the very short list for being recognized as the person who has
done the most to prolong the human lifespan under conditions of civilization.)

1797
Tuberculosis would play a major role in Lemuel Shattuck’s family life. During this year, while he was four,
his mother died of consumption.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
In this history of Concord the matter is handled in its totality in a footnote by quoting, allegedly verbatim,
from the manuscript of Sewall’s journal, as follows:

6.

“Sept. 21, 1671 [sic], Stephen Gobble [sic] of Concord
was executed for the murder of Indians. Three Indians
for firing Eames’s house and murder. The weather [sic]
was cloudy and rawly cold, though little or no rain.
Mr. Mighil prayed. 4 others set [sic] on the gallows —
two men and 2 impudent women ; one of which laughed on
the gallows, as many [sic] testified.”

“Stack of the Artist of Kouroo” Project
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Organization of the Corinthian Lodge of Ancient, Free and Accepted Masons, at Concord, Massachusetts.
The Masters of the lodge, until 1859, would be as follows:

1812
The song “Hey, Betty Martin” was the favorite marching song of the War of 1812.
David Cusick would serve on the side of the Americans during this war. His Iroquois village would be burned
by the British.
US Army Chief of Engineers Joseph G. Swift, while planning the defense of Ogdensburg, New York, met the
father of Charles Davies, who was a county Sheriff, and was sufficiently impressed with the proficiency of
young Davies to help the family secure him an appointment to the West Point Military Academy of the US
Army.
Just at this point, Lemuel Shattuck began a diary. The opening sentence of this diary is as follows:
“This day 19 years ago I was born into this world a sinner possest of that principle which is opposed to God
and his government; totally depraved in all my actions, desires and affections.”

10
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1815
Dr. Thomas Young’s A PRACTICAL AND HISTORICAL TREATISE ON CONSUMPTIVE DISEASES indicated
despondently that in only about one out of every thousand cases would there be a successful recovery from
consumption, and that the best medical care would save the life merely of one out of every hundred victims.
To become consumptive was regarded as a virtual death sentence.

Tuberculosis was playing a major role in Lemuel Shattuck’s family life. In 1797, while he was four, his mother
had died of consumption. At this point in his young manhood, his father also succumbed to consumption.

1816
Tuberculosis was playing a major role in Lemuel Shattuck’s family life. While he was four, his mother had
died of consumption. During his young manhood, his father also had succumbed to consumption. At this point
one of his sisters died, of consumption.
During this year French physician René-Théophile-Hycinthe Laënnec (1781-1826), after being invited by
some street urchins to listen to the scratching of a pin as transmitted down the length of a wooden beam,
invented the stethoscope. At first he used a rolled up piece of paper, then a wooden tube. He would use mediate
auscultation (the process of listening for sounds in the body by using an instrument) to correlate clinical
symptoms of phthisis with pathological symptoms.

I was surprised and pleased to hear the beating of the
heart much more clearly than if I had applied my ear
directly to the chest.

“Stack of the Artist of Kouroo” Project
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Diagnosis of chest ailments by means of percussion had already been implemented, but it was at this point that
modern physical diagnosis of disorders of the chest cavity truly began. It was still commonly believed by
physicians, however, that pulmonary tuberculosis might be the result of bad heredity, or might be a form of
cancer, and it was not associated with the other forms of TB –scrofula, tabes mesenterica, cold abscess, white
swelling, lupus, and Pott’s disease–, and the infectious and communicable nature of this infection was not yet
understood:
Because nationwide vital statistics records were not
gathered until comparatively recent times, some idea
as to the extent of tuberculosis as a public health
problem, in the early part of the nineteenth century,
can be deduced from mortality data for a few
communities
that
systematically
collected
such
information. These cities and states were almost
entirely in the northeastern part of the country. It
appears from published documents that about one fourth
of all deaths were due to “phthisis” or “consumption,”
the old terms for pulmonary tuberculosis. Usually the
statistics did not include such forms of nonpulmonary
tuberculosis as scrofula, tabes mesenterica, cold
abscess, white swelling, lupus, and Pott’s disease.
The general practice was to mention the latter forms
of tuberculosis as separate entities.
In Salem, Massachusetts, during the five-year period
from
1768
to
1773
“consumption”
(pulmonary
tuberculosis) accounted for 117 or 18.2 percent of 642
deaths from all causes, and for the period 1799 to 1808
the proportion rose to 25 percent. The “consumption”
death rate is estimated to have been around 440 per
100,000 population. Boston, from 1810 to 1820,
recorded 1,891 deaths from “consumption,” a pulmonary
tuberculosis rate of 489 per 100,000 population. Other
cities had somewhat higher rates: New York City (180408), 550, Philadelphia (1811-20), 618; Baltimore
(1821-30), 392; Providence (1841-45), 501; and
Charleston (1822-30), 450. During this era, in large
cities,
the
proportion
of
deaths
ascribed
to
tuberculosis ranged from 14 to 30 percent....

Understood or not, lots of people in that period were falling victim to a cavernous cough, abundant
expectoration of phlegm occasionally mixed with blood, dull pains in the chest, fever,7 and emaciation
to eventual death. Previous to the stethoscope, various pulmonary symptoms we now classify as one disease
(such as coughing up blood, and shortness of breath) had been known as 17 different pulmonary conditions.
7. To give some idea of the terminal fever which was expected in cases of “phthisis,” I will quote from a report which would appear
in an 1894 medical journal, as this report was seconded in the Scientific American magazine of the period: “The Medical Record
tells of a woman in Ohio who utilized the high temperature of her phthisical husband for eight weeks before his death, by using him
as an incubator for hens’ eggs. She took 50 eggs, and wrapping each one in cotton batting, laid them alongside the body of her
husband in the bed, he being unable to resist or move a limb. After three weeks she was rewarded with forty-six lively young
chickens.”

12
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“The advent of the stethoscope made it possible to unify
tuberculosis.”
— Doctor Jacalyn Duffin

1821
The Nantucket Inquirer encouraged consumptives to inhale the smoke from burning rosin or the steam of
boiling tar to strengthen their lungs. Some physicians were advising their patients to consume “only animal
foods.”
Tuberculosis was playing a major role in Lemuel Shattuck’s family life. While he was four, his mother had
died of consumption. During his young manhood, his father also had succumbed to consumption, followed by
one of his sisters. At this point the other of his sisters died, of the same cause.
The mother of the Brontë family died, a tuberculosis victim. (The Reverend Brontë also had a chronic
tuberculosis infection.)

1823
After having taught school for two years in Troy and Albany, New York and for four years in Detroit,
Michigan, Lemuel Shattuck came to Concord to help his older brother Daniel Shattuck keep a store in what is
now part of the Colonial Inn on Monument Square.
Tuberculosis had played a major role in this young man’s family life. His mother had died of consumption in
1797 while he was four years old, his father had died of consumption in 1815 while he was 22 years old, one
of his sisters had died of consumption in 1816 while he was 23 years old, and the other of his sisters had died
of consumption in 1821 while he was 28 years old.

“Stack of the Artist of Kouroo” Project
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1825
April 19, Tuesday: Concord’s orator of the day was Representative Edward Everett, 60 survivors assembled,

of the dustup between the militia and the army of 1775, and a foundation-stone for a monument was positioned
in the town square: “Here on the 19th of April 1775 began the war of that Revolution which gave Independence
to America.” Some Concordians, however, were rather irritated at their committee’s decision to situate this
monument at such a distance from the actual battlesite. The pamphlet of Major Elias Phinney was issued by
the town of Lexington, detailing the depositions of their survivors to the effect that it had been Lexington, not
Concord, that had been the site of the first “battle” between the militia and the army troops, and that it had been

Lexington blood, not Concord blood, which “became the first offering upon the altar of their country’s
freedom.” “Inhabitants of Lexington feel it to be particularly incumbent on them to lay this statement of facts
before the publick, on account of some recent publications stating that ‘at Concord the first blood was shed
between the British and the armed Americans.’”8
OLD NORTH BRIDGE
PATRIOTS’ DAY
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Because of this controversy which arose between these competing-for-the-tourist-dollar towns half a century
after the events, as to which one of the two had been the true righteous manly aggressor which was by right to
be annually celebrated versus which one the mere supine effeminate victim which ought to be annually
neglected, Lemuel Shattuck would need to add a special appendix to his 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF
CONCORD;...:

HISTORICAL VIEW OF THE EVIDENCE
RELATING TO THE EVENTS OF THE 19TH APRIL, 1775.
FIFTY years after the events of the 19th of April, 1775,
occurred, some statements relating to the history of those
events became the subject of controversy. The following
questions embrace the most material points in discussion.
1. Did the Lexington company disperse as directed by the
British officers? and were they first fired upon while
dispersing?
2. Was the first forcible resistance to the British armed
soldiers made by the provincials at Lexington in the morning;
and did they then return the fire of the enemy?
Some Individuals are satisfied with a history which describes
the whole of the events of that day under the local name of
Lexington Battle, whether reference be had to the affair at
Lexington in the morning, or to the fight at Concord, or to that
in the afternoon, continued during the whole course of the
retreat from Concord to Charlestown; and they will consider it
of little importance how these questions are answered. But those
who regard truth as important in historical matters, even in
minute particulars, will look at the subject in a different
light. Without any intentions of reviving the controversy, or
of stating at length the reasons for the opinions I entertain,
or of casting a comparative shade over the honor acquired by the
brave “sons of liberty” in either town for the part they acted,
I deem it due to historical truth to make the following detail
8.

Phinney, Elias. HISTORY OF THE BATTLE OF LEXINGTON, ON THE MORNING OF THE 19TH OF APRIL 1775.
Boston MA: Phelps and Farnham, 1825
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of facts, that the subject may be fairly understood; and that
those who entertain or promulgate opinions relating to these
historical events, may have the means of doing it accurately.
The origin of this controversy will appear from the following
statements. On the 2d of September, 1824, Lafayette passed
through Lexington and Concord; and in an address to him in
Concord, the Hon. Samuel Hoar said, “You now behold the spot on
which the first forcible resistance was made” to British
oppression. The same idea had often been given before by Morse,
Worcester and others, who had in their Gazetteers, described the
geography of the town. In the following October the Bunker Hill
Monument Association published an address to the public,
soliciting subscriptions in aid of its objects, in which it is
said, “At Concord the first [British] blood was shed between the
British and armed Americans.” — “It is also intended to erect a
suitable monument at Concord, where the first conflict was had,
bearing proper inscriptions to commemorate the glorious spirit
of independence which manifested itself there.” This produced
two illiberal newspaper articles in “The Boston Patriot,” and a
reply from the Hon. William Sullivan, chairman of the committee.
During the approaching winter the citizens of Concord made
arrangements to celebrate by public performances the fiftieth
anniversary of the 19th of April, 1775. The Hon. Edward Everett
was engaged as the orator, and Lexington and the neighboring
towns were invited to unite in the ceremony. The Bunker Hill
Monument Association appropriated $500, — which was somewhat
less than the amount of the subscriptions to that Association
in Concord, — towards the erection of a monument in that town,
and sent to the committee of arrangements a plan of the monument,
and proposed that the cornerstone should be laid on the day of
the celebration.9
In the mean time the inhabitants of Lexington had taken
measures to collect and publish a statement, intended, as we are
informed in the preface to the publication, to counteract the
influence of the two statements above mentioned; and also the
testimony given under oath in 1775; and the narrative of the
Rev. Mr. Clark published in 1776. The result of these measures
was, “The History of the Battle of Lexington,” written by Elias
Phinney, Esq., a member of the committee chosen by the town for
that purpose. This pamphlet was placed in the hands of the
honorable and accomplished orator, and he states in a note to
the historical Oration, pronounced at the celebration, that his
“aim has been not to pronounce on questions in controversy,” “reference being had to the testimony contained” in Mr.
Phinney’s pamphlet. These two publications (the Oration and
History) appeared in print about the same time; and, so far as
relates to the particular facts in question, stand equally on
controversial ground. In 1827, “the Rev. Ezra Ripley, D.D., and
other citizens of Concord, published a “History of the Fight at
Concord,” intended to invalidate some of the statements
contained in the two pamphlets just mentioned. All three of
9. This money has been vested on interest by the town for this object. The directors of the Bunker Hill Monument Association have
also more recently pledged themselves to pay the additional sum of $1000; and when received, the whole will be appropriated to
building a monument, probably on the very spot where the first British blood was shed, — where the first British life was taken, in
the cause of American liberty, and where are the graves of the slain.
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these publications, though they contain much valuable historical
matter, must be considered in regard to the points at issue,
controversial.
About the time these publications were made, several highly
controversial articles appeared in the newspapers; but they
cannot be regarded by candid minds in the serious light of
historical truth. A new lithographic edition of Doolittle’s
Historical Engraving, first published in 1775, also appeared.
In the original no one is represented as firing at the British
soldiers at Lexington, but several as dispersing and some as
slain. As this would be rather an awkward representation of a
battle, the editors, as is sometimes the practice of historians,
thought fit to improve the original to suit their views of what
the engagement should have been. From this picture wood cuts
have been prepared, which appear in some school-books to
perpetuate error.
The original evidence, which was for the first time obtained
and printed in the above pamphlets, was taken ex parte, and
designed, so far as relates to the question at issue, to
establish some particular facts in controversy, and cannot
therefore be considered strictly impartial. If there was an
influence which produced defective evidence in 1775, as has been
stated, it is not more reasonable to suppose that some other
influence, operating fifty years afterwards, when the facts
could not be so distinctly remembered, and the points then in
controversy were a subject of frequent conversation, might
produce evidence so stated and expressed as to give erroneous
impressions? Whatever weight might be attached to either of
these publications, no accurate historian will be satisfied with
their statements merely, or pronounce on questions in
controversy, without a reference to the whole original evidence.
In this case, as well as in many others, where historians copy
the errors of other writers, it will be found to differ
materially from the modern version. And what are the original
sources of the evidence? What is its purport? And how was it
understood?
Some account of those events was published in the “Essex
Gazette” of April 21st and 25th, and May 5th, 1775, which,
including an introduction, a list of the killed and wounded, and
a “Funeral elegy to the immortal memory of those worthies which
were slain in the Battle of Concord, April 19, 1775,” soon after
appeared in a hand-bill 20 inches long and 15 wide, entitled
“Bloody Butchery by the British Troops, or the Runaway Fight of
the Regulars”; — “being the Particulars of the Victorious Battle
fought at and near Concord.” Just above the title were pictured
40 coffins over which were printed the names of the slain.
On the 22d of April a committee of the Provincial Congress,
consisting of Col. Elbridge Gerry of Marblehead, Hon. Thomas
Cushing of Cohasset, Col. James Barrett of Concord, Capt. Josiah
Stone of Dracut, Dr. John Taylor of Lunenburgh, Mr. Samuel
Freeman of Falmouth, Abraham Watson, Esq. of Cambridge, and
Jonas Dix, Esq. of Waltham, were chosen to take the depositions
relating to the conduct of the British on the 19th [of April,
1775]; another was appointed to draw up a narrative, and another
to make an additional copy of the depositions. After it was
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collected, the evidence was transmitted to the Continental
Congress, and to England;10 part of it was published in the
“Pennsylvania Ledger,” and copied into other American and
English newspapers. The whole was published by Isaiah Thomas,
by an order of the Provincial Congress passed May 28th, in a
pamphlet of 22 pages, 8vo., entitled, “A Narrative of the
Incursions and Ravages of the King’s Troops under command of
General Gage on the Nineteenth of April, 1775, together with the
Depositions taken by order of Congress to support the truth of
it.” The pamphlet was ordered to be sent to every town in the
province, though I have seen but one copy, which is owned by
William Lincoln, Esq., of Worcester. These depositions were all
taken the next week after the battle; and it is a fact worthy
of notice, that those relating to Concord were dated the 23d [of
April, 1775], and those relating to Lexington the 25th of April.
“A Narrative of the Concord Fight, with 104 Depositions to
support the truth of it,” was written by the Rev. Mr. Gordon of
Roxbury, and published in George’s Almanac for 1776, “by
particular desire and for the use of the gentlemen officers and
soldiers of the American Army.” Lowe’s Almanac for that year
contains another account by the same gentleman, describing “what
he saw, or collected from unquestionable authority on the spot,”
relating to the same events.
The Rev. Jonas Clark published his Narrative, referred to in
our General History, in connexion with his Anniversary Sermon
in 1776. He informs us that he was an eye-witness, and that it
is “a plain and faithful narrative of facts, as they appeared
unto us in this place.”
A “circumstantial account,” of this affair was transmitted
by Gov. Gage to Gov. Trumbull;11 and an official account was sent
to England, which was not published by the ministry till June
10th, and which drew forth some severe but well deserved
criticisms in the “Remembrancer” and other English papers.
Gordon says it “had little truth in it;” and all who had even
an imperfect knowledge of the facts will say the same. This
statement of the material facts is contradicted by the original
depositions, by Mr. Clark’s Narrative, and by all the recent
publications above noticed. It was so drawn up as especially to
answer a particular purpose, and as a lame apology of Gage to
England for murdering innocent citizens. It was probably
compiled from letters of Smith and Percy, or from a narrative
of the occurrences written by Ensign D. Bernicre, which was left
in Boston, when the British evacuated it, and published in 1779,
says the title, “for the information and amusement of the
curious.”12 This remark in some measure shows the estimation in
10. Capt. John Derby of Salem was despatched with these papers to England, where he arrived the 29th of May [1775]. He was the
bearer of the “Essex Gazette,” containing the first published account of these events, which was printed and circulated in London
on the day of his arrival, and gave the first notice of the affair in England. It produced great commotion. General Gage’s official
account, although despatched four days before Capt. Derby sailed, did not arrive until the 10th of June, eleven days after Capt.
Derby’s arrival, subjecting the ministry to no small embarrassment and chagrin. The depositions taken out by Capt. Derby were the
originals first taken, and contain the real signatures of the deponents. They were intended for the British government, but for some
causes not known were never communicated. They have been returned to this country, and are now in the Library of Harvard
College. See Washington’s Writings, Vol. III. p. 35. The depositions and the letters sent by Capt. Derby may be found in the printed
Journals of Congress for 1775.
11.2 Massachusetts Historical Collections, ii, p. 224.
12.2 Massachusetts Historical Collections, iv, p. 215.
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which its statements were then held. It was not believed by most
of the English historians of those time, who have been
considered accurate and impartial; though some, who appear
willing to adopt the errors of others from prejudice or without
careful investigation, have believed and sent it forth as truth.
These were all the material printed original sources of
evidence.13 Most other writers anterior to 1825 have described
the events without being eye-witnesses, — without thorough
examination, or have been mere copyists from some one of these
authorities with comments to suit their own peculiar views.
And what is the purport of this evidence?
In these depositions, Capt. Parker, commander of the Lexington
company, testifies under oath, that on the approach of the
British troops he “immediately ordered the militia to disperse,
and not to fire; immediately said troops made their appearance.”
John Robbins, that when commanded by the British troops to
disperse, they did disperse before any firing took place.
34 others, that “the company began to disperse, and, when their
backs were turned upon the troops, they were fired upon.”
Timothy Smith, that “the troops marched up to the company then
dispersing” before the firing. Thomas Fessendon, that “as soon
as ever the officer cried, ‘Disperse, you rebels,’ the said
company dispersed as fast as they could; and, while they were
dispersing, the regulars kept firing at them.” Edward T. Gould,
a British officer, that “on our approach they dispersed, and,
soon after, firing began.” The Rev. Mr. Clark fully confirms
these depositions. The British account says, “when the troops
came within one hundred yards of them they began to file off
towards some stone walls.”
How was this testimony understood? Isaiah Thomas, in the
Massachusetts Spy of May 3d, 1775, published an account of this
affair, “collected from those whose veracity is unquestioned,”
in which he says, “it is to be noticed they fired upon our people
as they were dispersing agreeably to their command, and that
they did not even return the fire.” — “Thus did the troops of
the British king fire first at two several times [at Lexington
and Concord] upon his loyal American subjects, and put a period
to ten lives before a gun was fired upon them. Our people THEN
returned the fire and obliged them to retreat.” The London
“Remembrancer” (Vol. I, p. 56) says, “The positive oaths and
veracity of witnesses render it unquestionable that the King’s
troops began the fire, and that too upon a very small body of
provincials who were dispersing.” Gordon, in the Narrative to
which I have referred, says, “Upon seeing the regulars they
dispersed.” — “The Lexington company upon seeing these troops,
and being of themselves so unequal a match for them, were
deliberating for a few moments what they should do, when several
dispersing of their own heads, the Captain soon ordered the rest
to disperse for their own safety.” This was before the firing
of the British. “They killed 3 or 4 on the common, the rest on
the other side of the walls, and while dispersing.” This is
confirmed by the British account. The Rev. Mr. Pemberton says,
“They were fired upon while dispersing;”14 and repeats the same
13. The letter of Paul Revere relates to other occurrences of the day not in controversy. 1 Hist. Coll., Vol. v. p. 106.
14. 1 Massachusetts Historical Collections, ii, p. 48.
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idea in his manuscript history.
It has been said that this evidence was “ex parte and made
for particular purposes,” — to decided the question “whether the
Americans fired first, and not whether they fired at all.” It
has also been said, that those “who gave in their evidence would
not disclose any “facts which might in all probability expose
themselves or their friends to the British halter.” These
objections, to be of force, must, as seems to me, apply equally
to all the testimony, to that which relates to Concord as well
as to Lexington; and even to the Narrative of Mr. Clark. The
Concord deponents testified before “Gen. Gage and other
apologists of British outrage,” (in the language of Mr.
Phinney’s preface,) “had asserted that the people of Lexington
commenced the attack on the king’s troops; and they testified
two days before the Lexington deponents gave in their testimony
to the same committee. If the Lexington company returned the
fire, why, it has been asked, should they not have testified to
it after the Concord deponents had done it? Why should one fear
the halter more than the other? And why should it be more
criminal in one to tell the whole truth than in the other? And
it is especially difficult to perceive how Mr. Clark should be
influenced by such or any other improper motives. His Narrative
was drawn up after being a year on the spot, and after daily
conversations on the subject. It is not easy to perceive how any
motive could have influenced him to make an imperfect statement,
or “color it for a particular purpose.” He could not have
suppressed the truth, because he feared “the halter”; nor was
it necessary at that time to rouse the indignation of the
Americans towards the British by erroneous statements, nor to
refute their assertions, nor to show that they had committed
“the most deliberate murder” at Lexington. Bunker Hill battle
had been fought, Washington for some time had had the command
of the army; and, among other great events, the enemy had removed
from our neighborhood, and evacuated Boston. Why should his
Narrative not be believed and received as he says it is, — as
“a plain and faithful Narrative of facts as they appeared to us
in this place” [Lexington]? And with far more authority than any
foreign historian?
None of the original authorities to which I have referred,
states that the fire was returned, though it is inferred from
what is testified that some guns were fired. But these could not
have been fired till after Capt. Parker had “ordered the militia
to disperse and not to fire.” — “Very few of our people,” says
Mr. Clark, “fired at all; and even they did not fire till, after
being fired upon by the troops, they were wounded themselves,
or saw others killed, or wounded by them, and looked upon it
next to impossible to escape.” But does not the expression
returning the fire, as usually understood, convey some other
meaning than that implied by Mr. Clark? Would two or three guns
from behind the walls or from neighboring houses or even on the
common, on each one’s own responsibility, after orders had been
given by the commanding officers, “to disperse and not to fire,”
be considered, in military affairs, or in the ordinary use of
language, as returning the fire, and making a regular, forcible
resistance? Whether any British blood was shed or not at
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Lexington in the morning, so far as regards the sources of
evidence to which we have adverted, rests entirely on the
assertion in the British account, that a single man was wounded
in the leg. Whether this be true is problematical, since this
account is not now relied on by any one as authority. It is not
pretended by anyone, that a single individual of the enemy was
killed at Lexington in the morning.
Notwithstanding the distinguished part Concord acted on that
occasion, her citizens never took the trouble to have the
particulars published to the world. This is partly to be
ascribed to the premature death of that devoted patriot, the
Rev. William Emerson. He and several others left matter in
manuscript which has aided me in this work. Lexington, on the
other hand, celebrated the day by military parades and religious
services on eight successive anniversaries; and the sermons
preached on the occasion were printed. The legislature also
granted on the 28th of February, 1797, on the petition of Joseph
Simonds, then a representative from Lexington, $200 to erect a
monument in that town. Mr. Thomas Park of Harvard built the
monument. After some progress had been made in its erection it
was found that a further sum would be necessary to complete it,
and the Selectmen petitioned for more aid. $200 more were
granted on the 13th of January, 1798.15 It was proper that such
a monument should be placed there; and the inscription it bears
is happily designed for its object. This monument, however, and
the celebrations above noticed, combined with various other
circumstances, have tended to take off the public mind from an
examination of the whole history of the events on the 19th of
April, 1775, and to mark this spot for other purposes than the
monument was intended - the spot where the first American blood
was shed; where the first American life was taken.
The inhabitants of Lexington deserve great credit for the
stand they took in the morning, and the part they acted during
the day. That her militia were slain with arms in their hands
is an important fact, and highly honorable to their patriotism
and valor. As to resistance there, it is not contended by anyone
that any was made or attempted, which could have impeded the
progress of the troops. Mr. Clark speaks of the place, as “the
field, not of battle, but of murder and bloodshed.” This was
undoubtedly true. It would have been rash and inconsiderate for
70 militia men to have placed themselves in the attitude of
opposition to 800 chosen troops; and much more so to have engaged
in a battle. It would have been folly and not bravery. It was
much more honorable to disperse. It was not so at Concord. There
the circumstances were different, and the numbers of both
opposing parties more nearly equal. All testimony concurs in
saying that there was cool, deliberate and effectual opposition,
by order of the commanding officer. There was the first forcible
resistance — there the enemy were first compelled to retreat;
and there the first British life was taken.
I annex all the depositions taken by authority of the
Provincial Congress, and published officially in the pamphlet
of which we have given the title on page 336 [“A Narrative of
15. Resolves of the General Court.
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the Incursions and Ravages of the King’s Troops under command
of General Gage on the Nineteenth of April, 1775, together with
the Depositions taken by order of Congress to support the truth
of it.”]. The signatures of the deponents and the certificates
of the Justices of the Peace and Notaries Public, only, are
omitted.
“We, SOLOMON BROWN, JONATHAN LORING, and ELIJAH SANDERSON,
all of lawful age and of Lexington, in the County of
Middlesex, and Colony of the Massachusetts-Bay, in New
England, do testify and declare, That on the evening of
the eighteenth of April [1775] instant, being on the
road between Lexington and Concord, and all of us
mounted on horses, we were, about ten of the clock,
suddenly surprised by nine persons whom we took to be
regular officers, who rode up to us, mounted and armed,
each holding a pistol in his hand, and after putting
pistols to our breasts, and seizing the bridles of our
horses, they swore that if we stirred another step we
should be all dead men, upon which we surrendered
ourselves, they detained us until two o’clock the next
morning, in which time they searched and greatly abused
us, having first enquired about the magazine at Concord,
whether any guards were posted there and whether the
bridges were up, and said four or five regiments of
regulars would be in possession of the stores soon, they
then brought us back to Lexington, cut the horses
bridles and girts, turned them loose, and then left us.
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.
“I, ELIJAH SANDERSON above-named, do further testify and
declare that I was in Lexington Common the morning of
the nineteenth of April [1775] aforesaid, having been
dismissed by the officers above-mentioned, and saw a
large body of regular troops advancing towards
Lexington Company, many of whom were then dispersing, I
heard one of the regulars, whom I took to be an officer,
say, ‘Damn them we will have them,’ and immediately the
regulars shouted aloud, run, and fired on the Lexington
Company, which did not fire a gun before the regulars
discharged on them, eight of the Lexington Company were
killed, while they were dispersing and at considerable
distance from each other, and many wounded, and,
although a spectator, I narrowly escaped with my life.
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.”
“I, THOMAS RICE WILLARD, of lawful age, do testify and
declare, that being in the house of Daniel Harrington,
of Lexington, on the nineteenth instant, in the morning,
about half an hour before sun-rise, looked out the
window of said house and saw (as I suppose) about four
hundred of the regulars in one body coming up the road
and marched toward the north part of the Common back of
the meeting-house, of said Lexington, and as soon as
said regulars were against the East-End of the meetinghouse, the commanding officer said something, what I
know not, but upon that the regulars ran till they came
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within about eight or nine rods of about an hundred of
the militia of Lexington who were collected on said
common, at which time the militia of Lexington
dispersed, then the officers made an huzza, and the
private soldiers succeeded them, directly after this,
an officer rode before the regulars, to the other side
of the body, and hollowed after the Militia of said
Lexington and said, ‘Lay down your arms, damn you, why
don’t you lay down your arms,’ and that there was not a
gun fired till the militia of Lexington were dispersed,
and further saith not.
“April 23d, 1775.”
“Lexington, 25th of April, 1775.
“SIMON WINSHIP of Lexington, in the county of
Middlesex, and province of the Massachusetts-Bay, in
New England, being of lawful age testifieth and saith,
that on the nineteenth of April instant, about four
o’clock in the morning, as he was passing the public
road in said Lexington, peaceably and unarmed, about two
miles and an half distant from the meeting-house in said
Lexington, he was met by a body of the King’s regular
troops, and being stopped by some officers of said
troops was commanded to dismount, upon asking why he
must dismount, he was obliged by force to quit his
horse, and ordered to march in the midst of the body,
and being examined whether he had been warning the
minute-men he answered no, but had been out and was then
returning to his father’s. Said Winship further
testifies, that he marched with said troops until he
became about half a quarter of a mile of said meetinghouse, where an officer commanded the troops to halt,
and then to prime and load; this being done, the said
troops marched on till they came within a few rods of
Capt. Parker, and company, who were partly collected on
the place of parade, when said Winship observed an
officer at the head of said troops, flourishing his
sword and with a loud voice giving the word ‘Fire,’
which was instantly followed by a discharge of arms from
said regular troops, and said Winship is positive, and
in the most solemn manner declares, that there was no
discharge of arms on either side, till the word fire was
given by said officer as above.”
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.
“I, JOHN PARKER, of lawful age, and commander of the
militia in Lexington, do testify and declare, that, on
the 19th instant, in the morning about one of the clock,
being informed that there were a number of the regular
officers riding up and down the road, stopping and
insulting people as they passed the road, and also was
informed that a number of the regular troops were on
their march from Boston, in order to take the province
stores at Concord, ordered our militia to meet on the
common in said Lexington, to consult what to do, and
concluded not to be discovered nor meddle or make with
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said regular troops (if they should approach) unless
they should insult or molest us, and upon their sudden
approach, I immediately ordered our militia to disperse
and not to fire. Immediately said troops made their
appearance and rushing furiously, fired upon and killed
eight of our party, without receiving any provocation
therefor from us.”
“Lexington, April 24th, 1775.
“I, JOHN ROBBINS, being of lawful age, do testify and
say, that on the 19th instant, the company under the
command of Captain John Parker, being drawn up sometime
before sunrise, on the green or common, and I being in
the front rank, there suddenly appeared a number of the
King’s troops, about a thousand, as I thought, at the
distance of about sixty or seventy yards from us,
hussaing, and on quick pace towards us, with three
officers in their front on horseback, and on full gallop
towards us, the foremost of which cried, ‘Throw down
your arms, ye villains, ye rebels,’ upon which said
company dispersing, the foremost of the three officers
ordered their men, saying, ‘Fire, by God, fire,’ at
which moment, we received a very heavy and close fire
from them, at which instant, being wounded, I fell, and
several of our men were shot dead by me. Capt. Parker’s
men, I believe, had not fired a gun, and further the
deponent saith not.”
“We, BENJAMIN TIDD, of Lexington, and JOSEPH ABBOT, of
Lincoln, in the county of Middlesex, and colony of the
Massachusetts-Bay, in New England, of lawful age, do
testify and declare, that on the morning of the
nineteenth of April instant, about five o’clock, being
on Lexington common and mounted on horses, we saw a body
of Regular Troops marching up to the Lexington company
which was then dispersing; soon after, the regulars
fired, first a few guns, which we took to be pistols,
from some of the regulars who were mounted on horses,
and then the said regulars fired a volley or two before
any guns were fired by the Lexington company. Our horses
immediately started and we rode off and further say not.
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.”
“We, NATHANIEL MULLIKEN, PHILIP RUSSELL, MOSES HARRINGTON, JUN.,
THOMAS HARRINGTON, DANIEL HARRINGTON, WILLIAM GRISMER, WILLIAM
TIDD, ISAAC HASTINGS, JONAS STONE, Jun., JAMES WYMAN, THADDEUS
HARRINGTON, JOHN CHANDLER, JOSHUA REED, Jun., JOSEPH SIMONDS,
PHINEAS SMITH, JOHN CHANDLER, Jun., REUBEN LOCK, JOEL VILES,
NATHAN REED, SAMUEL TIDD, BENJAMIN LOCK, THOMAS WINSHIP, SIMEON
SNOW, JOHN SMITH, MOSES HARRINGTON, 3d., JOSHUA REED, EBENEZER
PARKER, JOHN HARRINGTON, ENOCH WILLINGTON, JOHN HOSMER, ISAAC
GREEN, PHINEAS STEARNS, ISAAC DURANT, and THOMAS HEADLY, Jun.,
all of lawful age, and inhabitants of Lexington, in the
county of Middlesex, and Colony of the MassachusettsBay, in New England, do testify and declare, that on the
19th of April instant, about one or two o’clock in the
morning, being informed that several officers of the
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regulars had, the evening before, been riding up and
down the road, and had detained and insulted the
inhabitants passing the same, and also understanding
that a body of regulars were marching from Boston
towards Concord, with intent (as it was supposed) to
take the stores belonging to the colony in that town,
we were alarmed and having met at the place of our
company’s parade, were dismissed by our Captain, John
Parker, for the present, with orders to be ready to
attend at the beat of a drum, we further testify and
declare, that about five o’clock in the morning, hearing
our drum beat, we proceeded towards the parade, and soon
found that a large body of troops were marching towards
us, some of our company were coming up to the parade and
others had reached it, at which time the company began
to disperse, whilst our backs were turned on the troops,
we were fired on by them, and a number of our men were
instantly killed and wounded, not a gun was fired by any
person in our company on the regulars, to our knowledge,
before they fired on us, and they continued firing until
we had all made our escape.
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.”
“We, NATHANIEL PARKHURST, JONAS PARKER, JOHN MUNROE, Jun.,
JOHN WINSHIP, SOLOMON PIERCE, JOHN MUZZY, ABNER MEADS, JOHN
BRIDGE, Jun., EBENEZER BOWMAN, WILLIAM MUNROE, 3d, MICAH HAGAR,
SAMUEL SANDERSON, SAMUEL HASTINGS, and JAMES BROWN, of
Lexington in the county of Middlesex and colony of the
Massachusetts-Bay, in New England, and all of lawful
age, do testify and say, that on the morning of the
nineteenth of April, instant, about one or two o’clock,
being informed that a number of regular officers had
been riding up and down the road the evening and night
preceding, and that some of the inhabitants as they were
passing had been insulted by the officers and stopped
by them, and being also informed that the regular troops
were on the march from Boston, in order (as it was said)
to take the colony stores then deposited in Concord, we
met on the parade [grounds] of our company in this town;
after the company had collected, we were ordered by
Capt. John Parker (who commanded us) to disperse for the
present, and to be ready to attend the beat of the drum,
and accordingly the company went into houses near the
place of parade. We further testify and say, that about
five o’clock in the morning, we attended the beat of our
drum, and were formed on the parade; we were faced
toward the regulars then marching up to us, and some of
our company were coming to the parade with their backs
towards the troops, and others on the parade began to
disperse, when the regulars fired on the company, before
a gun was fired by any of our company on them; they
killed eight of our company and wounded several, and
continued their fire until we had all made our escape.”
“Lexington, 25th April, 1775.”
“I, TIMOTHY SMITH of Lexington, in the county of
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Middlesex and colony of Massachusetts-Bay, in New
England, being of lawful age, do testify and declare,
that on the morning of the nineteenth of April instant,
being at Lexington common, as a spectator, I saw a large
body of regular troops, marching up towards the
Lexington company, then dispersing, and likewise saw
the regular troops fire on the Lexington company, before
the latter fired a gun. I immediately ran, and a volley
was discharged at me, which put me in imminent danger
of losing my life: I soon returned to the Common, and
saw eight of the Lexington men who were killed, and lay
bleeding at a considerable distance from each other, and
several were wounded; and further saith not.
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.”
“We, LEVI MEAD and LEVI HARRINGTON, both of Lexington,
in the county of Middlesex, and colony of the
Massachusetts-Bay, in New England, and of lawful age,
do testify and declare, that on the morning of the
nineteenth of April, being on Lexington Common, as
spectators, we saw a large body of regular troops
marching up towards the Lexington company, and some of
the regulars on horses, whom we took to be officers,
fired a pistol or two on the Lexington company, which
was then dispersing. These were the first guns that were
fired, and they were immediately followed by several
volleys from the regulars, by which eight men belonging
to said company were killed, and several wounded.
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.”
“Lexington, April 25th, 1775.
“I, WILLIAM DRAPER, of lawful age, and an inhabitant of
Colrain, in the county of Hampshire, and colony of the
Massachusetts-Bay, in New England, do testify and
declare, that being on the parade of said Lexington,
April 19th, instant, about half an hour before sunrise,
the King’s regular troops appeared at the meeting-house
of Lexington; Captain [John] Parker’s company, who were
drawn up back of said meetinghouse on the parade
[grounds], turned from said troops, making their escape
by dispersing, in the mean time the regular troops made
an huzza, and ran towards Captain Parker’s company who
were dispersing, and, immediately after the huzza was
made, the commanding officer of said troops (as I took
him), gave the command to the troops, ‘Fire, fire, damn
you, fire,’ and immediately they fired, before any of
Captain Parker’s company fired, I then being within
three or four rods of said regular troops, and further
saith not.
“Lexington, April 23d, 1775.
“I, THOMAS FESSENDEN, of lawful age, testify and declare,
that being in a pasture near the meeting-house, at said
Lexington, on Wednesday last, at about half an hour
before sunrise, I saw a number of regular troops pass
speedily by said meeting-house, on their way towards a
company of militia of said Lexington, who were assembled
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to the number of about an hundred in a company, at the
distance of eighteen or twenty rods from the meetinghouse, and, after they had passed by said meeting-house,
I saw three officers on horseback advance to the front
of said regulars, when one of them, being within six
rods of said militia, cried out, ‘Disperse you rebels,
immediately,’ on which he brandished his sword over his
head three times; meanwhile the second officer, who was
about two rods behind him, fired a pistol, pointed at
said militia, and the regulars kept huzzaing till he had
finished brandishing his sword, and when he had thus
finished, he pointed it down towards the militia and
immediately on which, the said regulars fired a volley
at said militia, and then I ran off as fast as I could,
while they continued firing till I got out of their
reach. I further testify that as soon as ever the
officer cried, ‘Disperse, you rebels,’ the said company
of militia dispersed every way as fast as they could,
and while they were dispersing, the regulars kept firing
at them incessantly, and further saith not.”
“Lincoln, April 23d, 1775.
“I, JOHN BATEMAN, belonging to the fifty-second regiment,
commanded by Colonel Jones, on Wednesday morning, on the
nineteenth of April instant, was in the party marching
to Concord, being at Lexington in the county of
Middlesex, being nigh the meeting-house in said
Lexington, there was a small party of men gathered
together in that place, when our said troops marched by,
and I testify and declare, that I heard the word of
command given to the troops to fire, and some of said
troops did fire, and I saw one of said small party lie
dead on the ground nigh said meeting-house, and I
testify, that I never heard any of the inhabitants so
much as fire one gun on said troops.”
“Lexington, April 23d, 1775.
“We, JOHN HOAR, JOHN WHITEHEAD, ABRAHAM GARFIELD, BENJAMIN
MUNROE, ISAAC PARKS, WILLIAM HOSMER, JOHN ADAMS, and GREGORY
STONE, all of Lincoln, in the county of Middlesex,
Massachusetts-Bay, all of legal age, do testify and say,
that on Wednesday last, we were assembled at Concord,
in the morning of said day, in consequence of
information received, that a brigade of regular troops
were on their march to the said town of Concord, who had
killed six men at the town of Lexington; about an hour
afterwards we saw them approaching, to the number, as
we apprehended, of about twelve hundred, on which we
retreated to a hill about eighty rods back, and the said
troops then took possession of the hill where we were
first posted; presently after this, we saw the troops
moving towards the North Bridge about one mile from the
said Concord Meeting-house, we then immediately went
before them and passed the bridge, just before a party
of them, to the number of about two hundred arrived:
They there left about one half of their two hundred at
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the bridge and proceeded with the rest towards Colonel
Barret’s, about two miles from the said bridge; we then,
seeing several fires in the town, thought the houses in
Concord were in danger, and marched towards the said
bridge, and the troops who were stationed there,
observing our approach, marched back over the bridge,
and then took up some of the plank; we then hastened our
march towards the bridge, and when we had got near the
bridge, they fired on our men, first, three guns one
after the other, and then a considerable number more,
and then, and not before, (having orders from our
commanding officers not to fire till we were fired
upon), we fired upon the regulars, and they retreated;
on their retreat through this town and Lexington, to
Charlestown, they ravaged and destroyed private
property and burned three houses, one barn, and one
shop.”
“Lexington, April 23d, 1775.
“We, NATHAN BARRET, Captain; JONATHAN FARRER, JOSEPH
BUTLER, and FRANCIS WHEELER, Lieutenants; JOHN BARRET,
Ensign; JOHN BROWN, SILAS WALKER, EPHRAIM MELVIN, NATHAN
BUTTERICK, STEPHEN HOSMER, Jun., SAMUEL BARRETT, THOMAS JONES,
JOSEPH CHANDLER, PETER WHEELER, NATHAN PIERCE, and EDWARD
RICHARDSON, all of Concord, in the county of Middlesex,
in the province of the Massachusetts-Bay, of lawful age,
testify and declare, that on Wednesday, the 19th
instant, about an hour after sunrise, we assembled on a
hill near the meeting-house in Concord, aforesaid, in
consequence of an information that a number of regular
troops had killed six of our countrymen at Lexington and
were on their march to said Concord, and about an hour
after we saw them approaching, to the number, as we
imagine, of about twelve hundred, on which we retreated
to a hill about eighty rods back, and the aforesaid
troops then took possession of the hill where we were
first posted. Presently after this, we saw them moving
towards the North Bridge, about one mile from said
meeting-house; we then immediately went before them,
and passed the bridge just before a party of them, to
the number of about two hundred, arrived; they there
left about one half of those two hundred at the bridge,
and proceeded with the rest towards Colonel Barrett’s,
about two miles from the said bridge; we then, seeing
several fires in the town, thought our houses were in
danger, and immediately marched back towards said
bridge and the troops who were stationed there,
observing our approach, marched back over the bridge,
and then took up some of the planks; we then hastened
our steps towards the bridge, and when we had got near
the bridge, they fired on our men, first, three guns,
one after the other, and then a considerable number
more, upon which, and not before, (having orders from
our commanding officers not to fire until we were fired
upon,) we fired upon the regulars, and they retreated.
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At Concord, and on their retreat through Lexington, they
plundered many houses, burnt three at Lexington,
together with a shop and a barn, and committed damage,
more or less, to almost every house from Concord to
Charlestown.”
“Lexington, April 23d, 1775.
“We, JOSEPH BUTLER and EPHRAIM MELVIN, do testify and
declare, that when the regular troops fired upon our
people at the North Bridge, in Concord, as related in
the foregoing depositions, they shot one, and, we
believe, two of our people, before we fired a single gun
at them.”
“Concord, April 23d, 1775.
“I, TIMOTHY MINOT, Jun., of Concord, on the nineteenth
day of this instant April, after that I had heard of the
regular troops firing upon the Lexington men, and
fearing that hostilities might be committed at Concord,
thought it my incumbent duty to secure my family: After
I had secured my family, some time after that, returning
towards my own dwelling, and finding that the bridge on
the northern part of said Concord, was guarded by
regular troops, being a spectator of what happened at
said bridge, declare that the regular troops stationed
on the bridge, after they saw the men that were
collected on the westerly side of said bridge, marched
towards said bridge, then the troops returned towards
the easterly side of said bridge, and formed themselves,
as I thought, for a regular fight, after that, they
fired one gun, then two or three more, before the men
that were stationed on the westerly part of said bridge
fired upon them.”
“Lexington, April 23d, 1775.
“I, JAMES BARRETT, of Concord, Colonel of a regiment
of militia in the county of Middlesex, do testify and
say, that on Wednesday morning last, about day-break, I
was informed of the approach of a number of the regular
troops to the town of Concord, where were some magazines
belonging to this province, when there were assembled
some of the militia of this and the neighboring towns,
when I ordered them to march to the North Bridge, so
called, which they had passed and were taking up; I
ordered said militia to march to said bridge and pass
the same, but not to fire on the King’s troops unless
they were first fired upon; we advanced near said
bridge, when the said troops fired upon our militia, and
killed two men dead on the spot, and wounded several
others, which was the first firing of guns in the town
of Concord; my detachment then returned the fire, which
killed and wounded several of the King’s troops.”
“Lexington, April 23d, 1775.
“We, BRADBURY ROBINSON, SAMUEL SPRING, THADDEUS BANCROFT,
all of Concord, and JAMES ADAMS, of Lincoln, all in the
County of Middlesex, all of lawful age, do testify and
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say, that on Wednesday morning last, near ten of the
clock, we saw near one hundred of regular troops, being
in the town of Concord, at the North Bridge in said town
(so called), and, having passed the same, they were
taking up said bridge, when about three hundred of our
militia were advancing toward said bridge, in order to
pass said bridge, when, without saying anything to us,
they discharged a number of guns on us, which killed two
men dead on the spot, and wounded several other, when
we returned the fire on them, which killed two of them,
and wounded several, which was the beginning of
hostilities in the town of Concord.”
“Concord, April 23d, 1775.
“I, JAMES MARR, of lawful age, testify and say, that
in the evening of the 18th instant, I received orders
from George Hutchinson, Adjutant of the 4th Regiment of
the regular troops stations in Boston, to prepare and
march, to which order I attended, and marching to
Concord, where I was ordered by an officer, with about
one hundred men, to guard a certain bridge there; while
attending that service, a number of people came along,
in order as I supposed, to cross said bridge, at which
time a number of regular troops first fired upon them.”
“I, EDWARD THORNTON GOULD, of his Majesty’s own regiment
of foot, being of lawful age, do testify and declare,
that on the evening of the 18th instant, under the order
of General Gage, I embarked with the light infantry and
grenadiers of the line, commanded by Colonel Smith, and
landed on the marshes of Cambridge, from whence we
proceeded to Lexington; on our arrival at that place,
we saw a body of provincial troops armed, to the number
of about sixty or seventy men; on our approach they
dispersed, and soon after firing began, but which party
fired first I cannot exactly say, as our troops rushed
on, shouting, hazzaing, previous to the firing, which
was continued by our troops so long as any of the
provincials were to be seen. From thence we marched to
Concord; on a hill near the entrance of the town, we saw
another body of provincials assembled, the light
infantry companies were ordered up the hill to disperse
them; on our approach they retreated towards Concord,
the grenadiers continued the road under the hill towards
the town, six companies of light infantry were ordered
down to take possession of the bridge which the
provincials retreated over; the company I commanded was
one of the three companies of the above detachment, went
forward about two miles; in the mean time the provincial
troops returned, to the number of about three or four
hundred; we drew upon the Concord side of the bridge,
the provincials came down upon us, upon which we
engaged, and gave the first fire: this was the first
engagement after the one at Lexington; a continued
firing from both parties lasted through the whole day:
I myself was wounded at the attack of the bridge, and
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am now treated with the greatest humanity, and taken all
possible care of, by the provincials at Medford.
“Medford, April 20th, 1775.”
“A paper having been printed in Boston, representing
that one of the British troops at the bridge at Concord,
was scalped and the ears cut off from the head, supposed
to be done in order to dishonor the Massachusetts
people, and to make them appear to be savage and
barbarous, the following deposition was taken, that the
truth may be known.
“‘WE, the subscribers, of lawful age, testify and
say, that we buried the dead bodies of the King’s troops
that were killed at the North Bridge in Concord, on the
nineteenth day of April, 1775, where the action first
began, and that neither of those persons were scalped,
nor their ears cut off, as has been represented.
“‘ZECHARIAH BROWN,
“‘THOMAS DAVIS, Jun.
“‘Concord, May 11th, 1775.’”
“Cambridge, May 19th, 1775.
“HANNAH ADAMS, wife of Deacon Joseph Adams, of the
second precinct in Cambridge, testifieth and saith,
that on the nineteenth day of April last past, upon the
return of the King’s troops from Concord, divers of them
entered our house, by bursting open the doors, and three
of the soldiers broke into the room in which I then was,
laid on my bed, being scarcely able to walk from my bed
to the fire, not having been to my chamber door from my
being delivered in child-birth to that time. One of said
soldiers immediately opened my curtains with his
bayonet fixed, pointing the same to my breast. I
immediately cried out ‘For the Lord’s sake do not kill
me;’ he replied, ‘Damn you;’ one that stood near said,
‘We will not hurt the woman, if she will go out of the
house, but we will surely burn it.’ I immediately arose,
threw a blanket over me, went out, and crawled into a
corn-house near the door, with my infant in my arms,
where I remained until they were gone; they immediately
set the house on fire, in which I had left five children
and no other person, but the fire was happily
extinguished, when the home was in the utmost danger of
being utterly consumed.
“Cambridge, Second Precinct, 17th May, 1775.”
“We, BENJAMIN COOPER and RACHEL COOPER, both of Cambridge
aforesaid, of lawful age, testify and say, that in the
afternoon of the 19th day of April, last, the King’s
regular troops, under the command of General Gage, upon
their return from blood and slaughter, which they had
made at Lexington and Concord, fired more than an
hundred bullets into the house where we dwell, through
doors, windows, &c.; then a number of them entered the
house where we and two aged gentlemen were, all unarmed;
we escaped for our lives into the cellar, the two aged
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gentlemen were immediately most barbarously and
inhumanly murdered by them, being stabbed through in
many places, their heads mauled, skulls broke, and their
brains out on the floor, and the walls of the house” and
further saith not.”16

16.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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1826
Fall: In the fall, 9-year-old David Henry Thoreau returned for a 3d year of instruction at Concord’s Town
School. The master there, Edward Jarvis, was appealing to the self-respect of the students and to their love of
propriety rather than seeking to make them fearfully obedient. Jarvis, with Lemuel Shattuck, and with the
Reverend Hersey B. Goodwin, was attempting to put into practice locally the new educational principles of
which they had been reading.

The schoolmaster for the young Concord scholars at the Concord Academy, for this school year of 1826/1827,
was a recent Harvard graduate, Mr. Richard Hildreth — whose HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
a 38-year-old Harvard graduate Henry David Thoreau would be perusing as of the Year of Our Lord 1855!

HILDRETH’S US, I
HILDRETH’S US, II
HILDRETH’S US, III
(It seems not to be generally understood, that Richard Hildreth had been one of the predecessor teachers at the
Concord Academy, many years before Henry David Thoreau himself became a teacher there! — Well
understanding that Henry would not enter the Academy until 1828 after Mr. Hildreth had departed, well
understanding that it was instead Mr. Phineas Allen who would be Henry’s preceptor while boarding at the
Thoreau boardinghouse, one may well wonder precisely where this previous preceptor had likewise taken up
lodgings there in Concord during his own season of teaching. We can imagine that since he was a Hildreth, he
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would have taken his lodging with Jonathan Hildreth and Benjamin Warren Hildreth in Concord, but we
presently have no datapoint with which to corroborate that inference. Might there be a possibility, therefore –
as yet unrecorded– that he had like his successor Allen up lodgings in the Thoreau boardinghouse and had like
his successor Allen at the dinnertable encountered young scholar David Henry Thoreau?)
During this year, not nearly so far along as little David Henry, John Shepard Keyes was attending the private
infant school of Miss Phœbe Wheeler, kept in the southwest chamber of the old Peter Wheeler house on the
Walden Road. He then also attended a school kept by a Miss Rice, at Deacon Jarvis’s bakehouse. He then also
would attend for one winter term at town school in the brick schoolhouse, where his teacher would be John
Brown (please note that this happens not to have been any of the famous John Browns).

1827
Edward Jarvis began to study medicine, first with Dr. Josiah Bartlett of Concord, then at Harvard Medical
School.

The Thoreaus were living in the “Shattuck House (now William Monroe’s)” at 63 Main Street.17

17. What Shattucks did they know?
— Daniel Shattuck
— Henry L. Shattuck
— Lemuel Shattuck the author of A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;....
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May 7, Monday: The Thoreaus had moved in Spring 1826 from the brick “Josiah Jones” house at the corner
of Main Street and Walden Street in Concord, into the Davis house next door to the substantial residence of
the attorney Samuel Hoar and across the street from the “Shattuck House (now William Monroe’s),” and at
this point they moved again, across the street to the Shattuck house, the address of which was at that time #63
Main Street (it is now #185 Main Street). They would live in this house “to spring of 1835.” It was their 3d
Concord residence in four years. Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau would determine to make extra cash as her sistersin-law were doing in the old Thoreau home on the town common, by taking in lodgers. This nice facility would
be made into her boardinghouse.18
“Is a house but a gall on the face of the earth,
a nidus which some insect has provided for its young?”
–JOURNAL May 1, 1857

1828
December 3, Wednesday: The Democrat from Tennessee, General Andrew Jackson, was elected President of
the United States of America, with 648,286 popular votes and 178 electoral votes.
“A large and respectable meeting of the citizens of Concord was convened ... at the Centre brick school-house,
pursuant to public notice given by Rev. Dr. Ripley after the religious exercises on Thanksgiving Day [that was
the week before], to take into consideration the expediency of forming a Lyceum in Concord.” John Keyes
became the chairman of that Concord Lyceum project, and Lemuel Shattuck became its secretary.
A committee consisting of Samuel Hoar, John Keyes, Nathan Brooks, Daniel Shattuck, Daniel Starr
Southmayd, Samuel Burr, Daniel Stone, and Lemuel Shattuck was charged to prepare a constitution for this
new society.
In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
4th day 3 of 12 M / Our week day Meeting which Mary B Allen
Attended & had searching & powerful labour much to my
consolation & edification & I have no doubt she spoke to the
States & condition of many present. —
Called a little while at Moses Browns on buisness found him more
bright than yesterday —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

18. What Shattucks did they know?
— Daniel Shattuck
— Henry L. Shattuck
— Lemuel Shattuck the author of A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;....
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December 31, Wednesday: Formation of the Concord Lyceum, an expansion of the Debating Society which
had been in existence since 1822. The initial slate of officers of this association would be the Reverend Doctor
Ezra Ripley, President, Josiah Davis, 1st Vice-President, Reuben Brown, 2d Vice-President, the Reverends
Daniel Starr Southmayd and Hersey B. Goodwin, Vice-Presidents, Lemuel Shattuck, Recording Secretary,
Phineas Allen, Corresponding Secretary, Phineas How, Ephraim Merriam, Treasurer, and Dr. Josiah Bartlett,
Nehemiah Ball, Samuel Burr, Cyrus Hosmer, Daniel Stone, and Colonel William Whiting, Curators.19
In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
12 M 31 1828 4th day / I feel that this is the last date that
I shall make in this Year
In a retrospection of the past Year I have the encouraging hope
that I have done nearly as well as I could - my Secret trials
have been many - know only to my God & my own Soul - & yet I feel
that I have been many ways favourd - indeed the evidence has
been often renewed that I am still cared for, preserved &
protected by the God of my life - & how unworthy do I feel —
We have had the acceptable company of our friend Thos Howland
today, the weather being cold he Staid here after the committee
Yesterday & has been engaged today in writing an important
subject now pending in the Qry & Moy [Monthly] Meeting. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

1830
For an unknown reason Lemuel Shattuck, in his history of Concord, neglected to state the name of the town
schoolmaster of the grammar school for this year:
1785

Nathaniel Bridge

9 months

1812

Isaac Warren

1 year

1786

JOSEPH HUNT

2½ years

1813

JOHN BROWN

1 year

1788

William A. Barron

3 years

1814

Oliver Patten

1 year

1791

Amos Bancroft

1 year

1815

Stevens Everett

9 months

1792

Heber Chase

1 year

1815

Silas Holman

3 months

1793

WILLIAM JONES

1 year

1816

George F. Farley

1 year

1794

Samuel Thatcher

1 year

1817

James Howe

1 year

19. Shattuck’s HISTORY OF CONCORD would allege that the constitution of the society was adopted and the officers elected as this
date, but that would not happen until January 7th.
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1795

JAMES TEMPLE

2 years

1818

Samuel Barrett

1 year

1797

Thomas O. Selfridge

1 year

1819

BENJAMIN BARRETT

1 year

1798

THOMAS WHITING

4 years

1820

Abner Forbes

2 years

1802

Levi Frisbie

1 year

1822

Othniel Dinsmore

3 years

1803

Silas Warren

4 years

1825

James Furbish

1 year

1807

Wyman Richardson

1 year

1826

EDWARD JARVIS

1 year

1808

Ralph Sanger

1 year

1827

Horatio Wood

1 year

1809

Benjamin Willard

1 year

1828

David J. Merrill

1 year

1810

Elijah F. Paige

1 year

1829

John Graham

1 year

1811

Simeon Putnam

1 year

1831

John Brown

This was the state of the town’s finances:
In consequence of having to maintain eight bridges, and the
liberal appropriations for schools and other objects, the taxes
in Concord are supposed to be higher, in proportion to its
wealth, than in many towns, amounting to about $3 on every
inhabitant. In 1803, the roads and bridges, independent of a
highway tax of $1000, cost $1,244; in 1805, $967; in 1807,
$1,290; and on an average, for the last 40 years, about one
eighth of all the town expenses. The following table will
exhibit the appropriations for several periods since.

Year.

State Tax.

County Tax.

Minister.

Incidental.

Total.

1785

£711. 6s. 4d.

£25. 3s. 3d.

£100. 10s. 9d.

£748. 8s. 1d.

£1,585. 8s. 5d.

1790

£128. 9s. 4d.

£32. 16s. 6d.

£113. 19s. 6d.

£596. 2s. 11d.

£871. 18s. 3d.

1795

$613.33

$233.16

$646.66

$2,327.15

$3,820.31

1800

$611.33

$161.56

$567.26

$2,763.52

$4,103.78

1810

$662.14

$398.92

$633.05

$3,010.47

$4,704.58

1820

$568.94

$331.13

$794.17

$4,243.92

$5,938.16

1830

$222.00

$417.17

$709.00

$4,072.01

$4,781.01

The amount of debts due from the town, in 1825, was $3,284.04,
and in 1831, $5,288.65.20
20.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry David Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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Concord paid about $600 for education during this year, including grammar education at its Town School and
college preparation at its Concord Academy, in Concord, making its annual expenditure for education sum up
to $2,050.
EDUCATION.— Many of the original inhabitants of Concord were well
educated in their native country; and, “to the end that learning
be not buried in the graves of the forefathers,” schools were
provided at an early period for the instruction of their
children. In 1647, towns of 50 families were required to have a
common school, and of 100 families, a grammar school. Concord
had the latter before 1680. An order was sent to this town,
requiring “a list of the names of those young persons within the
bounds of the town, and adjacent farms, who live from under
family government, who do not serve their parents or masters,
as children, apprentices, hired servants, or journeymen ought
to do, and usually did in our native country”; agreeably to a
law, that “all children and youth, under family government, be
taught to read perfectly the English tongue, have knowledge in
the capital laws, and be taught some orthodox catechism and that
they be brought up to some honest employment.” On the back of
this order is this return: “I have made dillygent inquiry
according to this warrant and find no defects to return. Simon
Davis, Constable. March 31, 1680.” During the 30 years
subsequent to this period, which I [Dr. Lemuel Shattuck] have
denominated the dark age in Massachusetts, few towns escaped a
fine for neglecting the wholesome laws for the promotion of
education. Though it does not appear that Concord was fined, a
committee was appointed in 1692, to petition the General Court,
“to ease us in the law relating to the grammar school-master,”
or to procure one “with prudence for the benefit of learning,
and saving the town from fine.” From that time, however, this
school was constantly maintained. For several years subsequent
to 1700, no appropriations were made to any other school. In
1701, grammar scholars paid 4d. and reading scholars 2d. per
week towards its support; and from that time to 1712, from £20
to £30 were annually raised. In 1715, it was kept one quarter,
in different parts of the town, for £40. The next year £50 were
raised for schools; £35 for the centre, and £5 for each of the
other three divisions. In 1722, Timothy Minott agreed to keep
the school, for ten years, at £45 per year. In 1732, £50 were
raised for the centre and £30 for the “out-schools”; and each
schoolmaster was obliged to teach the scholars to read, write,
and cipher, — all to be free. In 1740, £40 for the centre, and
£80 for the others. These grants were in the currency of the
times. In 1754, £40 lawful money were granted, £25 of which were
for the centre. Teachers in the out-schools usually received 1s.
per day for their services. The grammar-school was substituted
for all others in 1767, and kept 12 weeks in the centre, and 6
weeks each, in 6 other parts, or “school societies” of the town.
There were then 6 schoolhouses, 2 of which were in the present
[1835] limits of Carlisle, and the others near where Nos. 1, 2,
4, and 6, now [1835] stand. This system of a moving school, as
it was termed, was not, however, continued many years. In 1774
the school money was first divided in proportion to the polls
and estates.
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The districts were regulated, in 1781, nearly as they now [1835]
are. The town raised £120, in 1784, for the support of schools,
and voted, that “one sixteenth part of the money the several
societies in the out-parts of the town pay towards this sum,
should be taken and added to the pay of the middle society for
the support of the grammar-school; and the out-parts to have the
remainder to be spent in schools only.” This method of dividing
the school-money was continued till 1817, when the town voted,
that it should be distributed to each district, including the
centre, according to its proportion of the town taxes.
The appropriations for schools from 1781 to 1783, was £100; from
1784 to 1792, £125; 1793, £145; 1794 and 1795, £200; 1796 to
1801, £250; 1802 to 1806, $1,000; 1807 to 1810, $1,300; 1811,
$1,600; 1812 to 1816, $1,300; 1817 and since, $1,400. There are
7 districts, among which the money, including the Cuming’s
donation, has been divided, at different periods, as follows.
The last column contains the new division as permanently fixed
in 1831. The town then determined the amount that should be paid
annually to each district, in the following proportions. The
whole school-money being divided into 100 parts, district, No.
1, is to have 52½ of those parts, or $761.25 out of $1,550;
district, No. 2, 75/8 parts; district, No. 3, 8¼ parts; district,
No. 4, 85/8 parts; district, No. 5, 8¼ parts; district, No. 6,
71/8 parts; district No. 7, 71/8 parts; and to individuals who
pay their money in Lincoln and Acton, ½ a part.

District. Old Names.

1801.

1811.

1821.

1830.

No. 1. Central

$382.92

$791.48

$646.15

$789.18

$761.25

No. 2. East

95.28

155.45

160.26

109.69

110.56¼

No. 3. Corner

68.49

135.48

142.48

117.00

119.62-½

No. 4. Darby

70.53

130.69

123.10

138.23

125.06¼

No. 5. Barrett

107.29

163.51

145.89

125.11

119.62¼

No. 6. Groton Road

64.63

105.41

93.55

79.16

103.31¼

No. 7. Buttrick

67.64

126.68

114.16

84.77

103.31¼

Individuals

22.22

41.30

24.41

6.86

7.25

$884.00

1,650.00

1,450.00

1,450.00

1,450.00
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At the erection of new school-houses in 1799, the first school committee
was chosen, consisting of the Rev. Ezra Ripley, Abiel Heywood, Esq., Deacon
John White, Dr. Joseph Hunt, and Deacon George Minott. On their
recommendation, the town adopted a uniform system of school regulations,
which are distinguished for enlightened views of education, and which, by
being generally followed since, under some modification, have rendered our
schools among our greatest blessings.
The amount paid for private schools, including the Academy, was estimated,
in 1830, at $600, making the annual expenditure for education $2,050. Few
towns provide more ample means for acquiring a cheap and competent
education. I [Dr. Lemuel Shattuck] have subjoined the names of the teachers
of the grammar-school since the Revolution, — the year usually beginning
in September.
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1785

Nathaniel Bridge

9 months

1812

Isaac Warren

1 year

1786

JOSEPH HUNT

2½ years

1813

JOHN BROWN

1 year

1788

William A. Barron

3 years

1814

Oliver Patten

1 year

1791

Amos Bancroft

1 year

1815

Stevens Everett

9 months

1792

Heber Chase

1 year

1815

Silas Holman

3 months

1793

WILLIAM JONES

1 year

1816

George F. Farley

1 year

1794

Samuel Thatcher

1 year

1817

James Howe

1 year

1795

JAMES TEMPLE

2 years

1818

Samuel Barrett

1 year

1797

Thomas O. Selfridge

1 year

1819

BENJAMIN BARRETT

1 year

1798

THOMAS WHITING

4 years

1820

Abner Forbes

2 years

1802

Levi Frisbie

1 year

1822

Othniel Dinsmore

3 years

1803

Silas Warren

4 years

1825

James Furbish

1 year

1807

Wyman Richardson

1 year

1826

EDWARD JARVIS

1 year

1808

Ralph Sanger

1 year

1827

Horatio Wood

1 year

1809

Benjamin Willard

1 year

1828

David J. Merrill

1 year

1810

Elijah F. Paige

1 year

1829

John Graham

1 year

1811

Simeon Putnam

1 year

1831

John Brown
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The Concord Academy had been established, in 1822, by several gentlemen, who were desirous of providing
means for educating their own children and others more thoroughly than they could be at the grammar-school
(attended, as it usually is, by a large number of scholars) or by sending them abroad. A neat, commodious
building had been erected, in a pleasant part of the town, by the proprietors, consisting of the Hon. Samuel
Hoar, the Hon. Abiel Heywood, and Mr. Josiah Davis, who owned a quarter each, and the Hon. Nathan Brooks
and Colonel William Whiting, who owned an eighth each. Their intention always was to make the school equal
to any other similar one. It had been opened during September 1823 under the instruction of Mr. George
Folsom, who kept it two years. He had been succeeded by Mr. Josiah Barnes and Mr. Richard Hildreth, each
one year.
Mr. Phineas Allen, son of Mr. Phineas Allen of Medfield, born October 15, 1801, who had graduated at
Harvard College in 1825, had been the preceptor since September, 1827.21
In Concord, beginning in this year, Cyrus Stow, Daniel Clark, and Elisha Wheeler were Selectmen.
Nathan Brooks of Concord was of the Council.
Samuel Hoar, Jr. of Concord was a Senator.
Reuben Brown, Jr. and Daniel Shattuck were Concord’s deputies and representatives to the General Court.
Daniel Shattuck bought the house which is now the west part of Concord’s Colonial Inn and moved into it.
Shattuck would help found the Middlesex Insurance Company, National Bank, Savings Bank, and Milldam
Company. His brother Lemuel Shattuck, who had been helping with the store since 1823, moved into rooms
above the store, where he would remain until 1833, when he would relocate to Boston to become a book
publisher. Brother Lemuel would in 1835 publish the 1st history of Concord, would present the 1st report ever
given at a town meeting, would get a law passed making such reports mandatory throughout the state, and
would found both the American Statistical Society and the New England Genealogy Society.
A boundaries law required each town of Massachusetts to submit a survey to the State Legislature.
The surveyor John G. Hales prepared a “Plan of the Town of Concord in the County of Middlesex,” in ink on
paper, 23 1/2 inches high by 22 inches wide, at a scale of 100 rods to the inch. This was published as a
lithograph by Pendleton’s Lithography of Boston and would appear in Lemuel Shattuck’s A HISTORY OF THE
TOWN OF CONCORD;... in 1835 (the original manuscript map is in the Massachusetts Archives).

21.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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1834
Lemuel Shattuck opened a bookstore in Cambridge.

March: While the sheets of Lemuel Shattuck’s massive A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD; MIDDLESEX
COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS, FROM ITS EARLIEST SETTLEMENT TO 1832; AND OF THE ADJOINING TOWNS,
BEDFORD, ACTON, LINCOLN, AND CARLISLE; CONTAINING VARIOUS NOTICES OF COUNTY AND STATE
HISTORY NOT BEFORE PUBLISHED were passing through the press in preparation for the September 12, 1835
celebration of the 200th anniversary of Concord’s incorporation, the Reverend Ezra Ripley surrendered title
to land in his cow pasture for the reopening of an east bank access path and a Battle Monument at the Old North
Bridge site. There was a rumor going around, that the reverend had simply appropriated this land and added it
to his cow pasture anyway, that it actually had always belonged to the town, and that rumor may have been
true or may have been false but true or false it was doing damage and needed to be dealt with. In public, citizens
were saying that they were upset that no memorial had been placed where their militiamen had fallen upon
which the Battle at the North Bridge had taken place and where the first British soldier had been killed and
buried, along with a right of way to these grounds. Therefore the Reverend in formally donating the title
insisted upon a condition, that Concord must erect a suitable monument there in commemoration, by the 4th
of July three years following. Daniel Shattuck, Ephraim Merriam, and Joseph Davis would come to constitute
a committee to fulfil this obligation. At the last moment, Shattuck added an updating footnote to his work in
recognition of this recent event.22
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1835
August: According to Leslie Perrin Wilson’s IN HISTORY’S EMBRACE: PAST AND PRESENT IN
CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS (Hollis NH: Hollis Publishing, 2007, page 2), “In 1835, in his treatment of the
Concord Fight, historian Lemuel Shattuck succumbed to local partiality in his otherwise even-handed history
of the town.”23
The first volume of the records of the town, containing its
proceedings prior to 1696, about sixty years after its first
settlement, is lost; and likewise the proceedings of the church
prior to 1738, more than one hundred years after its
organization. There is however in the clerk’s office an old
volume, containing an imperfect record of several grants of
land, and a few unconnected proceedings of the town; with an
incomplete list of marriages, births, and deaths, prior to
1696.... A tradition has prevailed in Concord, that the early
records of the town were burnt; and this is said to have taken
place when part of the first settlers removed to Connecticut.
If this were true, it could not apply to the town records from
1650 to 1696, nor to any part of the church records prior to
1739. This tradition is undoubtedly incorrect. The town records
were destroyed in some other way, and, if burnt, it must have
occurred subsequently to 1696. The loss of the church records
was probably occasioned by the difficulty in the church detailed
in the following History....
To the Hon. Abiel Heywood, town clerk of Concord, to the town
clerks of the several surrounding towns, to the Secretary of the
Commonwealth, to John Farmer, Esq. of Concord, N.H., and to
various others, who have aided by the use of manuscripts, by the
communication of facts, and by various services rendered him,
the author feels under special obligations.
L.S.

22.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)

23.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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Boston, August, 1835.

August: One of the things that Lemuel Shattuck wrote extensively about, in his new history of Concord
volume A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD; MIDDLESEX COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS, FROM ITS EARLIEST
SETTLEMENT TO 1832; AND OF THE ADJOINING TOWNS, BEDFORD, ACTON, LINCOLN, AND CARLISLE;
CONTAINING VARIOUS NOTICES OF COUNTY AND STATE HISTORY NOT BEFORE PUBLISHED, was the personal
trajectory of one of his town’s illustrious, Dr. John Cuming:
JOHN CUMING [of Concord], was born March 1, 1728. His father, Mr.
Robert Cuming, was a distinguished Scotchman who emigrated to
this country during the rebellion, about 1715, and, after
residing a short time in Boston, removed to this town [Concord]
about 1722, where he spent the remainder of his life in
agricultural pursuits. John inherited a large part of his
father’s estate. After acquiring a good academic education, and
going through a regular course of medical studies, he embarked
for Europe, where he completed his professional education, and
afterwards returned to his native town. He received the honorary
degree of Master of Arts at Harvard College in 1749. During the
wars which prevailed in America from 1745 to 1763, he was several
times called to take an active part. In one of these engagements
he was wounded by a ball that lodged in his hip (where it
remained till his death), captured by the Indians, and carried
into Canada. The Indians at first treated him with severity; but
after his remaining with them some time they became friendly,
and by the influence of a French gentleman he obtained his
liberty. He was out in 1758 and 1759, as Lieutenant-Colonel
under Colonel Nichols, and was distinguished for the ability
with which he discharged his duty. After the close of the war
he acquired an extensive professional practice, in which he
continued during life. He was early entrusted with important
town affairs, and was often chosen Representative in the General
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Court. At ninety of the town-meetings, from 1763 to 1788, he
presided as moderator. When the great work of the American
revolution commenced, he was one of its firmest advocates. He
was chairman of the committee of correspondence, inspection, and
safety, almost every year during the war. He received the
commission of justice of the peace from the crown, and was one
of the first appointed by the Provincial Congress, and was
president of the county Court of Sessions about twenty years.
By his extensive professional business in this [Concord] and the
neighboring towns, he acquired a considerable estate which
enabled him to make liberal donations to this church and town,
Harvard College, and other objects. To the poor he was
remarkably benevolent. He regulated his whole life by the
precepts of religion, of which he was an exemplary professor
about forty-five years, and, it is said, never charged for
professional services rendered on the Sabbath. He died suddenly,
while on a visit in Chelmsford, July 3, 1788, aged 60.
His benevolent and liberal disposition was manifest in the
judicious disposition of his estate. Beside many other legacies,
he bequeathed “for the use of the town of Concord three hundred
pounds sterling, one moiety thereof to be equally distributed
for the benefit of the private schools in the town of Concord,
and to be especially under the direction of the selectmen for
the time being; the other moiety thereof to be annually disposed
of among the poor of said town, at the discretion of the minister
and selectmen of the town of Concord for the time being, — the
use of the above sum of money to be for the above purposes and
for no other under any pretence whatever.” He also made it the
residuary legatee of one quarter of his real estate undisposed
of at the death of his wife. The whole amounted to £500 lawful
money, or $1,666.66. He gave “to the church of Concord, fifty
pounds sterling, to be laid out in silver vessels to furnish the
communion table”; and also “twenty-five pounds sterling to be
forever kept as a fund” to be disposed of by the minister and
deacons for the benefit “of the poor communicants”; and also £20
to the Rev. Dr. Ripley. He bequeathed “to the University in
Cambridge [Harvard College] three hundred pounds sterling, the
income of the same to be appropriated for a professor of physic”
and also made it a residuary legatee in the same manner as he
did the town of Concord.

READ SHATTUCK TEXT
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October 3, Saturday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
7th day Morning to our comfort & support Benj Marshall arrived
which took from us much weight & responsibility -Arrangement was
made for the funeral which was agreed to be from our house
tomorrow at 10 OClock & to be inter’d in friends ground according
to his request both verbal & written - we came home in the
afternoon to arrange for the funeral & in the evening the Corps
was brought to Town & deposited in our South keeping room. —
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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Daniel Webster, Edward Everett, and other dignitaries were approached, one by one, by the committee
preparing for Concord’s bicentennial event, to provide oratory for the occasion, and had struck out in each and
every case. Finally they decided they would need to settle for some oratory from a local citizen, and
approached Waldo Emerson. In preparation for his delivery of the keynote address for Concord’s bicentennial,
he borrowed proof sheets for the new local history book by Lemuel Shattuck. He also placed a notice of the
publication of Shattuck’s book in the Yeoman’s Gazette.24

24.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study.)
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A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;...
When the English settlements first commenced in New
England, that part of its territory, which lies south
of New Hampshire, was inhabited by five principal
nations of Indians: the Pequots, who lived in
Connecticut; the Narragansets, in Rhode Island; the
Pawkunnawkuts, or Womponoags, east of the Narragansets
and to the north as far as Charles River;1 the
Massachusetts, north of Charles river and west of
Massachusetts Bay; and the Pawtuckets, north of the
Massachusetts. The boundaries and rights of these
nations appear not to have been sufficiently definite
to be now clearly known. They had within their
jurisdiction many subordinate tribes, governed by
sachems, or sagamores, subject, in some respects, to
the principal sachem. At the commencement of the
seventeenth century, they were able to bring into the
field more than 18,000 warriors; but about the year
1612, they were visited with a pestilential disease,
whose horrible ravages reduced their number to about
1800.2
Some
of
their
villages
were
entirely
depopulated. This great mortality was viewed by the
first Pilgrims, as the accomplishment of one of the
purposes of Divine Providence, by making room for the
settlement of civilized man, and by preparing a
peaceful asylum for the persecuted Christians of the
old world. In what light soever the event may be
viewed,
it
no
doubt
greatly
facilitated
the
settlements, and rendered them less hazardous.

1621

1612

1. I have supposed that the Indians living south of the Charles River did not belong to the
Massachusetts tribe. Chickatabot, sachem of Neponset, and Obatinuat acknowledged submission
to Massasoit in 1621, and were at enmity with Squaw Sachem. No instance within my knowledge
is recorded of a petty sachem going to war with his own tribe. It is also worthy of remark, that
these sachems and their descendants executed deeds of lands within Massasoit’s territories, but
never in the Massachusetts territories As the country became settled by the English, and the
jealousies between different tribes were forgotten, all the Indians living within the Massachusetts
patent were rather erroneously classed among the Massachusetts Indians. Hence the statements of
Winthrop, Daniel Gookin, and other historians. See Prince, ANNALS, 1621.
2. MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COLLECTION, volume I.

PEQUOT
WAMPANOAG
MASSACHUSETT
NARRAGANSETT
Shattuck, a resident in Concord from 1823 to 1834, noted that there had been a “third soldier buried and a
house built over the spot” and that “one of the wounded died and was buried where Mr. Keyes’ house
stands.”25 He evidently was referring to a house just to the northeast of the replacement Courthouse the town
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had erected in 1784, that in 1815 had been leased by John Shepard Keyes (the father, who worked at that
courthouse).
A

HISTORY
OF THE

TOWN OF CONCORD ;
MIDDLESEX COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS,

FROM ITS EARLIEST SETTLEMENT TO 1832 ;
AND OF THE ADJOINING TOWNS,

BEDFORD, ACTON, LINCOLN, AND CARLISLE ;
CONTAINING
VARIOUS NOTICES OF COUNTY AND STATE HISTORY
NOT BEFORE PUBLISHED.
——————————
BY LEMUEL SHATTUCK,

MEMBER OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
——————————
Nobler records of patriotism exist nowhere. — Nowhere can there be found higher proofs of
a spirit that was ready to hazard all, to pledge all, to sacrifice all ia the cause of their country, than
in the New England towns.
WEBSTER.
The local historian is sure of obtaining the gratitude of posterity if he perform his task with
faithful diligence. — His work would have a great and increasing value within the narrow sphere
of its subject, even if confined to that sphere ; but must be very imperfectly executed, if it does not
contain some matter of illustration for the national annals, for the history of manners, for literature,
philology, natural history, and various other departments of knowledge.
QUARTERLY REVIEW.

BOSTON:
RUSSELL, ODIORNE, AND COMPANY.
CONCORD :
JOHN STACY.
1835.

25. Of the three stricken soldiers of the 4th Regiment Light Infantry Company, Thomas Smith, Patrick Gray, and James Hall,
two had died and were buried at the North Bridge itself, while the third was carried toward town before succumbing to his wounds.
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1836
By this point the Reverend Hersey B. Goodwin had died and Dr. Edward Jarvis and Lemuel Shattuck had left
Concord. The attempt made by these three educators to put the educational principles of Johann Heinrich
Pestalozzi into practice at the Town School was a thing of the past. The School Committee had fallen into the
hands of conservatives who seemed much more interested in their own local internecine political struggles
than in the welfare of the students. The cream of the college crop was being skimmed by the private Concord
Academy, leaving in the public system the children of the poor, the dullards, and the discipline problems. Too
bad. Phineas Allen, the Preceptor at the Concord Academy, who had alienated the Academy Committee
through his anti-Masonic activities, ran for Town Clerk, and was elected. In order to understand how such a
change of power in the little town of Concord could be related to the torching of the Ursuline Convent near
Boston, and in order to understand how rioters who had committed an anti-religious arson could be acquitted
in the Middlesex County courts, it is necessary to understand something of the anti-Masonic fervor which was
sweeping the nation. Here is the story, in brief: William Morgan, a Mason, had become disaffected in a struggle
internal to the fraternity and had published, in defiance of his oath of secrecy, the rites of the order. He had
then, in Canandaigua NY, mysteriously disappeared, and it was rumored that the Masons had ordered that he
be executed. John Quincy Adams, former president of the US, lost his head and published an attack on this
fraternal organization. Then, while visiting Boston, Adams had happened to meet Squire Samuel Hoar of
Concord, and had asked for his opinion. Old Sam had given it to him straight between the headlights:

It seems to me, Mr. Adams, there is but one
thing in the world sillier than Masonry.
That is Antimasonry.
But in Concord, a 3d-degree Mason and the owner of the Gazette, Hermon Atwill, resigned from the fraternity
and republished the secrets published by the defector William Morgan. Concord became as bitterly divided
as the nation. The sheriff of Middlesex County, Abel Moore, collected and consolidated all the outstanding
bills that could be charged against the Gazette, and presented them for immediate payment in cash in an
attempt to drive the paper out of existence. The Concord Bank, newly founded, called for payment of its note.
John Keyes attempted to foreclose the mortgage. Atwill was no longer the owner of the Gazette, which became
the Whig paper, and so he funded the Freeman in order to continue his Antimasonic crusade. With the
harmlessness of the Masonic conspiracy and the ridiculousness of the Antimasonic evil-mongering becoming
more and more obvious to everyone, Francis Richard Gourgas soon took over this undercapitalized gazette and
turned it into a Democratic newspaper.
At the Concord Town Meeting, the citizens were so bitterly divided that it took them four ballots before they
could even agree on a presiding officer. In the election of public officials, all the old Masonic affiliates were
unseated and replaced with new Antimasonic officials. On the first ballot for the main position, Clerk of the
Town of Concord Phineas Allen, representing the Antimasons, tied with Dr. Abiel Heywood, who had been
clerk for 38 years and was sympathetic with Masonry. On the second ballot, Allen was elected by a margin of
seven votes. The electorate was then persuaded to give Dr. Heywood a vote of thanks for 38 years of
uninterrupted service to the town.
EDUCATION.— Many of the original inhabitants of Concord were well
educated in their native country; and, “to the end that learning
be not buried in the graves of the forefathers,” schools were
provided at an early period for the instruction of their
children. In 1647, towns of 50 families were required to have a
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common school, and of 100 families, a grammar school. Concord
had the latter before 1680. An order was sent to this town,
requiring “a list of the names of those young persons within the
bounds of the town, and adjacent farms, who live from under
family government, who do not serve their parents or masters,
as children, apprentices, hired servants, or journeymen ought
to do, and usually did in our native country”; agreeably to a
law, that “all children and youth, under family government, be
taught to read perfectly the English tongue, have knowledge in
the capital laws, and be taught some orthodox catechism and that
they be brought up to some honest employment.” On the back of
this order is this return: “I have made dillygent inquiry
according to this warrant and find no defects to return. Simon
Davis, Constable. March 31, 1680.” During the 30 years
subsequent to this period, which I [Lemuel Shattuck] have
denominated the dark age in Massachusetts, few towns escaped a
fine for neglecting the wholesome laws for the promotion of
education. Though it does not appear that Concord was fined, a
committee was appointed in 1692, to petition the General Court,
“to ease us in the law relating to the grammar school-master,”
or to procure one “with prudence for the benefit of learning,
and saving the town from fine.” From that time, however, this
school was constantly maintained. For several years subsequent
to 1700, no appropriations were made to any other school. In
1701, grammar scholars paid 4d. and reading scholars 2d. per
week towards its support; and from that time to 1712, from £20
to £30 were annually raised. In 1715, it was kept one quarter,
in different parts of the town, for £40. The next year £50 were
raised for schools; £35 for the centre, and £5 for each of the
other three divisions. In 1722, Timothy Minott agreed to keep
the school, for ten years, at £45 per year. In 1732, £50 were
raised for the centre and £30 for the “out-schools”; and each
schoolmaster was obliged to teach the scholars to read, write,
and cipher, — all to be free. In 1740, £40 for the centre, and
£80 for the others. These grants were in the currency of the
times. In 1754, £40 lawful money were granted, £25 of which were
for the centre. Teachers in the out-schools usually received 1s.
per day for their services. The grammar-school was substituted
for all others in 1767, and kept 12 weeks in the centre, and 6
weeks each, in 6 other parts, or “school societies” of the town.
There were then 6 schoolhouses, 2 of which were in the present
[1835] limits of Carlisle, and the others near where Nos. 1, 2,
4, and 6, now [1835] stand. This system of a moving school, as
it was termed, was not, however, continued many years. In 1774
the school money was first divided in proportion to the polls
and estates.
The districts were regulated, in 1781, nearly as they now [1835]
are. The town raised £120, in 1784, for the support of schools,
and voted, that “one sixteenth part of the money the several
societies in the out-parts of the town pay towards this sum,
should be taken and added to the pay of the middle society for
the support of the grammar-school; and the out-parts to have the
remainder to be spent in schools only.” This method of dividing
the school-money was continued till 1817, when the town voted,
that it should be distributed to each district, including the
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centre, according to its proportion of the town taxes.
The appropriations for schools from 1781 to 1783, was £100; from
1784 to 1792, £125; 1793, £145; 1794 and 1795, £200; 1796 to
1801, £250; 1802 to 1806, $1,000; 1807 to 1810, $1,300; 1811,
$1,600; 1812 to 1816, $1,300; 1817 and since, $1,400. There are
7 districts, among which the money, including the Cuming’s
donation, has been divided, at different periods, as follows.
The last column contains the new division as permanently fixed
in 1831. The town then determined the amount that should be paid
annually to each district, in the following proportions. The
whole school-money being divided into 100 parts, district, No.
1, is to have 52½ of those parts, or $761.25 out of $1,550;
district, No. 2, 75/8 parts; district, No. 3, 8¼ parts; district,
No. 4, 85/8 parts; district, No. 5, 8¼ parts; district, No. 6,
71/8 parts; district No. 7, 71/8 parts; and to individuals who
pay their money in Lincoln and Acton, ½ a part.
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District. Old Names.

1801.

1811.

1821.

1830.

No. 1. Central

$382.92

$791.48

$646.15

$789.18

$761.25

No. 2. East

95.28

155.45

160.26

109.69

110.56¼

No. 3. Corner

68.49

135.48

142.48

117.00

119.62-½

No. 4. Darby

70.53

130.69

123.10

138.23

125.06¼

No. 5. Barrett

107.29

163.51

145.89

125.11

119.62¼

No. 6. Groton Road

64.63

105.41

93.55

79.16

103.31¼

No. 7. Buttrick

67.64

126.68

114.16

84.77

103.31¼

Individuals

22.22

41.30

24.41

6.86

7.25

$884.00

1,650.00

1,450.00

1,450.00

1,450.00
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At the erection of new school-houses in 1799, the first school committee
was chosen, consisting of the Rev. Ezra Ripley, Abiel Heywood, Esq., Deacon
John White, Dr. Joseph Hunt, and Deacon George Minott. On their
recommendation, the town adopted a uniform system of school regulations,
which are distinguished for enlightened views of education, and which, by
being generally followed since, under some modification, have rendered our
schools among our greatest blessings.
The amount paid for private schools, including the Academy, was estimated,
in 1830, at $600, making the annual expenditure for education $2,050. Few
towns provide more ample means for acquiring a cheap and competent
education. I [Lemuel Shattuck] have subjoined the names of the teachers of
the grammar-school since the Revolution, — the year usually beginning in
September.
1785

Nathaniel Bridge

9 months

1812

Isaac Warren

1 year

1786

JOSEPH HUNT

2½ years

1813

JOHN BROWN

1 year

1788

William A. Barron

3 years

1814

Oliver Patten

1 year

1791

Amos Bancroft

1 year

1815

Stevens Everett

9 months

1792

Heber Chase

1 year

1815

Silas Holman

3 months

1793

WILLIAM JONES

1 year

1816

George F. Farley

1 year

1794

Samuel Thatcher

1 year

1817

James Howe

1 year

1795

JAMES TEMPLE

2 years

1818

Samuel Barrett

1 year

1797

Thomas O. Selfridge

1 year

1819

BENJAMIN BARRETT

1 year

1798

THOMAS WHITING

4 years

1820

Abner Forbes

2 years

1802

Levi Frisbie

1 year

1822

Othniel Dinsmore

3 years

1803

Silas Warren

4 years

1825

James Furbish

1 year

1807

Wyman Richardson

1 year

1826

EDWARD JARVIS

1 year

1808

Ralph Sanger

1 year

1827

Horatio Wood

1 year

1809

Benjamin Willard

1 year

1828

David J. Merrill

1 year

1810

Elijah F. Paige

1 year

1829

John Graham

1 year

1811

Simeon Putnam

1 year

1831

John Brown
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The Concord Academy was established, in 1822, by several gentlemen, who were desirous of providing means
for educating their own children and others more thoroughly than they could be at the grammar-school
(attended, as it usually is, by a large number of scholars) or by sending them abroad. A neat, commodious
building was erected, in a pleasant part of the town, by the proprietors, consisting of the Hon. Samuel Hoar,
the Hon. Abiel Heywood, and Mr. Josiah Davis, who own a quarter each, and the Hon. Nathan Brooks and
Colonel William Whiting, who own an eighth each. Their intention has always been to make the school equal
to any other similar one. It was opened in September, 1823, under the instruction of Mr. George Folsom, who
kept it two years. He was succeeded by Mr. Josiah Barnes and Mr. Richard Hildreth, each one year.
Mr. Phineas Allen, son of Mr. Phineas Allen of Medfield, who was born October 15, 1801, and graduated at
Harvard College in 1825, has been the preceptor since September 1827.26
I [the young John Shepard Keyes] had played truant every
afternoon that previous winter spending the school hours at the
foundry or the shops or the stables with no rebuke from the
teacher, report to my parents or effect on my lessons. The
nervous irritable Phineas had been worsted in a regular fight
with Isaac Fiske a big boy from Weston whom he attempted to
ferule, and who took away the ruler and broke it over the
teachers head, ruining the gold spectacles, and the little
discipline there had been in the school with a single blow.

J.S. KEYES AUTOBIOGRAPHY

26.

Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne,
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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1837
Lemuel Shattuck would serve as a member of the Boston City Council from this year until 1841.
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September 6, Wednesday-September 16, Saturday: The Reverend Hersey B. Goodwin had died, Edward
Jarvis had become a physician and left Concord, and Lemuel Shattuck had also left town, moving to
Cambridge and becoming a Boston public official. The attempt made by these three educators to put the
educational principles of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi into practice at the Town School was a thing of the past.
The School Committee had fallen into the hands of the Reverend Barzillai Frost (chair), Nehemiah Ball
(secretary), and Sherman Barrett, conservatives who seemed much more interested in their own local
internecine political struggles than in the welfare of the students. Ball had a decided interest in the public
school system of Concord because of his 7 children, 4 were at the time enrolled:
13

Caroline

11

Augusta

9

Angelina

8

Ephraim

However, it is clear that this father and school board member didn’t have a clue as to how best to represent his
interest. Perhaps he had paid too much attention to the Reverend Ripley’s sermon on the discipline of children.
The cream of the college crop was being skimmed by the private Concord Academy, leaving in the public
system the children of the poor, the dullards, and the discipline problems. Money for the school was being
raised by a town tax, supplemented by small donations and by some state aid. The budget this year would be
$2,132.55, of which the Centre District, the section of the system which occupied the brick building at the town
center and three other more remotely located buildings, would receive $1,119.59. The head of the prudential
committee of the Centre District was the owner of the local grocery store, Charles B. Davis, and it would be
he who would hire as the new teacher replacing Eliezer J. Marsh a recent local college graduate, Henry
Thoreau. Hiring a recent local graduate of Harvard College has been pretty much the tradition since 1700.
Davis would agree to pay Thoreau $500 a year, which, although it would render him by far the highest paid of
the more than sixteen teachers employed in the system, was $100 less than had been paid in the previous year
to Marsh. After Thoreau resigned the school would close for three days and re-open under Thoreau’s classmate
William Allen. Here is what happened as it would be reconstructed (or very likely, invented) by Ellery
Channing in his THOREAU THE POET-NATURALIST effort of 1873:
Another school experience was the town school in Concord, which he took
after leaving college, announcing that he should not flog, but would
talk morals as punishment instead. A fortnight sped glibly along, when
a knowing deacon, one of the school committee, [Nehemiah Ball] walked
in and told Mr. Thoreau that he must flog and use the ferule, or the
school would spoil. So he did, ferruling six of his pupils after school,
one of whom was the maid-servant in his own house [13-year-old Eliza
Jane Durant]. But it did not suit well with his conscience, and he
reported to the committee that he should no longer keep their school,
as they interfered with his arrangements; and they could keep it.
So this is the context in which Thoreau “Kept town school a fortnight.” Upon having attained an enviable new
status as College Graduate, in a society in which fewer than one in a thousand were college graduates as
opposed to more than fifty in a thousand today, Thoreau had taken up a $500/year teaching position at
Concord’s Central Grammar School. He was to supervise two male teachers making $100/year and two
female teachers making $40/year as well as teach 100 boys in this public school of over 300 students a third
of whom were absent on any given day. He was to be not merely teacher but chief teacher, that is, master of
the school. Less than two weeks later he walked after his confrontation with Ball: when his teaching style of
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seeking out the enthusiasms of his students and building upon them was summarily disapproved by this trustee
after a monitoring of Thoreau’s class, and he was evidently instructed that he would be expected to beat his
students for discipline, he deliberately misconstrued the order and caned a number of the students at random,
including the Thoreau’s own servant girl.27 One can imagine him saying to himself “If there must be innocent
victims of this system in which vicious grown-ups have all the power, at least they will know that they are
innocent, and victims.”28
Jonathan Messerli has commented, in exactly the only and solitary reference to Thoreau in his biography of
Horace Mann, Sr., that
At the very time when Mann was poring over pedagogical
writings in Boston, twenty miles to the west in
Concord, the young Henry Thoreau, fresh from Harvard,
was finding that conditions in his classroom made it
impossible to try out his educational ideas. After a
two-week trial, he gave up. Believing that “cowhide was
a non-conductor,” he refused to whip his charges even
though parents expected him to lay it on. Meanwhile at
the other end of the state in a country school outside
Pittsfield, Herman Melville stuck it out for the winter
season, then left, thoroughly disgusted. Clearly, the
few able persons who did teach often left the schools,
impelled like pawns by an educational version of
Gresham’s Law in which the good were replaced by the
bad.
Now, there are a number of things wrong here and the first of them is that this is the only consideration given
to any Thoreau in a treatment which to be barely adequate should have made repeated mention of the
interactions between the Thoreau and the Mann families. I will mention a couple more of the things that are
wrong here, and then let it pass. There were no “parents” involved in the Concord episode, which entirely
consisted of Thoreau and his young charges versus the authorities, who were older, virtually elderly, men.
Thoreau did not cease trying out his educational ideas but merely moved into a private venue where he would
not be prevented from implementing these ideas. Most importantly, and directly contrary to what Messerli
asserts, Thoreau did not refuse to whip his charges. What he refused to do was pretend that such whipping
amounted to “punishment” or “correction” rather than amounting to precisely what it was, a customary torture
of the helpless by those in authority over them. When ordered by a member of the school committee to effect
this pretense, he instead lined up a number of his pupils, pupils who were not only innocent but also were not
even so much as being accused of any wrongdoing –including the maid who worked in his own home– and
lashed them all equally and indiscriminately. That his students did not understand why he did this to them, even
after they had grown up, even after they had had years to think about it, can be understood and forgiven of
them. That the school board did not comprehend why it was that he conducted this little demonstration of the
minuscule yet relevant difference between torture and correction can be attributed to the obtuseness of the
members of the school board. That a historian is incapable of understanding something like this, I am
overcome, I will be forced to allow to pass without comment.
In regard to the failure of the American dream of progress through progressive education and reform, Messerli
offers that “so dazzling was the prospect, that Mann and his countless co-workers could not conceive of the
27. Would this Ball family have been residing on a farm in the vicinity of Ball’s Hill (Gleason D9)? Would Nehemiah Ball be the
father or the grandfather of Benjamin West Ball, whom Waldo Emerson evidently would take on as his neophyte after the “Pickbrained” Thoreau had been palmed off on his brother, Judge William Emerson, in Staten Island?
28. I wonder what was the relationship between Thoreau’s action here and Bronson Alcott’s theory of education, and how much
this incident had to do with Alcott’s later becoming a leader in the Concord public school system.
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possibility that those who would follow in their footsteps might actually build a suffocating and sometimes
mind-numbing establishmentarian bureaucracy.” My response to this is that Messerli is here giving Mann far
too much credit. He is here giving Mann credit for having implemented a situation which Mann merely helped
to legitimate and perpetuate. Mann did not create conditions for the emergence of a new mind-numbing
establishmentarian bureaucracy in public education, for that mind-numbing establishmentarian bureaucracy
already existed long before our great Mann came along. What Horace Mann, Sr. did was merely provide this
entrenched bureaucracy with a new lease on life by providing it with a new legitimating ideology of faith in
the American dream and faith in progress through the reduction of ignorance. He was not an innovator but a
running dog, not a creator but a pitchman. Why is something that is so obvious as this not obvious to our
historians?
Are they victims of a Great Mann school of historicism?
“Chaos was the law of nature; Order was the dream
of man.”
— Henry Adams,
THE EDUCATION OF HENRY ADAMS

[Later thoughts: One of the prime ways we can insolently sabotage inane instructions that we do not want to
obey, is to carry them out quite literally, in a manner that demonstrates how inane we perceive them to be. For
instance: if someone were told to clean up their room by emptying their trash can, and felt badly about the
manner in which the instruction had been given, they might empty their trash can — onto the floor. That would
be obeying the instruction as given, without achieving its intent. It’s called sending a message.
That’s what Henry did. When told that he was expected to enforce discipline by applying the cowhide, what
he did was apply the cowhide precisely in a manner that would destroy, rather than produce, discipline. Instead
of punishing discriminately, by punishing specific wrongdoers for specific faults, he punished
indiscriminately, irregardless of fault, entirely at random. It’s called sending a message.
One thing that causes me to wonder is, that schoolteachers in his era actually had two instruments of
punishment, the hickory ferrule and the cowhide lash. There was not one but two levels of punishment. The
hickory ferrule was used by the schoolmaster to beat the palm of a student who was not learning quickly
enough, or was not paying attention, or was tardy, or did not stack his firearm by the door of the classroom —
something slight. The cowhide was used to lash the legs of a student guilty of a more major infraction, such
as sassing his teacher, fighting, being obstreperous, threatening the teacher with his gun or his knife, etc. In the
story we hear about Thoreau, we find ourselves concerned only with the cowhide lash, with no mention being
made of the hickory ferrule. I’ve always wondered why there is, in this story, no mention of the schoolmaster’s
ferrule, which he also used as a pointer. Might it be that Henry had no objection to the application of this
ferrule, objecting only to the application of the whip? Or, is it possible, might it be that this story originated at
a later point in time, after the people who were telling the story, and the people to whom this story was being
told, had quite forgotten that way back in 1837 and 1838, when this incident was allegedly taking place, there
had been two discrete instruments of corporal punishment in the public school classroom?
Incidentally, it appears that this is a story that did in fact originate at a later point in time. It is not a story which
we first have record of, being first told as of 1837 or 1838, contemporaneous with the supposed actual event,
but a story which we first have record of, being recounted at a later date. Such stories are always to some degree
suspect.]29
29. We may well note that it would not be until 1841 that Thoreau would consult THE LAWS OF MENU and there discover that it was
allowed that “a wife, a son, a slave, a pupil, ... who have committed faults, may be beaten with ropes or split bamboo, but on the
back part of the body only, never on noble parts.” We may well note also that in his selections from that ancient treatise, he would
refrain from excerpting any such materials.
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November 11, Saturday: Henry Thoreau indicated a familiarity with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 69 of Lemuel Shattuck’s A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;..., which had appeared in October 1835.
At some point between this day and the 14th, Henry wrote his older brother John Thoreau, Jr., who was
teaching in Taunton.
Brother, it is many suns that I have not seen
the print of thy moccasins by our council fire,
the Great Spirit has blown more leaves from the trees
and many clouds from the land of snows have visited
our lodge — the earth has become hard like a frozen
buffalo skin, so that the trampling of many herds
is like the Great Spirit’s thunder — the grass on
the great fields is like the old man of eight [sic?]
winters — and the small song-sparrow prepares for
his flight to the land whence summer comes.
In Salem, the Hawthornes paid a visit to the Peabody sisters.
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
ELIZABETH PALMER PEABODY
SOPHIA AMELIA PEABODY
MARY TYLER PEABODY
Thomas Green Fessenden died in Boston.
Mormon missionaries had been sent from America to England and had begun preaching the apocalyptic end
of the world as we know it, in Preston in Lancashire. This day saw the carpenter Miles Romney and his wife
Elizabeth Gaskell Romney, previously adherents of the Church of England, being baptized there in the Ribble
River (in 1841 this Romney family would emigrate to Nauvoo, Illinois and Miles would become an architect
for a Mormon Church in Utah; Miles Park Romney, one of their sons, would when US anti-polygamy laws
began to be seriously enforced flee from Utah to Mexico in 1885 with his 4 wives and 30 children).
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1839
Lemuel Shattuck retired from the bookstore he had opened in Cambridge in 1834 in order to devote himself
to public service. In this year he became a founding member of the American Statistical Association. He also
began to work toward the enactment of a Massachusetts law that would require registration of all births,
marriages, and deaths — a law that would be enacted in 1842. (For the birth of David Henry Thoreau in 1817,
for instance, there is no public record whatever.)

The following entry was made in the Harvard College Faculty’s Book in regard to the deficiencies of senior
James Russell Lowell and the tutorship of the Reverend Barzillai Frost:
Voted, that Lowell, Senior, on account of continued neglect of his
college duties, be suspended till the Saturday before Commencement to
continue his studies with Mr. Frost in Concord ... and not to visit
Cambridge during the period of his suspension.
Placing a cocked pistol against his skull, Harvard Man and Class Poet James Russell Lowell feared to pull the
trigger — so he began to study law.
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November 27: The Reverend William Cogswell, Dr. John Dix Fisher, Richard Fletcher, Oliver W.B. Peabody, and
Lemuel Shattuck met at Number 15 Cornhill in Boston and agreed upon the formation of a statistical society,
to be known as the American Statistical Society. For these persons, it seems clear now that the vision of
Shattuck was leading.
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December 18: The new American Statistical Society, in which Lemuel Shattuck was a mover and shaker, on this day
elected a president, two vice presidents, a recording secretary, a home secretary, a foreign secretary, and nine
counselors. Richard Fletcher would serve as president.
In New-York Dr. John William Draper, working with Samuel F.B. Morse and the new “Daguerreotype”
method Morse has brought back from France, made the first US celestial photograph — one of the moon.
ASTRONOMY
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1840
The 6th national census.30 Black Americans were becoming more numerous, in Mississippi at this point, than
white Americans. In Massachusetts, the average free black able-bodied workingman was receiving one dollar
per day for a laboring year of 260 working days, or a total of $260 annual income.
In the Rhode Island census, Cato Pearce was listed as an agricultural laborer living alone in Cranston, with
Thomas Cole as a neighbor. Cato indicates in his 1842 narrative that for many years he lived in Cranston with
Deacon Thomas Cole and Mrs. Cole. Deacon Cole was a white man, a Baptist, and had assisted Cato even
before the 1820 incident with Potter Senior.
Edward Jarvis uncovered serious errors in the Massachusetts census of this year, and Lemuel Shattuck
uncovered serious errors in the Boston census.
It having become abundantly clear that the new American Statistical Society had been poorly named,
its initialism being ASS, the name was corrected to a less undignified American Statistical Association.
(It’s obvious that these were high-minded gentlemen — or they would have seen this one coming.)
As of 1790 the center of the human population of the USA had been a little town just about a day’s travel inland

30. The rise in manumissions in the post-Revolutionary period had increased the proportion of free black Americans from about 8%
to about 13.5%, where it had been holding steady. A decline in manumissions in the late antebellum period, combined with the lesser
fecundity of free black Americans, would move the free-to-enslaved proportion back down to about 11% as we arrived at our Civil
War:

Census % in Population
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1790

8%

1810

13.5%

1840

13.5%

1861

11%
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from Baltimore. By this period the center of population had relocated.

(Nowadays, of course, we’ve all been coming from one or another center in Missouri.)
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1841
The first centralized government bureau of statistics was founded in Belgium by the mathematician Lambert
Adolphe Jacques Quetelet (1781-1840).
The Massachusetts legislature granted a charter to the American Statistical Association.
Lemuel Shattuck’s A COMPLETE SYSTEM OF FAMILY REGISTRATION, IN TWO PARTS was printed in Boston.
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October 12, Tuesday: The combined British detachment that had ventured out from the relative safety of the
metropolis, Cabul, Afghanistan, by this morning had become large enough to transit the pass of Khoord-Cabul,
and this was effected with some loss due to long range sniper fire down from the rocks at the sides of the defile.
The force then set up a defensive camp perimeter on the far side of the defile at Khoord-Cabul and the 13th
light infantry again subjected itself to losses due to its exposure to this unrelenting rifle fire, by returning
through the pass to its defensive camp perimeter at Bootkhak. For some nights the camps would repel attacks,
“that on the 35th native infantry being peculiarly disastrous, from the treachery of the Affghan horse, who
admitted the enemy within their lines, by which our troops were exposed to a fire from the least suspected
quarter. Many of our gallant sepoys, and Lieutenant Jenkins, thus met their death.”31
Frederick Douglass addressed the Middlesex County Anti-Slavery Society at the Universalist meetinghouse
in Concord.

We very much need to know who was in town at the time, and who did and who did not
attend this meeting:
•
•
•
•
•
31.

Bronson Alcott ?
Abba Alcott ?
Anna Bronson Alcott ?
Louisa May Alcott (8 years old)?
Phineas Allen ?

Lieut. V. Eyre (Sir Vincent Eyre, 1811-1881). THE MILITARY OPERATIONS AT CABUL: WHICH ENDED IN THE
RETREAT AND DESTRUCTION OF THE BRITISH ARMY, JANUARY 1842, WITH A JOURNAL OF IMPRISONMENT IN
AFFGHANISTAN. Philadelphia PA: Carey and Hart, 1843; London: J. Murray, 1843 (three editions); Lieut. V. Eyre
(Sir Vincent Eyre, 1811-1881). PRISON SKETCHES: COMPRISING PORTRAITS OF THE CABUL PRISONERS AND OTHER
SUBJECTS; ADAPTED FOR BINDING UP WITH THE JOURNALS OF LIEUT. V. EYRE, AND LADY SALE; LITHOGRAPHED
BY LOWES DICKINSON. London: Dickinson and Son, [1843?]
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Perez Blood ?
Mrs. Mary Merrick Brooks ?
Squire Nathan Brooks ?
Caroline Downes Brooks ?
George Merrick Brooks ?
Deacon Simon Brown ?
Mrs. Lidian Emerson ?
Waldo Emerson ?
Reverend Barzillai Frost ?
Margaret Fuller ?
William Lloyd Garrison ?
Nathaniel Hawthorne ?
Judge Ebenezer Rockwood Hoar ?
Edward Sherman Hoar ?
Senator George Frisbie Hoar ?
Elizabeth Sherman Hoar ?
Squire Samuel Hoar ?
Dr. Edward Jarvis ?
Deacon Francis Jarvis ?
John Shepard Keyes, Judge John Shepard Keyes ?
John M. Keyes ?
Reverend George Ripley ?
Mrs. Sophia Dana Ripley ?
Reverend Samuel Ripley ?
Sarah Alden Bradford Ripley ?
Lemuel Shattuck ?
Daniel Shattuck ?
Sheriff Sam Staples ?
Henry David Thoreau ?
John Thoreau, Senior ?
Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau ?
John Thoreau, Jr. ?
Helen Louisa Thoreau ?
Sophia Elizabeth Thoreau ?
Aunt Maria Thoreau ?
Aunt Jane Thoreau ?
Alek Therien ?
Miss Prudence Ward ?
xxxxxx ?
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1842
The law toward which Lemuel Shattuck had been working, that would require registration in Massachusetts
of all births, marriages, and deaths, became a reality.

Sir Edwin Chadwick (1800-1890) published a REPORT ON THE SANITARY CONDITION OF THE LABOURING
POPULATION OF GREAT BRITAIN. The influential report described the squalid living conditions in the slums of
English milltowns, and demonstrated that the working class suffered disproportionately from disease.
The “Chadwick Report” would inspire the Health of Towns Association and, in 1849, would inspire the report
on Boston’s sewage prepared by Lemuel Shattuck.
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1843
During this year and the following one, Lemuel Shattuck’s initial term in the Massachusetts legislature.
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1844
After August 1st: Anna Maria Whiting32 wrote up the events of Concord’s annual fair of the Anti-Slavery Society of
Middlesex County celebrating the 1st of August
liberation of the slaves of the British West Indies and
sent them off to Nathaniel Peabody Rogers of the Concord NH Herald of Freedom. Unfortunately, although it
was possible in that day and age to describe how church officials might be timid enough to refuse the use of
church facilities for such moralizing purposes, and town officials might be wrongheaded enough to denounce
such activities as antislavery oratory as “irresponsible” and refuse to ring the town bell to summon
townspeople to the lectures associated with the booths that had been strung by the antislavery ladies along the
corridors of the Middlesex County courthouse in Concord, it was not possible in that day and age to describe
how a town squire such as Emerson might be for anti-slavery for all the wrong, racist reasons — for Emerson
was against the enslavement of blacks in America because he was against the whole idea of allowing people
who were obviously inferior as human beings, to be present at all in this New World, the land of the free and
the home of the brave, which we should have the intelligence to restrict to those able to benefit from it, that is,
to those of us who are brave enough to preserve our freedoms. It is only recently that it has become possible
to reconstruct the activities of Waldo Emerson, Frederick Douglass, Moses Grandy, and Henry Thoreau in
Concord on this day in terms of their respective attitudes toward racism and antiracism on that day on which
two black speakers came to town, rather than in the more traditional terms of their respective attitudes toward
proslavery versus antislavery.
In passing I must recount to you an amusing circumstance.
There was an unusual difficulty about ringing the bell of the
Unitarian Meeting-house, and those who never hesitated before,
now shrunk back, and did not dare attempt it. Five or six
individuals who were asked declined for one or another reason.
Your friend, David Henry Thoreau, (no foreigner, but one whom
Concord should be proud to number among her sons,) seeing the
timidity of one unfortunate youth, who dared not touch the bell
rope, took hold of it with a strong arm; and the bell (though
set in its own way), pealed forth its summons right merrily.—
This reluctance among those timid gentlemen to ring the bell
seems to me very amusing. One of them went to ask leave to ring
it of one of the committee who take charge of the meeting-house,
but not finding him at home, declined taking action on the
subject.
After August 1: I was once travelling through a distant and mountainous part of the country, along the
banks of a stream whose course I followed for several days, through a succession of shady vallies, sunken deep
among the hills –where dwelt a few mild and hospitable inhabitants –while on either hand –high up on the level
tops of the mountains dwelt a different & less cultivated race who had but little intercourse with themselves –
so near indeed though inaccessible that I occasionally heard the bleating of their flocks–
As the day was not yet spent and I was anxious to improve the light though my path was gradually rising to
these higher levels I took leave of my kind hosts –who directed me to the dwelling of the nearest of the race –
whom we will call Satyrus, who they said was a rude and inhospitable man.
At length as the sun was setting behind the mountains in a still darker and more solitary vale, where the shaggy
woods almost joined their tops over the torrent I reached the dwelling of my host.
I observed as I drew near to his abode that he was less savage than I had feared, for he kept herds and dogs to
watch them, and I saw where he made maple sugar on the sides of the mountains, and detected the voices of
32.According to “Marie Birdsall” <Marie.Birdsall@fmglobal.com>, Concord’s antislavery activist Anna Maria Whiting was the
grand-daughter of the William Whiting who was born in Concord, Massachusetts on September 30, 1760 to Thomas Whiting and
Mary Lake, and the daughter of the William Whiting who was born in Stirling, Massachusetts on October 20, 1788 to this William
Whiting and Rebecca Brown.
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children mingling with the murmur of the torrent before the door.
As I passed his stable I met one whom I took to be a hired man attending to his cattle, and inquired if they
entertained travellers at that house. “Some times we do” –he answered gruffly, and immediately went to the
farthest stall from me– And I perceived that it was Rice himself whom I had addressed. But pardoning this
incivility to the wildness of the surrounding scenery –I bent my steps to the house– There was no sign post
Before it nor invitation to the traveller though I saw by the road that many went and came there –but the owner’s
name only was fastened to the outside –a sort of implied and sullen invitation, as I thought.
I passed from room to room without meeting any one, at first, till I came to what seemed the guests apartment,
which was neat and even had an air of refinement, and I was glad to find a chart on the wall which would direct
me upon my journey on the morrow.
At length I heard a step in a distant apartment which was the first I had entered, and went to see if the master of
the house had come in, but it proved to be only a child, one of those whose voices I had heard, probably his son,
and between him and me stood in the door way a large watch dog, which growled upon me and looked as if he
would presently spring, but he boy did not speak to him nor seem to observe the danger. And when I asked him
for a glass of water he briefly said “It runs in the corner.” So I took a mug and went outdoors again and searched
round the corners of the house, but could find no well nor spring, nor any water, but the stream I have mentioned
–which ran all along the front I came back therefore and set down the empty mug –thinking to ask if the stream
was good to drink –saying I could not find it –whereupon the child seized the mug and going to the corner of
the room where a cool spring trickled through a pipe into the apartment, filled it and drank, and gave it to me
empty again –then calling to the dog rushed out of the room, and left me alone.
This spring was cool and pure and seemed to issue from the mountain behind the house, and was conducted
through it in pipes, and thence flowed into the stream in front.
At length some of the men came in and drank and washed and combed their hair. And some of them sat down,
as if wear; and fell asleep, without having spoken.
All the while I saw no females, but sometimes heard a bustle in that part of the house, from which the spring
came and whither the child had gone.
At length Rice himself came in with an ox whip in his hand, breathing hard, and going to a corner drank some
kind of liquor.
He sat down not far from me and when I asked if he could give me a bed, he said there wa sons ready, but in
such a a tone as if I ought to have known it, and the less said about that the better.
I observed that it was a wild and rugged country which he inhabited and worth coming many miles to visit —
“not so very rough neither,” said he, and appealed to his men to bear witness to the breadth and level of his
fields, and the size of his crops, “And if we have some hills”, said he, “there’s no better pasturage any where.”
I then asked if this place was not the one I heard of, calling it by the name I had seen on the map –or if it was a
certain other, and he answered gruffly –that it was neither the one nor the other –that he had settled it –and
cultivated it –and made it what it was –and I could know nothing about it –that it was a place between certain
other places –and the books and maps were all wrong –for he had lived there longer than anybody.
To tell the truth I was very much pleased with my host’s residence, and inclined even to exaggerate the grandeur
of the scenery –and sought in many ways to make known my contentment.
Observing some guns and other implements of hunting one the wall, and his hounds now sleeping on the floor,
I took occasion to change the discourse, and inquired if there was much game in that country –and he answered
this question more graciously for he was evidently fond of the chace –but when I asked if there were many bears,
he answered impatiently that he did not loose more sheep than his neighbors –he had tamed and civilized that
region.
After a pause, thinking of my journey on the morrow, and of the few hours of day-light in that hollow and
mountainous country, which would require me to be on my way betimes, I remarked that the daylight must be
shorter by an hour there than in the neighboring plains, at which he gruffly asked what I knew about it. And
affirmed that he had as much light as his neighbors –he ventured to say the days were longer there than where
I lived as I should find if I stayed –that some how or rather as I could’nt be expected to understand the sun came
over the mountains a half an hour earlier and lingered a half an hour later, than elsewhere.
Without regarding his rudeness I said with a little less familiarity that he was a fortunate man, and I trusted he
was grateful for so much light –and rising said I would take a light, and I would pay him then for my lodging,
for I expected to commence my journey on the morrow, even as early as the sun rose in his country, but he
answered somewhat more civilly as I though that I should not fail to find some of his household stirring however
early, for they were no sluggards, and I could take my breakfast with them before I started if I chose, as as He
lighted the lamp I could see a gleam of true hospitality and ancient civility –a beam of pure and even gentle
humanity, from his bleared and moist eyes, for the effect of the liquor had in some measure worked off– And
he led the way to my apartment stepping over the limbs of his men who were sound asleep on the floor, and
showed me a clean and comfortable bed. But I arose by star light the next morning and usual, before my host
or his men or even his dogs were awake, and having left an ninepence on the counter, was already half way over
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the mountain with the sun, before they had broken their fast.
But before I had quite left the country of my host, while the first rays of the sun slanted over the mountains, as
I had stopped by the wayside to gather some wild berries, a very aged man came along with a milking pail in
his hand, and turning aside also began to pluck the berries with me, but when I inquired the way he answered
in a low rough voice without looking up, or seeming to take any notice of me –which I imputed to his years –
and presently mutturing to himself he proceed to collect his cows in a neighboring pasture, and when he had
again returned to the wayside, he suddenly stopped while his cows went on before, and uncovering his head
prayed aloud to God for his daily bread, and also that he who letteth his rain fall on the just and on the unjust,
and without whom not a sparrow falleth to the ground –would not neglect the stranger –meaning me–
And when he had done praying I made bold to ask him –if he had any cheese in his hut which he would sell me,
but he answered without looking up and as gruffly as before –that they did’nt make any –and went to milking.
“The stranger who turneth away from a house with disappointed hopes, leaveth there his own offences, and
departeth, taking with him all the good actions of the owner.”
According to our faithful town history — “One branch of it rises in the south part of Hopkinton; and
another from a pond and a large cedar-swamp in Westborough, and running into Hopkinton, forms the boundary
line between that town and Southborough. Thence in a northerly direction it passes through Framingham, and
forms the boundary line between Sudbury and East sudbury (where it is sometimes called Sudbury River), and
enters Concord at the south part of the town. After passing through it in a diagonal direction, it receives the
North River, and, going out at the north east part between Bedford and Carlisle and through Billerica, empties
into the Merrimack at Lowell. It is remarkable for the gentleness of its current, which is scarcely perceptible by
the eye. At low water mark? it is from 4 to 15 feet deep, and from 100 to 300 feet wide. Where it enters Concord
it is 200 feet, and where it leaves it 330. At the former place it is 114 feet above low-water mark in Boston. In
times when the river is highest, it overflows its banks, and is in many places more than a mile wide.”

LEMUEL SHATTUCK
It was at this point that Thoreau was re-drafting some scraps from his earlier essay on “Sound and Silence”
onto three sheets in his Long Book (2, 112-5) [compare this with A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK
RIVERS, pages 391-3; it was these three sheets that Linck Johnson used in his reconstruction of the 1845
conclusion of the 1st draft (390-3)]:
As the truest society approaches always nearer to solitude — so the most excellent speech finally falls
into Silence. We go about to find Solitude and Silence, as though they dwelt only in distant glens and the depths
of the wood [later Thoreau changed “wood” back to “forest”], venturing out from these fortresses at midnight
— and do not dream that she is then imported into them when we wend thither– As the butcher busied himself
with looking after his knife when he had it in his mouth. For where man is there is silence, And it takes a man
to make a place silent.
It [later Thoreau changed “It” back to “Silence”] is the communing of a conscious soul with itself– When we
attend for a moment to our own infinity –audible to all men –at all times –in all places –It is when we hear
inwardly –sound when he [illegible: “we”?] hear outwardly.
[after August 1: Silence is ever less strange and startling than noise.] Creation has not displaced her
but is her visible frame work and foil– She is always at hand with her wisdom, by road sides and street corners
— lurking in belfries, the cannon’s mouth, and the wake of the earthquake, gathering up and fondling their puny
din in her ample bosom. Silence is ever less strange and startling than noise. and is any where intense and
profound just in proportion as we find ourselves these. [Thoreau moved first sentence to end of paragraph and
added “and is any where intense and profound just in proportion as we find ourselves these.”]
All sounds are her servants and purveyers, proclaiming not only that their mistress is, but is a rare mistress, and
earnestly to be sought after. The thunder is only the signal of her coming. [Thoreau interlined “to attend to her
communications” but we don’t know where he intended to position this phrase.]
All sound is nearly akin to silence — it is a bubble on her surface which straightway bursts, an evidence of the
strength and prolificness of the under current. It is a faint utterance of silence — and then only agreeable to our
auditory senses [JOURNAL: nerves] when it contrasts itself with and relieves the former. In proportion as it
does this, and is a heightener and intensifier of the Silence — it is harmony and purest melody.
Accordingly every melodious sound is an ally of silence — a help and not a hindrance to abstraction.
Silence is the universal refuge. The sequel to all dull discourses, and all foolish acts –as balm to our every
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chagrin –as welcome after satiety as disappointment. That background which the painter may not daub, be he
master or bungler, and which, however awkward a figure he [illegible: “we”?] may have made in the
foreground, remains ever our inviolable asylum.
Where no indignity can assail no personality — disturb us.
The orator puts off his individuality and is then most eloquent, when most silent. He listens while he speaks and
is a hearer along with his audience.
Who has not hearkened to her infinite din? She is Truth’s speaking trumpet– She is the sole oracle, the true
Delphi and Dodena, which kings and courtiers would do well to consult, nor will they be balked by an
ambiguous answer. through her all revelations have been made– Just in proportion as men have consulted her
oracle they have obtained a clear insight, and their age been marked as an enlightened one. But as often as they
have gone gadding abroad to a strange Delphi and her mad priestess, their age has been Dark or Leaden. These
have been garralous [garrulous] and noisy eras which no longer yield any sound, but the Grecian or silent &
melodious era, is ever sounding and resounding in the ears of men.
A good book is the plectrum with which our silent lyres are struck. We not unfrequently refer the interest which
belongs to our own unwritten sequel to the written and comparatively lifeless body of the work. Of all books
this sequel is the most indispensable part. It should be the authors aim to say once and emphatically “he said”
‘’ This is the most the book maker can attain to If he make his volume a foil whereon the waves of silence
may break it is well.
It were vain for me to interpret the silence — she cannot be done into English. For six thousand years have men
translated her with what fidelity belonged to each, and still is she little better than a sealed book. A man may
run on confidently for a time –thinking he has her under his thumb, and shall one day exhaust her– but he too
must at last be silent, and men remark only how brave a beginning he made. For when he at length dives into
her — so vast is the disproportion of the told to the untold, that the former will seem but the bubble on the
surface where he disappeared.
Never the less will we go on, like those Chinese Cliff swallows, feathering our nests with the froth, which may
one day be bread of life to such as dwell by the sea shore. [Two irrelevant paragraphs on Marlowe in the
JOURNAL and one on how water-lily blossoms open simultaneously in the morning sunlight are omitted in this
version being prepared for publication.]
And now our boat was already grating against the bullrushes of its native port — and its keel again recognized
the Concord mud where the flattened weeds still preserved some semblance of its own outline having scarce yet
recovered themselves since its departure. And we leaped gladly on shore –drawing it up and fastening it to the
little apple tree whose stem still bore the mark which its chain had worn –in the chafing of the spring freshets.33
As the poet [Charles Cotton, in “The Tempest”] says
Standing upon the margent of the main,
Whilst the high boiling tide came tumbling in, &c
*
*
Soon could my sad imagination find
A parallel to this half world of flood.
An ocean by my walls of earth confined,
And rivers in the channels of my blood;
Discovering man, unhappy man, to be
Of this great frame Heaven’s epitome.—

CHARLES COTTON

33.The poet W.H. Auden has in 1962 brought forward a snippet from this day’s entry as:

THE VIKING BOOK OF APHORISMS, A PERSONAL SELECTION
BY W.H. AUDEN...
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It is the author’s aim to say once and emphatically, “He said.”
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1845
In an election characterized by very low voter turnout, for the first time in years the Whigs came into control
of the Massachusetts legislature.
Lemuel Shattuck helped found the New England Historic Genealogical Society.
Serious errors having been found in the censuses conducted locally in 1840, Shattuck persuaded the legislature
to allow him to conduct a fresh census of Boston. This new census would take as its unit the individual, rather
than the family. (Shattuck would serve as an adviser in the planning for the US federal census of 1850, and
basically this nationwide census would follow the procedure that Shattuck had originated in Boston in 1845.
Shattuck has been referred to as the person who effected the “most important improvements during 150 years
of Federal censuses.”
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1849
During this year and the following one, Lemuel Shattuck’s 2d term in the Massachusetts legislature.

Anne Brontë died, a tuberculosis victim:
Anne Brontë had never been very strong. During her schooldays
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at Roe Head, and later in her situations as a governess,
Charlotte was always anxious about her, and on one occasion Miss
Wooler’s apparent disregard of Anne’s weakness caused Charlotte
to have a bitter quarrel with her. After the death of Emily,
Anne began to be seriously ill, and her father, with a
premonition of what was to follow, made haste to get the best
possible medical attention and advice.... Anne became gradually
worse and their only hope was to get her away to the seaside,
but the doctors forbade such a course during the cold early
months of the year. As the months dragged by, Anne became
increasingly anxious to go; she was afraid of delaying too long.
She did not wish to die, she was full of plans for the future,
and, as she wrote to Ellen Nussey, she longed to do some good
in the world before she left it.... It was not until the end of
May that the sisters were able to make definite arrangements for
their long-desired visit to the seaside. Scarborough was the
place chosen, mainly because Anne knew it quite well.... May 23
was the date fixed for the journey ... but when the day came
round Anne was too ill to move, and the journey had to be
postponed until the following day. By that time Anne was almost
too weak to walk. She survived the journey, but only for three
days, she died on Monday, May 28, 1849.
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The initial medical report of the London Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest. This would
appear in Canstatt’s PATHOLOGY AND THERAPY, known as “the Bible of German medicine,” which would offer
a chapter on “Tuberculosis Pulmonum.”
General Court of Massachusetts commissioned a Sanitary Survey to be conducted by Lemuel Shattuck with
the assistance of Nathaniel P. Banks, Jr. and Jehiel Abbott. This report would run to 500 pages, and after 2,000
copies were printed it would be entirely ignored. Shattuck reported to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
that:
Consumption, that great destroyer of human health and
human life, takes the first rank as an agent of death;
and as such, we deem it proper to analyze more
particularly
the
circumstances
under
which
it
operates. Any facts regarding a disease that destroys
one-seventh to one-fourth of all that die, cannot but
be interesting. … The causes of this disease, and the
means
of
removal,
are
the
great
objects
of
investigation; and they can be accurately ascertained
only by an extensive series of systematic, uniform and
exact observations of the external circumstances, –
atmospheric, local and personal,– occurring in each
case. And we cannot too strongly impress upon local
Boards of Health, upon the member of the medical
profession, and upon all others interested, the
importance of making a united and energetic effort to
obtain such observations concerning every case which
occurs in every part of the Commonwealth. Near 3,000
cases, in this State, annually terminate in death; and
if they were properly observed, for a series of five,
ten, or more years, it is impossible to anticipate the
good results which might follow. Possibly, –and even
probably,– discoveries might be made which would
reduce the annual number of cases, certainly by
hundreds, and perhaps by thousands. We shall hereafter
suggest a form of a Registry of Cases adapted to this
object; and the great importance of the disease, and
the confident hope that some discovery can be made
which will materially abate its melancholy ravages,
should arouse us all to action.

Shattuck’s inspiration in this study was the report that had been prepared in England in 1842 by
Sir Edwin Chadwick (1800-1890), REPORT ON THE SANITARY CONDITION OF THE LABOURING POPULATION
OF GREAT BRITAIN.
“Sewage courses through the veins of Boston’s history.”
— Eric Jay Dolin, POLITICAL WATERS: THE LONG,
DIRTY, CONTENTIOUS, INCREDIBLY EXPENSIVE BUT
EVENTUALLY TRIUMPHANT HISTORY OF BOSTON HARBOR
—A UNIQUE ENVIRONMENTAL SUCCESS STORY
(U of Mass. P, Amherst/Boston, 2004)
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1850
A discovery has been announced by Professor Robert A. Gross, Director of American Studies at the College
of William and Mary, in the pages of the JOURNAL OF COMPUTING IN HIGHER EDUCATION.34 Professor Gross
reports that he offered a course in “The Machine-Readable Transcendentalists” which had been forwardlooking because it had espoused “the cause of quantification.” This course utilized computers and computer
data because, according to this humanities scholar’s understanding, quantification is the hallmark of
computers. Quantification through computerization would eventually, he opinioned, enable us to obtain “a
more popular, relevant history — ‘history from the bottom up’.” As evidence of this subtle numerate influence
of the machine and the electron, he instances the discovery by the fortunate students of his Fall Semester 1986
class, History 55 offered at Amherst College, “that two of the leading figures in the development of American
social statistics —the public health reformer, Lemuel Shattuck, and the medical pioneer in the treatment of
insanity, Edward Jarvis— had lived and worked in Concord, had even advanced their distinctive approach to
knowledge through their involvement with the town’s libraries and schools.... [A]fter leaving Concord, both
Shattuck and Jarvis had played central roles in the creation of the 1850 census. Shattuck, in fact, had been
employed by the federal government to draw up the very questions that the census would ask of the entire
population. Jarvis, in turn, would be called on to help interpret the results. In effect, the very source on which
we were laboring –the US Census of 1850– had been put together by men whose intellectual outlook had been
shaped by their experiences in Concord. The town had been host to not one but two major currents in American
cultural history. The federal census of 1850 was as much a product of Concord as was WALDEN or Emerson’s
ESSAYS.... The ubiquity of the new quantifying consciousness in Concord set the Transcendentalists in fresh
perspective. It became clear that Emerson and Henry Thoreau had evolved their ideas, had elaborated their
literary visions in direct reaction against the innovative calculations of figures like Shattuck and Jarvis.” We
need to carefully examine whether there might be any basis for such extrapolations, or whether they amount
to mere puffery:
•
•

•

•

For the record, is it indeed quantification, that computers are good for? Or is this a misunderstanding,
a relic of the era in which computers belonged in the Accounting Department?
For the record, is it indeed quantification, that literary scholarship needs, that it can obtain by
computerization? Or is this a misunderstanding, a relic of the era in which the agenda of
Computational Linguistics still seemed, to some of the more credulous of us, to be plausible?
Does Lemuel Shattuck actually qualify for the definite article as “the” public health reformer, or was
he merely one of the many who felt competent to offer free advice in this area? What, actually, might
be the recognized status and standing which his 1850 report to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
enjoys today? Shattuck was what one would kindly term a “nativist,” which is to say, he attempted to
blame America’s pollution problems on the immigrants who suffered most greatly from these
pollution problems (were one to speak less kindly, one might say something like “Shattuck treated the
patient by accusing him of being ill” or “Shattuck believed in kicking people while they were down”).
Could this opinion that Shattuck formerly of Concord, Massachusetts was “the public health
reformer” amount to mere puffery?
Does Edward Jarvis actually qualify as “the” medical pioneer in the treatment of insanity, standing
alone? Does he qualify, even, as “a” pioneer, an unrecognized one of the numerous pioneers in this
area? What precisely were this Doctor’s innovations? Was his cure rate exceptional? Did he theorize?
If he achieved no demonstrable cures and originated no recorded theories, might there be an objective
measure of his compassionateness, measurable say in incremental Mother-Theresas on a scale of one

34. Gross, Robert A. “The Machine-Readable Transcendentalists: Cultural History on the Computer.” JOURNAL OF COMPUTING
IN HIGHER EDUCATION 1 (Spring 1989):92-116. Reprinted in AMERICAN QUARTERLY 41 (September 1989):501-21.
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to ten? Could this opinion that Dr. Jarvis formerly of Concord, Massachusetts was “the medical
pioneer in the treatment of insanity” amount to mere puffery?
What might the evidence be, that these two personages had “even [what is the function here of such a
term?] advanced their distinctive approach to knowledge through their involvement with the town’s
libraries and schools”? Did they do something unusual in this area, or does this amount to mere
puffery?
Is it true that after leaving Concord, Lemuel Shattuck played a “central” role in the creation of the
1850 census? Granting that Shattuck “had been employed by the federal government to draw up the
very questions that the census would ask of the entire population,” were these “very” questions very
prescient or very stupid (they look to me by the benefit of hindsight to have been very much the
latter), and, did the preparation of this simple list of questions amount to something more than
scribbling on a napkin during a lunch — and was Shattuck acting alone or as a mere member of some
government committee? Professor Gross indicates that this census was the first one constructed “with
the aid of experts in the emerging field of statistics,” the first to assume “scientific purposes.” Was
Shattuck then a pioneer in the development of some new statistical procedure, such as the T-test of
significance — and we just haven’t been informed of this? Did Shattuck do something grand in the
preparation for this census, that we have lost track of, or does this account of his 1850 contribution
amount to mere puffery? (As a data-point in comparison, we might consider the case of Herman
Hollerith, a credited statistician working in 1886 on the data obtained during the 1880 national census,
who conceived that a machine something like a Jacquard loom might be able to sense the presence or
absence of circular hole punched in specific locations on a piece of stiff paper, and that these circular
holes might be utilized by means of some standardized code scheme to represent numbers, and that,
based on this sensed numeric information, the machine might then be induced to perform sorting and
arithmetic operations. By means of metal pins which descended through circular punched holes in
cards to touch the liquid surface of mercury in trays beneath the cards and complete an electric circuit,
the information obtained in the census of 1890 would be extractable in a third of the time which had
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been required to process the information obtained in the census of 1880. Out of this would come, in
1911, the Computing Tabulating Recording Company, or CTRC, a forerunner of IBM.)

•

•

•

•

•

Is it true that after leaving Concord, Doctor Jarvis played a “central” role in the creation of the 1850
census? To what precisely does it amount, to be “called on to help interpret the results” of a census?
Was it Doctor Jarvis who was the pioneer in the development of some new statistical procedure such
as the T-test of significance — and we just haven’t been informed of this? Did Jarvis do something
grand in the analysis of the results of this census, that we have lost track of, or does this account of his
contribution amount to mere puffery?
For the record, does anything that either of these persons actually did actually amount to “putting
together” the national census of 1850 (the term Gross deploys for their activities), that we have lost
track of — or does this account of their contribution amount to gross puffery?
Does either of these two personages formerly of Concord, Massachusetts actually qualify as a person
“whose intellectual outlook had been shaped by their experiences in Concord”? What precisely was
this shaping? Or does this influence story amount to mere parochialism and gross puffery?
Is it accurate, or is it puffery, to represent that there was some “new quantifying consciousness in
Concord,” and is it accurate, or is it puffery, to indicate that this new quantifying consciousness can be
seen to have been as Gross indicates, ubiquitous?
Has it indeed to us become “clear that Emerson and Henry Thoreau had evolved their ideas, had
elaborated their literary visions in direct reaction against the innovative calculations of figures like
Shattuck and Jarvis”? —Or is this just shit talk?
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Lemuel Shattuck’s REPORT OF THE SANITARY COMMISSION OF MASSACHUSETTS indicated that:
Consumption, that great destroyer of human health and human life,
takes the first rank as an agent of death; and as such, we deem it
proper to analyze more particularly the circumstances under which it
operates. Any facts regarding a disease that destroys one-seventh to
one-fourth of all that die, cannot but be interesting. ... The causes
of this disease, and the means of removal, are the great objects of
investigation; and they can be accurately ascertained only by an
extensive series of systematic, uniform and exact observations of the
external circumstances, –atmospheric, local and personal,– occurring
in each case. And we cannot too strongly impress upon local Boards of
Health, upon the member of the medical profession, and upon all others
interested, the importance of making a united and energetic effort to
obtain such observations concerning every case which occurs in every
part of the Commonwealth. Near 3,000 cases, in this State, annually
terminate in death; and if they were properly observed, for a series
of five, ten, or more years, it is impossible to anticipate the good
results which might follow. Possibly, –and even probably,– discoveries
might be made which would reduce the annual number of cases, certainly
by hundreds, and perhaps by thousands. We shall hereafter suggest a
form of a Registry of Cases adapted to this object; and the great
importance of the disease, and the confident hope that some discovery
can be made which will materially abate its melancholy ravages, should
arouse us all to action.
According to Martin V. Melosi’s THE SANITARY CITY: URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE IN AMERICA FROM
COLONIAL TIMES TO THE PRESENT (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins UP, 2000, page 63) this report
emphasized its author’s conviction that “immigrants were primarily responsible for the degradation of the
cities and the spread of disease.” The problem with the report, according to Barbara Gutmann Rosenkranz’s
PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE STATE ... 1842-1936 (Harvard UP 1972, page 36), was that it was based upon “the
pietistic tradition which identified health with cleanliness and virtue ... disease and poverty were looked upon,
even by him, as retribution for sin.”
In 1835 Josiah Adams of Acton had taken the opportunity provided by an Acton commemoration of the 19th
of April dustup, to attempt to rebut Lemuel Shattuck just-published HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD. Still
hurt and indignant at the account of the Lexington/Concord fight that had been given, which had it was
supposed tended to exaggerate the importance of others to the detriment of Captain Isaac Davis and his Acton
men, in this year Adams published a “Letter to Lemuel Shattuck, Esq. of Boston, from Josiah Adams, Esq. of
Framingham, in vindication of the claims of Capt. Isaac Davis, of Acton, to his just share in the honors of the
Concord fight. Also depositions of witnesses, stating the facts on which the claims are founded and other
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interesting papers” (Boston; Damrell & Moore).
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Struik, Dirk Jan, THE ORIGINS OF AMERICAN SCIENCE (NEW ENGLAND). NY: Cameron Associates, 1957:

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”
There was a great movement toward care for the physically and mentally handicapped,
as well as for the many immigrants who suffered poor living conditions in urban
slums. Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe built the Perkins Institute for the Blind, and
Dorothea Dix traveled around caring for the mentally ill. Edward Jarvis popularized
the concept of public health in his book Practical Physiology for the Use of Schools
and Families (1847), and Lemuel Shattuck worked to create mechanisms by which vital
statistics would be gathered and recorded. The need for public sanitation, clean
drinking water, and disease control quickly became acute in the rapidly expanding
urban industrial areas of the early 19th century. Statistical data were necessary
to establish the fact that state help was needed, and how much and where.
[Cecily F. Brown, March 1992]

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”
Lemuel Shattuck found that the information recorded by the census bureau and the
church parishes did not include the vital statistics needed by public health
reformers. England and France were also concerned with statistics: theory of
statistics was being developed by Laplace, Poisson and Quetlet; the Statistical
Society of London was founded in 1834. Finally, in 1838, public health reformers
saw the foundation of the American Statistical Association. In 1841 Shattuck
published a study of the vital statistics of Boston. The cause of emancipation was
given additional evidence by the fact that the mortality rate for blacks was 2-3
times higher than that of whites.
In 1850, Shattuck published a report and recommendations on public health in
Massachusetts. Anticipating resistance from advocates of free enterprise, Shattuck
argued that public health was for the greater good economically as well as morally.
But, Struik says, his “plea for comprehensive government interference in what most
people believed to be private affairs of the individual was too radical for
Shattuck’s generation” (236). His recommendations did not begin to be implemented
until after the US Civil War.
[Cecily F. Brown, March 1992]

After April 19, day:
After April 19: I do not feel permanently related to any one.
There is one hill in the west part of Sudbury which I call Rock Seat from a singularly square stone on the top
of it well adapted for a seat amid the walnut trees –where many a walnut has evidently been cracked if one may
judge from the shells lying around.
Audubon says that the partridge [Ruffed Grouse
Bonasa umbellus (Partridge)] “is often snowed up and
covered over; or sometimes plunges from on wing into the soft snow, where it remains concealed for a day or
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two.”
After April 19: there be no access on that side to citizens. I have thought how vain are all your labors
citizens there you have labored these hundred years and I would rather have my house front on a natural swamp
–for front yards are not made to walk in –but at most through –I would have so fertile a spot under my windows
After April 19: used to turn logs on. In a pleasant rocky part of the Shawshine.
Ind corn hills many places are pointed out where the Ind cultivated corn –??
I found today lying close together as in the hand about a dozen chips of arrow heads & among them one
imperfect arrow head about a foot below the surface where an Ind. had sat to make them once –the perfect ones
of course were carried off. It was close to the burnt stone’s & ashes of an Ind. Lodge. I think that the Ind.
cultivated only the very light & sandy soil It frequently happens that where there is at present a desert & the
farmers go for sand you will the traces of their wigwams & chip of arrowhead stone & arrowheads–
The oldest monuments of the white settlers hereabouts are probably some dilapited & now undistinguished
stone walls –laid long before Philip’s war–not houses certainly perhaps not cellars –but old unhonored stone
walls & ditches– But it is difficult to find one well authenticated. I respect a stone wall therefore.
The catkins of the aspens –dismal Dantean funereal trees, look like mulberries large & red. or like caterpillars
In April –excepting the Epigaea catkins are the flowers willows aspens birches hazles &c
After April 19: made as much for the passer by as the dweller in.
vegetation begins first at any rate it is now most forward at the bottom of shallow water in the ponds & ditches,
the pads and other water plants are already nearly a foot high when the buds in the air above have not expanded
–Spring comes earliest to the bottoms of stagnant pools –there no cool winds blow –no hoar frosts penetrate –
but they grow protected as under a glass– There are fewer disturbing influences to rob them of the full
advantage of the sun’s increased altitude.
The speckled & painted tortoises come out like the plants push out like the buds of the lilies Plants there are as
much more forward as things in a hot bed are in advance of those in the open air natural hot beds –the skunk
cabbage is not so far advanced as the lily pads–
It is dryest next to the brook. (in meadows) I have noticed that in most of our pastures and on the hills the rocks
show the marks of fire being burned white & bare of lichens & some times cracked on their sides.– the lichens
being left only on their tops. So extensively is fire applied as an agent to decompose the rocks. So is the earth
cheapened & whitened & the spirit burned out of it by the white man.– when we shall we get new rocks again?
Rocks which have not felt the clearer’s fires? A poor singed pealed bleached parboiled earth!
I visited today an old mill on the shawshine in Bedford said by Shattuck to have been built before Philip’s war
& to have been owned by Michael Bacon then –& garrisoned by two soldiers at his request –now owned by a
Fitch. Fitch the miller son of owner said the original mill had been burnt a great may years ago –but showed us
a wall which he thought was as old as the first & many old oak timbers much decayed. His Grandmother there
had been a mill there 200 years– I was most struck by some stairs made of sollid oak timber sawed diagonally
the hypothenuse resting on a straight backed oak horse– The miller thought them a hundred years old at least–
They commanded my respect. old times had stout men. There was an old oak block shaped somewhat like a
chair & used as such –its use not now known.– Also something like a solid wheel barrow wheel of oak, use not
known, now

LEMUEL SHATTUCK

READ THE FULL TEXT
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1852
For the following three decades, Edward Jarvis would be President of the American Statistical Association.
Due to the rapid increase, largely as a result of immigration, of the Roman Catholic minority, by this year of
the convening of the First Plenary Council of Baltimore the Church had become the largest religious institution
in the USA. This statistic did not go unnoticed at the time, as witness the incredible viciousness and narrowmindedness of the Know-Nothings, whose AntiPapist furor would last into 1856.

1853
June 10: On this day Henry Thoreau made a remark in his journal that indicates to us that he had been reading from
the 3d chapter of Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;... (Boston MA: Russell,
Odiorne, and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835)
On about this day, Waldo Emerson wrote in his journal:
Yesterday a ride to Bedford with Ellery, along the “Bedford
Levels” & walked all over the premises of the Old Mill — King
Philip’s Mill — on the Shawsheen River; old mill, with sundry
nondescript wooden antiquities —Boys with bare legs were fishing
on the little islet in the stream; … as we rode, one thing was
clear, as oft before, that it is favorable to sanity — the
occasional change of landscape. If a girl is mad to marry, let
her take a ride of ten miles, & see meadows & mountains she never
saw before; two villages, & an old mansion house; & the odds
are, it will change all her resolutions. World is full of fools
who get a-going & never stop: set them off on another tack, &
they are half-cured. From Shawsheen we went to Burlington; & E.
reiterated his conviction, that the only art in the world is
landscape-painting. The boys held up their fish to us from far;
a broad new placard on the walls announced to us that the
Shawsheen-mill was for sale; but we bought neither the fish nor
the mill.

June 11: Henry Thoreau referred in his journal to some Concord town records that had been recorded in Lemuel
Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;... (Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne, and Company;
Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835).
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1854
January 27, Friday: Henry Thoreau attended the auction of the effects of Deacon R. Brown.35 He made an entry in his
journal that indicates that he had been reading in Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF
CONCORD;... (Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne, and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835). At the auction
Thoreau noted an account book from 1742 found in the Deacon’s attic. Thoreau made an entry in his journal
that he was later to copy into his early lecture “WHAT SHALL IT PROFIT” It would be combined with an entry
made on April 8, 1854 and an entry made on March 23, 1853 to form the following:
[Paragraph3] At a lyceum, not long since, I felt that the lecturer had chosen a
theme too foreign to himself, and so failed to interest me as much as he might
have done.1 He described things not in or near to his heart, but toward his
extremities and superficies. There was, in this sense, no truly central or
centralizing thought in the lecture. I would have had him deal with his
privatest experience, as the poet does. The greatest compliment that was ever
paid me was when one asked me what I thought, and attended to my answer.
I am surprised, as well as delighted, when this happens, it is such a rare use he
would make of me, as if he were acquainted with the tool. Commonly, if men
want anything of me, it is only to know how many acres I make of their
land,—since I am a surveyor,—or, at most, what trivial news I have burdened
myself with. They never will go to law for my meat; they prefer the shell. A
man once came a considerable distance to ask me to lecture on Slavery; but
on conversing with him, I found that he and his clique expected seven-eighths
of the lecture to be theirs, and only one-eighth mine; so I declined. I take it for
granted, when I am invited to lecture anywhere, that there is a desire to hear
what I think on some subject, though I may be the greatest fool in the
country,—and not that I should say pleasant things merely, or such as the
audience will assent to; and I resolve, accordingly, that I will give you a strong
dose of myself.2 You have sent for me, and engaged to pay for me, and I am
determined that you shall have me, though I bore you beyond all precedent.3

1. Thoreau drew this and the following three sentences from his journal entry of April 8, 1854.
Three days earlier Waldo Emerson had lectured at the Concord Lyceum on the “foreign” subject
of “France.”
2. On authority of the Nantucket Inquirer, Bradley P. Dean has emended the essay copy-text by
omitting “—for I have had a little experience in that business,—” which follows “lecture
anywhere,”; and by changing “them” to “you”.
3.On authority of the Nantucket Inquirer, I emend the essay copy-text by changing the three plural
pronouns in this sentence from the third to the second person.

Jan. 27. I have an old account-book, found in Deacon R. Brown’s garret since his death. The first leaf
or two is gone. Its cover is brown paper, on which, amid many marks and scribblings, I find written: —
“Mr. Ephraim Jones
His Wast Book
35. Would this be the same person as the Reuben Brown for whom he had surveyed Fair Haven Hill on October 20-22, 1851? Henry

David Thoreau had recorded a talk with Deacon R. Brown on November 18, 1851.
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It extends from November 8th, 1742, to June 20th, 1743 (inclusive). It appears without doubt from the contents
of this book that he is the one of whom Shattuck writes in his history that he “married Mary Hayward, 1728,
and died November 29th, 1756, aged 51; having been captain, town-clerk, and otherwise distinguished.” His
father’s name was Ephraim, and he had a son Ephraim. The entries are made apparently by himself, or a boy,
or his wife, or some other when he was out. The book is filled with familiar Concord names, the grandfathers
and great-grandfathers of the present generation. Dr. Hartshorn — he lived to be ninety-two — and Dr. Temple
send to the store once or twice. It is more important now what was bought than who bought it.
The articles most commonly bought were mohair (commonly with buttons) (a kind of twist to sew on but- tons
with), rum (often only a gill to drink at the store), — more of these than anything; salt, molasses, shalloon, fish,
calico, some sugar, a castor hat, almanac, psalter (and sometimes primer and testament), paper, knee-buckles
and shoe-buckles, garters and spurs by the pair, deer skins, a fan, a cart whip, various kinds of cloth and
trimmings, — as half -thick, osnaburg, a very little silk, ferret, quality, serge for breeches, etc., etc., — gloves,
a spring knife, an ink-horn, a gun, cap, spice, a pocket case, timber, iron, etc., earthenware; no tea (?) (I am in
doubt about one or perhaps two en- tries), nor coffee, nor meal, nor flour. Of the last two they probably raised
all they wanted. Credit is frequently given for timber and once for cloth brought to the store.
On the whole, it is remarkable how little provision was sold at the store. The inhabitants raised almost
everything for themselves. Chocolate is sold once. Rum, salt, molasses, fish, a biscuit with their drink, a little
spice, and the like are all that commonly come under this head that I remember.
On a loose piece of paper is a bill for “todey,” “a bowl of punch,” etc., and on another piece is Jonathan Dwight’s
(innholder’s?) bill against the Estate of Capt. Ephraim Jones for entertainment, etc., etc. (apparently he treated
his company) at divers times for half a dozen years, amounting to over £146. One entry is “Dea Brown to flip
& rum.”
The people apparently made their own cloth and even thread, and hence for the most part bought only buttons
and mohair and a few trimmings.
Feb. 1, 1742. “Town of Concord Dr to sundry for
the funerel of Widow Williams daughter to 5
pr gloves @ 1/9 1 D P. @ 2/1 ½
. .
Jan. 10, 1742 (3). “Jona Edes to 3 Raccoon skins
.
@ 2/9 2 minks @ 1/6 4 musquash @ /3 ½ •
Jan. 18, 1742 (3). “John Melven Cr by 1 Grey fox
Feb. 14. 1742 (3). “Aaron Parker Cr by 100 squirell
skins .
.
.
.
.
. .
.
.

}

0-10-l0½ ”
0-12-5
”
0- 2- 3

”

0- 6- 3

”

Deer skins were sold at from ten to seventeen shillings. Sometimes it is written “old” or “new tenor.”
Many of the customers came from as far as Harvard, or much farther.
A fan, a jack-knife, or a pair of garters are much more important relatively to the other goods sold than now.
No butter, nor rice, nor oil, nor candles are sold. They must have used candles [of their own making], made their
own butter, and done without rice. There is no more authentic history of those days than this “Wast Book”
contains, and, being money matters, it is more explicit than almost any other statement; something must be said.
Each line contains and states explicitly a fact. It is the best of evidence of several facts. It tells distinctly and
authoritatively who sold, who bought, the article, amount, and value, and the date. You could not easily crowd
more facts into one line. You are warned when the doctor or deacon had a new suit of clothes, by the charge for
mohair, buttons, and trimmings, or a castor hat; and here also is entered the rum which ran down their very
throats.
Attended the auction of Deacon Brown’s effects a little while to-day, — a great proportion of old traps, rubbish,
or trumpery, which began to accumulate in his father’s day, and now, after lying half a century in his garret and
other dust-holes, is not burned, but surviving neighbors collect and view it, and buy it, and carefully transport
it to their garrets and dust-holes, to lie there till their estates are settled, when it will start again.
Among his effects was a dried tapeworm and various articles too numerous and worthless to mention. A pair of
old snow-shoes is almost regularly sold on these occasions, though none of this generation has seen them worn
here.
I have some good friends from whom I am wont to part with disappointment, for they neither care what I think
nor mind what I say. The greatest compliment that was ever paid me was when one asked me what I thought,
and attended to my answer.
We begin to die, not in our senses or extremities, but in our divine faculties. Our members may be sound, our
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sight and hearing perfect, but our genius and imagination betray signs of decay. You tell me that you are growing
old and are troubled to see without glasses, but this is unimportant if the divine faculty of the seer shows no
signs of decay.
Cut this afternoon a cake of ice out of Walden and brought it home in a pail, another from the river, and got a
third, a piece of last year’s ice from Sam Barrett’s Pond, at Brown’s ice-house, and placed them side by side.
These lumps are not large enough to show the color. Walden ice has a green tint close by, but is distinguished
by its blueness at a distance. The river ice inclines to a more opaque white. Comparing the lumps, Walden ice
was, you might say, more crystalline than the river, but both showed the effect of heat more than the Barrett ice
of last year, the bubbles being very much elongated and advanced toward the honeycomb stage, while in the
Barrett ice they were spherical and there were wide clear spaces. This looked as if it would keep best.
Varro, on grafting, says when the wood is of a close and dry texture they tie a vessel over it from which water
drops slowly, that the shoot may not dry up before it coalesces; also “by the turning of some leaves you can tell
what season (tempus) of the year it is, as the olive and white poplar, and willow. For when their leaves turn, the
solstice is said to be past.” They had not such a brilliant change of the leaf as we.
Speaking of the nursery, he says: “Herbaeque elidendae, et dum tenerae sunt vellendae, prius enim aridae factae
rixantur, ac celerius rumpuntur, quam sequuntur (and the weeds are to be levelled and, while they are tender,
pulled up, for if they have first grown tough they resist and break sooner than come up).... Contra herba in pratis
ad spem foenisiciae nata, non modo non evellenda in nutricatu, sed etiam non calcanda. Quo pecus a prato
ablegandum, et omne jumentum, ac etiam homines. Solum enim hominis exitium herbae, et semitae
fundamentum. (On the other hand, grass in grass-ground, raised with a view to hay, not only is not to be pulled
up while it is growing, but is not even to be trodden upon. Wherefore the cattle are to be driven from the
mowing, and every beast of burden, and even men. For the sole (track?) of a man’s foot is the destruction of the
grass, and the foundation of a (foot)path.)” Even so early did the farmers raise this hue and cry about your
treading down or going through their grass.

1855
Lemuel Shattuck’s MEMORIALS OF THE DESCENDANTS OF WILLIAM SHATTUCK, THE PROGENITOR OF THE
FAMILIES IN AMERICA THAT HAVE BORNE HIS NAME; INCLUDING AN INTRODUCTION, AND AN APPENDIX
CONTAINING COLLATERAL INFORMATION (Boston MA: Dutton and Wentworth, 1855).
Pages 8-14: The name of SHATTUCK is of doubtful origin. Whether
it was assumed as a while in nearly its present form, or whether
it is compounded of parts of other names; or whether it had any
specific meaning; or what changes it underwent antecedent to the
date of its earliest history known to us, is now entirely
hypothetical. Its proper orthography is SHATTUCK; and its proper
pronunciation as if written Shat’-uk, with the accent on the
first syllable. This spelling and pronunciation should be
insisted upon, and every deviation from it avoided. Few names,
however, have been presented in a greater variety of written
forms. This has been occasioned, probably, by the different
modes of its pronunciation, and by a representation of its
phonetic sounds by letters. Sometimes it is written nearly in
conformity with the true orthography and pronunciation, as
SHATAC, SHATTAUK, SHATHOOKE, SHATHAUK, AND SHATOC, SHATTOCK,
SHATTOCKE. At other times the pronunciation is varied by
substituting the sounds of “d” for “t” and “o” for “u” and is
written SHADDUCK, SHADOCK, SHADOC, AND CHADDOCK, CHADDUCK,
CHADOCK, and CHADOC. It is also written SHADDIC, CHADWICK,
CHADWYKE, SHADIOKE, CHADIOC. SHATTOCKE was the spelling in use
when our first American ancestors emigrated to this country, and
it is still in use in some of the municipal registers in England.
CHADDOCK, or CHADDUCK, as a distinct name, has been
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occasionally, though rarely, borne by persons from the first
settlement of New England. WINTHROP, in 1643, makes mention of
“one Captain John CHADDOCK, son of him that was governor of
Bermuda, a godly gentleman.” There was a Thomas CHADDOCK of
Newbury, who married Sarah WALCOTT in 1674. Elias CHADDOCK
(sometimes written SHADDOCK and SHADOCK) died in Windsor, Conn.,
in 1676, leaving a daughter Hannah, and a widow Hannah who
married, in 1678, Benjamin EGELSON. James CHADDUCK was paid, in
1676, by the governor at Hartford, 5 pounds “for his services
as commissioner, besides his soldier’s pay.” Samuel and John
SHADDOCK were taxed in Boston in 1695. What the true name in
these cases was, whether CHADDOCK, SHATTUCK, or CHADWICK, or
whether they were, or were not, all one name, is uncertain. Rev.
Calvin CHADDUCK, who was graduated at Dartmouth College in 1791,
and afterward lived in Rochester and Hanover, and died in
Virginia (see Barry’s HISTORY OF HANOVER, pages 70, 93, 263), was
father of E.N. CHADDOCK, once of New Bedford, and now of Boston.
His mother, Malatiah, died in the latter place, October 5. 1854,
aged 84. The father of Rev. Calvin was Joseph CHADDUCK of
Brookfield, and his grandfather is said to have been of Reading,
and his original name is supposed to have been CHADWICK. David
“SHADDOCK,” probably a descendant of this Joseph, now of
Buffalo, was the son of Isaac SHADDOCK, and born in Boston.
CHADWICK has sometimes been regarded another form of the name
of SHATTUCK, and as originating from the same source. This may
have been true as to its origin in England, but it has ever been
borne by separate and distinct families form the first
settlement of this country. There was a Charles, a John, and a
Thomas CHADWICK, in Watertown, sons of Charles CHADWICK, and
contemporary with our ancestor, the first William SHATTUCK, and,
as far as can be ascertained, not his relatives. Their names
were, however, occasionally written both ways in the records,
the one for the other. Entries of “John CHADWICK,” April 7th,
and “John Shadduck,” June 4th, 1685, relating to the same
person, are found upon the records of Watertown. The entry of
“Mary SHATTUCK, daughter of John and Mary SHATTUCK, born the
14th of December, 1678,” should be Mary CHADWICK, daughter of
John and Sarah CHADWICK. There was a Samuel CHADWICK (sometimes
written SHATTUCK,) in Woburn, in 1675. He had children who lived
in Reading, and he was probably the ancestor of Rev. Calvin
CHADDUCK, before mentioned. Joseph CHADWICK, who married Mary
JENKINS, in Malden, in 1732, is supposed to have been his
grandson. Others of this name are found elsewhere in New
England. A curious illustration of the variations, in its
orthography appears upon the records of Worcester County. In
1765, “Henry SHADDICK” was appointed administrator on the estate
of his father “Joseph CHADWICK.” In 1767, “John SHADDICK” of
Worcester, executed a will, mentioning his son “Joseph
CHADWICK:” while in 1787, “David SHATTUCK,” of the same family,
purchased lands. The true name of these cases was undoubtedly
CHADWICK, but it is curious that such variations should appear
in official documents, nearly contemporary, relating to the same
family. Thomas P. SHADDICK, now of Boston, whose father lives
in Middletown, Conn., probably originated from the CHADWICKs.
The name of SHATTUCK, though not very rare, cannot be considered
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as very common. It occasionally appeared upon the records of
Essex County, in connection with Samuel SHATTUCK and his
posterity, from 1641 to 1735; but it afterwards became extinct
in that line. It, however, has appeared in that county relating
to Joseph SHATTUCK of Andover, a different branch of the family,
and has continued there for the last hundred and twenty-five
years. In Watertown, Middlesex County, the residence of our
first American ancestor, it often occurred for the first hundred
years after its settlement, but for the last hundred years is
not found upon the town records. Three of the grandsons of he
first William settled in Groton. Descendants of the other two
were the principal settlers of that part of Groton which is now
comprised within the town of Pepperell. This territory,
originally a part of Groton, was incorporated, in 1742, as a
separate parish, and, in 1753, as a town. The SHATTUCKs and their
connections were the largest original proprietors, and owned the
largest part of this town. The name is now and ever has been,
more common there than any other. In 1761, of the 106 families
then in Pepperell, 11, or nearly 11.25 percent, bore the name
of SHATTUCK. In 1853, of 426 legal voters, 36. or nearly 8.25%,
bore the same name. Rev. Mr. Emerson, the first minister of
Pepperell, is said to have remarked, that “he sometimes
regretted that he did not marry a SHATTUCK, for he should then
have been related to the whole town”! The name does not appear
in the Indices of the Suffolk Records prior to 1800, excepting
in connection with William SHATTUCK, then a distinguished
merchant of Boston, or his family. A mortgage deed to Josiah
SHATTUCK of Cambridge occurs, as the only exception. William,
just mentioned, is the only instance which appeared in the
Boston Directory, and first appeared in 1809, then the only
representative of the name. In 1830, five of the name are found
in the Directory; in 1835, six; in 1840, ten; in 1845, nineteen;
and in 1850, twenty-one. It has not often appeared in the
Directories of other cities. In that of New York, for 1853, one
only is found; two in Philadelphia, none in Baltimore, two in
Buffalo, and two in Cincinnati. It now occurs, however, in
nearly every state in the Union. From a statement, presently to
be exhibited, it is supposed that four or five thousand of all
ages and sexes are now existing who bear the name, all of whom,
probably, originated from William SHATTUCK, the Memorials of
whose posterity constitute the principal part of this work.
Thirteen of the name of SHATTUCK had graduated at the different
colleges in New England prior to 1853. Six at Harvard — Benjamin,
1709; Stephen, 1756; Benjamin, 1797; George C., 1831; George O.,
1851. Five at Dartmouth — Caleb, 1794; Nathaniel, 1801; George
C., 1803; Cortland W., 1840; Jonathan C., 1842. One at
Burlington — Erasmus D., 1848. And one at Middletown — David O.
One by the name of CHADDUCK, at Dartmouth — Calvin,1791; Five
by the name of CHADWICK, one at Harvard — Benjamin, 1770; two
at Dartmouth — George, 1825; William, 1830; one at Yale — Joseph,
1821; and one at Bowdoin — Edmund, 1840. Dr. George C. SHATTUCK
left a legacy to Harvard College, Which has been set apart to
constitute
four
scholarships,
and
denominated
“SHATTUCK
Scholarships.” The name is therefore likely to be perpetuated
in that institution.
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Few attempts have been made to ascertain the European origin and
history of the family. Our design has been to trace our ancestors
back to that heroic and noble band of Puritan emigrants who first
settled New England, and gave it its distinctive character; and
to exhibit the different generations of their descendants,
Americanized and modified by the circumstances of their
existence, and by the peculiar institutions they have aided in
founding, and with which they have been connected or surrounded.
This has been considered a sufficient gratification for the
labor required. The difficulties of authenticating a connection
between an American and English ancestor are so great, that we
prefer to leave the problem unsolved, rather than to assume any
relationship from any cause unsupported by conclusive evidence.

————————————————————————
FOOTNOTE: After this was written we received the valuable work
of the Rev. Joseph Hunter of London on “The Founders of New
Plymouth.” In a note (page 6) the author desires, “in the most
friendly spirit, to offer a hint or two to our brethren in New
England,” and says;— “No genealogy is of the least value that
is not supported by sufficient evidence from records or other
contemporary writing. The mere possession of a surname which
coincides with that of an English family is no proof of
connection with that family. Claims of alliance founded on this
basis are not the legitimate offspring of laborious genealogical
inquiry, but of self love, and the desire to found a reputation
for ancestorial honor where no such honor is really due. Search
out the history of your ancestors by all means: but claim no
more than you can show to belong to you. As far as you can
‘prove’ you are safe, and you are doing a work that is good: but
the assumption of the armorial distinctions of eminent English
families who happen to bear the same nobility or gentry of
England. When it can be ‘proved,’ well and good: but no terms
can be too severe to reprobate it where there is no proof, or
even where there is no show of probability. It may lead to
unfounded claims, not only to honor, but to property.” And he
proceeds to state that Winslow, Brewster, and Bradford are the
only passengers in the Mayflower who have been traced to an
English birth place. Guided by these wise suggestions, some of
our genealogical structures would have to be repaired or
remodeled before they would become safe dwelling places.

————————————————————————
A tradition has existed that the family ere of German origin;
but if such be the fact, which is not improbable, it must have
existed there in a very remote antiquity. It may have been, and
probably was, among the Angles and Saxons, or Anglo-Saxons of
the northerly part of Continental Europe, who peopled England
and America with their most shrewd and energetic races. If we
adopted terms in common use in our day, we might denominate
ourselves Americanized-Anglo-Saxons.
A friend of ours, in making researches for other purposes.
incidentally met with some facts, from which it appears that he
found the name in Old England more than a hundred years before
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the settlement of New England. In the year 1525 Samuel SHATTOCKE
and Alice SHATTOCKE of Tolland, in Somersetshire, appear upon
the Rolls which contain the Assessments of the Subsidies granted
by Parliament. At Wells, in that county, are deposited the will
on John SHATTOCKE of Beckenaller, proved in 1533, which mentions
son Thomas and relative John GRANT; and the will of Alexander
SHATTOCKE of Bagborough, proved in 1588, which mentions sons
Alexander, Robert, and William. Daughters Joan and Dorothy, wife
Susan, executrix, brother Richard SHATTOCKE, and witnessed by
George SHATTOCKE and others. In the Subsidy Rolls for 1597, John
Shattuck was assessed for lands, and William SHATTOCKE and
Joanna SHATTUCK of Burland were assessed for goods; Henry
SHATTOCKE of Bishops for lands; Isota SHATTOCKE, widow of
Elworthy, for lands; Thomas SHATTOCKE of Cumberland, for lands;
Robert SHATTOCK of Norton, for goods; Henry SHATTOCKE of
Westminster, for goods. In the same Rolls for 1628, Humphrey
SHATTOCKE of the same place was assessed for lands. And in 1642,
Philip SHATTUCK of Taunton, Thomas SHATTOCKE of Kingston, the
widow SHATTOCKE of Staplegrove, and Henry SHATTOCKE of Norton,
were assessed for the same purpose. In the parish register of
St. Lawrence in Reading, Berkshire, are found the baptism of the
following children of William SHATTUCK:— William, May 3, 1628;
Susan, Sept. 14, 1632; Elizabeth, April 29, 1635. Also, the
marriage of Samuel SHATTUCK and Mary SNELL, July 19, 1628; and
the burial of Elizabeth SHATTUCK, Dec. 31, 1636. The name might
probably be discovered in other counties, by an examination of
the records.

————————————————————————
FOOTNOTE: A Catalogue of a London Bookseller, for 1854,
advertises a manuscript almanac, described as “very cleverly
written, in exact imitation of printing type, a work of untiring
labor, the whole interspersed throughout with verses on the
months, chronology, &v. 8vo, neat, 1 Pound 1 Shilling.” Under
the title, “Calendarium Astronomicum; a Compleat Ephemeris of
the Celestial Motions, for the year of Christ, 1704, with
drawings of the Eclipses, 1703 to 1763, exactly calculated from
“Astronomina Carolina,” by JOHN CHATTOCK, Schoolmaster of Castle
Bromwick, in Warwickshire.”

————————————————————————
These facts show that the family were owners of land and other
property — evidences of respectability at that time, in that
country. The name is still found in some of the counties above
mentioned, and in other parts of England. John SHATTOCKE, whose
name appears in the London Directory for 1824, and George
SHATTUCK, in that of 1841, are the only instances of its
occurrence in those years in that city.
In printed works we often find mentioned names which it has been
supposed were once synonymous with ours. William CHADDOCK was
one of the “pilgrims from England to Rome,” in 1582. Joseph
CHADDOCK, Esq. married May CHETHAM of Derbyshire, in 1703.
Thomas CHADDOCK was of Congleton, in 1831. And this name
occasionally, though rarely, occurs elsewhere. In 1570 there was
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a CHITTOCK who owned a manor in Norfolkshire, but whether this
name had an origin similar to the other names we have mentioned
is conjectural.
CHADWICK is a name of great antiquity in England, In Burke’s
Landed Gentry, and in his Commoners, (Vol. III, P. 444,) it is
stated that William de CHADWYKE, said to have been the first of
the name upon record, was born about the year 1355, five hundred
years ago, and was living in 1413. He had sons William and John
de CHADWYKE, and perhaps other children. There was also a
Nicholas de CHADWYCKE, nearly contemporary with the above
William, but whether a relative or descendant is not positively
stated. He was born in the time of Edward III, and died before
1443. He also had a son, John de CHADWICK. Alliances were formed
between these and other patrician families; and from them have
descended a long line of nobility and gentry, some of whom are
still existing in England. There were other descendants, who
were not entitled to armorial bearings. The family were
possessed of large estates in the hamlet of CHADWICK, in
Lancashire, and elsewhere. CHADIOKE is another ancient name,
which bears some resemblance to SHATTUCK, and which, it is
conjectured, might have been originally the same. There was a
Sir John de CHYDEOKE (sometimes written CHIDEOKE, and CHADEOKE,)
who was one of the Barons of Somersetshire, as early as the
thirteenth century; and who, in the time of Henry VII, was
described as one of the “noble families related to the Blood
Royal.” From him were descended, in male or female lines, many
families of great distinction, and of great wealth, as well as
others in the untitled ranks.

————————————————————————
FOOTNOTE:
See
Nichols’s
“Collectanea
Topographica
Genealogica,” and Burke’s ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HERALDRY.

and

————————————————————————
History shows that as great and even greater alterations have
been made in process of time in the orthography of names, as
would be required to change CHADDOCK, CHADWICK, and CHADIOKE
into SHATTUCK. And an assumption that some of the families by
the name of SHATTUCK, in Somersetshire and elsewhere, already
mentioned, and even our own American ancestor, William SHATTUCK,
were descended from William de CHADWYKE, or John de CHADIOKE,
might not be farther from the truth than are some genealogical
deductions we have seen published. And yet such an assumption
is not proved; and it rests upon probabilities too feeble to be
claimed with entire confidence. If any portion of noble blood,
derived from these sources, courses in our veins, it is
imperceptible, and is too small to remain uncontrolled by larger
portions derived from other sources.
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August 10, Friday: According to the Massachusetts census of 1855 the Thoreau household consisted of “John
Thoreau, 69, M[ale]; Cynthia, 69, F[emale]; Henry D., 38, M[ale]; Sophia E., 34, F[emale]; Sophia Dunbar,
74, F[emale]; Louisa Dunbar, 69, F[emale].” Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau and Louisa Dunbar were listed as born
in New Hampshire, all others in Massachusetts. The father was listed as “Manufacturer,” Henry Thoreau as
“Gentleman,” and (of course) no occupations were listed for homemakers.36(The census taker for Concord
SOPHIA E. THOREAU
was Sheriff Sam Staples.)

Aug.10. P.M. — To Nagog. Middle of huckleberrying. — (then no more entries until August 19th)

1857
February 15, day, 1857: Henry Thoreau made an entry in his journal that indicates that he had been reading in Lemuel
Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;... (Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne, and Company;
Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835).
Feb. 15. About the 1st of January, when I was surveying the Lee farm, Captain Elwell, the proprietor,
asked me how old I thought the house was.
I looked into Shattuck’s History and found that, according to him, “Henry Woodhouse, or Woodis, as his name
was sometimes written, came to Concord from London, about 1650, freeman 1656. His farm, estimated at three
hundred and fifty acres, lay between the two rivers, and descended to his son-in-law, Joseph Lee, whose
posterity successively held it for more than one hundred years.... He d[ied] June 16, 1701.” (Vide page 389.)
Shattuck says that the principal sachem of our Indians, Tahattawan, lived “near Nahshawtuck hill.” Shattuck
(page 28) says that the celebrated Waban originally lived in Concord, and he describes Squaw Sachem and John
Tahattawan, son of Tahattawan, as Musketaquid Indians. In 1684 “Mantatukwet, a Christian Indian of Natick,
aged 70 years or thereabouts,” according to the Register at Cambridge, deposed “that about 50 years since he
lived within the bounds of that place which is now called Concord, at the foot of an hill, named Nahshawtuck,
now in the possession of Mr. Henry Woodis,” etc. (page 7). A vote of Henry Woodies in 1654 is mentioned.
Under date 1666, Shattuck finds in the South Quarter, among the names of the town at that time, “Henry
Woodhouse 1 [lot] 860 [acres],” etc.
When I returned from Worcester yesterday morning, I found that the Lee house, of which six weeks ago I made
an accurate plan, had been completely burned up the evening before, i.e. the 13th, while I was lecturing in
Worcester. (It took fire and came near being destroyed in the night of the previous December 18th, early in
36. Volume 21 in the Massachusetts State Archives in Boston. The historian Lemuel Shattuck, the lawyer Moses Prichard, and the
manufacturer William Monroe were also listed by census taker Sam Staples as gentlemen. Waldo Emerson was listed almost
appropriately as “Writer of Books” and Ellery Channing almost appropriately as “Do Nothing” (see Friend Daniel Ricketson
drawing made in 1856).
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morning. I was the first to get there from town.) In the course of the forenoon of yesterday I walked up to the
site of the house, whither many people were flocking, on foot and in carriages. There was nothing of the house
left but the chimneys and cellar walls. The eastern chimney had fallen in the night. On my way I met Abel Hunt,
to whom I observed that it was perhaps the oldest house in town. “No,” said he, “they saw the date on it during
the fire, — 1707.” When I arrived I inquired where the date had been seen, and read it for myself on the chimney,
but there was too much smouldering fire to permit of my approaching it nearly.
I was interested in the old elm near the southeast corner of the house, which I found had been a mere shell a few
years since, now filled up with brick. Flood, who has lived there, told me that Wheeler asked his advice with
regard to that tree, — whether he could do better than lay the axe at its root. F. told him that he had seen an ash
in the old country which was in the same condition, and is a tenderer tree than an “elum,” preserved by being
filled up, and with masonry, and then cemented over. So, soon after, the mason was set to work upon it under
his directions, Flood having scraped out all the rotten wood first with a hoe. The cavity was full three feet wide
and eight or ten high commencing at the ground. The mason had covered the bricks and rounded off with mortar,
which he had scored with his trowel so that [one] did not observe but it was bark. It seemed an admirable plan,
and not only improved the appearance but the strength and durability of the tree.
This morning (the 15th), it having rained in the night, and thinking the fire would be mostly out, I made haste
to the ruins of the Lee house to read that inscription. By laying down boards on the bricks and cinders, which
were quite too hot to tread on and covered a smothered fire, I was able to reach the chimney. The inscription
was on the east side of the east chimney (which had fallen), at the bottom, in a cupboard on the west side of the
late parlor, which was on a level with the ground on the east and with the cellar on the extreme west and the
cellar kitchen on the north. There was a narrow lower (milk) cellar south and southeast of it, and an equally
lower and narrower cellar east of it, under the parlor. This side of the chimney was perhaps fifteen feet from the
east side of the house and as far from the north side. The inscription was in a slight recess in the chimney three
feet four inches wide and a little more in height up and down, as far as I could see into the pile of bricks, thus: —

It appeared to have been made by the finger or a stick, in the mortar when fresh, which had been spread an inch
to an inch and a quarter thick over the bricks, and, where it was too dry and hard, to have been pecked with the
point of a trowel. The first three words and the “16” were perfectly plain, the “5” was tolerably plain, though
some took it for a three, but I could feel it yet more distinctly. The mortar was partly knocked off the rest,
apparently by this fire, but the top of some capital letter like a “C,” and the letters “netty” were about as plain
as represented, and the rest looked like “Henry” (Woodhouse?) or “l (t?) kinry” (?) the “y” (?) at end being
crowded for want of room next the side. These last two words quite uncertain. The surface of this recess was
slightly swelling or bulging, somewhat like the outside of an oven, and above it the chimney was sloped and
rounded off to the narrower shaft of it. The letters were from two and one half to three inches long and one eighth
to one half inch deep.
This chimney, as well as the more recent westerly one, had been built chiefly with clay mortar, and I brought
away a brick, of a soft kind, eight and seven eighths inches — some nine — long, four and one fourth plus wide,
varying one fourth, and two and one half thick, though there were some much smaller near it, probably not so
old. The clay (for mortar) was about as hard as mortar on it. The mortar in which the inscription was made
contained considerable straw (?) and some lumps of clay, now crumbling like sand, with the lime and sand. The
outside was white, but the interior ash-colored.
I discovered that the mortar of the inscription was not so old as the chimney, for the bricks beneath it, over which
it was spread, were covered with soot, uniformly to the height of seven or eight feet, and the mortar fell off with
an eighth of an inch thickness of this soot adhering to it, as if the recess had been a fireplace mortared over.
I have just been reading the account of Dr. Ball’s sufferings on the White Mountains. Of course, I do not wonder
that he was lost. I should say: Never undertake to ascend a mountain or thread a wilderness where there is any
danger of being lost, without taking thick clothing, partly india-rubber, if not a tent or material for one; the best
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map to be had and a compass; salt. pork and hard-bread and salt; fish-hooks and lines; a good jack-knife, at least,
if not a hatchet, and perhaps a gun; matches in a vial stopped water-tight; some strings and paper. Do not take
a dozen steps which you could not with tolerable accuracy protract on a chart. I never do otherwise. Indeed, you
must have been living all your life in some such methodical and assured fashion, though in the midst of cities,
else you will be lost in spite of all this preparation.

HOW TO CATCH A PIG
If it is a wild shoat, do not let him get scared; shut up the dogs and keep mischievous boys and men out of the
way. Think of some suitable inclosure in the neighborhood, no matter if it be a pretty large field, if it chances
to be tightly fenced; and with the aid of another prudent person give the pig all possible opportunities to enter
it. Do not go very near him nor appear to be driving him, only let him avoid you, persuade him to prefer that
inclosure. If the case is desperate and it is necessary, you may make him think that yon wish him to [go]
anywhere else but into that field, and he will be pretty sure to go there. Having got him into that inclosure and
put up the fence, you can contract it at your leisure. When you have him in your hands, if he is obstinate, do not
try to drive him with a rope round one leg. Spare the neighbors’ ears and your pig’s feelings, and put him into
a cart or wheelbarrow.
The brick above described appears to be of the same size with those of Governor Craddock’s house in Medford,
said to have been built in 1634 and measured by Brooks. (Vide Book of Facts.)
It is remarkable that though Elwell, the last occupant of this house, never has seen this inscription, it being in
this obscure nook in the cellar, the inscriber’s purpose is served, for now nothing stands but the other chimney
and the foundation of this, and the inscription is completely exposed to the daylight and to the sun, and far more
legible even a rod or two off than it could have been when made. There it is, staring all visitors in the face, on
that clear space of mortar just lifted above the mouldering ruins of the chimney around it. Yesterday you could
not get within a rod of it, but distinctly read it over the furnace of hot bricks and coals.
I brought away a brick and a large flake of the mortar with letters on it, but it crumbled in my hands, and I tiva.s
reminded of the crumbling of some of the slabs of Nineveh in the hands of Layard as soon as brought to light,
and felt a similar grief because I could not transport it entire to a more convenient place than that scorching pile,
or even lay the Crumbling mass down, without losing forever the outlines and the significance of those yet
undeciphered words. But I laid it down, of necessity, and that was the end of it. There was our sole Nineveh
slab, perhaps the oldest engraving in Concord. (No; some gravestones are undoubtedly older.)
Webster prided himself on being the first farmer in the south parish of Marshfield, but if he was the first they
must have been a sorry set, for his farming was a complete failure. It cost a great deal more than it came to. He
used other people’s capital, and was insolvent when he died, so that his, friends and relatives found it difficult
to retain the place, if indeed they have not sold it. How much cheaper it would have been for the town or county
to have maintained him in the almshouse than as a farmer at large! How many must have bled annually to
manure his broad potato-fields, who without inconvenience could have contributed sufficient to maintain him
in the almshouse!

February 16: Henry Thoreau was being written to by Ticknor & Fields in Boston.

H. D. Thoreau Esq In a/c with Ticknor & FieldsCo.
1856 Dear Sir – By Copy’t. on 240 Walden – 36.00
"
12 Concord River
9.00
$45.00 1857 Dr.
Febry 16 Cash Check
$45.00
Boston Febry 16/57
Dear Sir
Enclosed we beg to hand our check for Forty Five Dollars in accordance with above statement. Please acknowledge its receipt.
And oblige
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Your obdt servants.
Ticknor & Fields
Clark
He made an entry in his journal that indicates that he had been reading in Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY
OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;... (Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne, and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835).
Feb. 16. 8 A.M. —To Lee house site again.
It was a rough-cast house when I first saw it. The fire still glowing among the bricks in the cellar. Richard Barrett
says he remembers the inscription and the date 1650, but not the rest distinctly. I find that this recess was not in
the cellar, but on the west side of the parlor, which was on the same level with the upper cellar at the west end
of the house. It was on the back side of a cupboard (in that parlor), which was a few inches deep at the bottom
and sloped back to a foot perhaps at top, or on the brick jog three inches at bottom and five and a half at top,
and had shelves. The sitting-room of late was on the same level, the west side of this chimney.
The old part of the chimney, judging from the clay and the size of the brick, was seven feet wide east and west
and about ten north and south. There was the back side of an old oven visible on the south side (late the front
of the house) under the stairs (that had been), which had been filled up with the large bricks in clay.
The chimney above and behind the oven and this recess had been filled in with great stones, many much larger
than one’s head, packed in clay mixed with the coarsest meadow-hay. Sometimes there were masses of pure
clay and hay a foot in diameter. There was a very great proportion of the hay, consisting of cut-grass, three-sided
carex, ferns, and still stouter woody sterns, apparently a piece of corn-husk one inch wide and several long. And
impressions in the clay of various plants, — grasses, ferns, etc., — exactly like those in coal in character. These
are perhaps the oldest pressed plants in Concord. I have a mass eight or nine inches in diameter which is
apparently one third vegetable. About these stones there is generally only the width (four and one quarter
inches) of one brick, so that the chimney was a mere shell.
Though the inscription was in a coarse mortar mixed with straw, the sooty bricks over which it was spread were
laid in a better mortar, without straw, and yet the mass of the bricks directly above this recess, in the chimney,
were all laid in *clay*. Perhaps they had used plastering *there* instead of clay because it was a fireplace.
A thin coating of whiter and finer mortar or plastering without straw had been spread over the sloping and
rounded chimney above the recess and on each side and below it, and this covered many small bricks mingled
with the large ones, and though this looked more modern, the straw-mixed mortar of the inscription overlapped
at the top about a foot, proving the coarser mortar the more recent.
The inscription, then, was made after the chimney was built, when some alteration was made, and a small brick
had come to be used. Yet so long ago that straw was mixed with the mortar.
If that recess was an old fireplace, then, apparently, the first house fronted east, for the oven was on the south
side.
A boy who was at the fire said to me, “This was the chimney in which the cat was burned up; she ran into a
stove, and we heard her cries in the midst of the fire.” Parker says there was no cat; she was drowned. According
to Shattuck, Johnson, having the period 1615 to 1650 in view, says of Concord that it *had* been more
populous. “The number of families at present are about 50. Their buildings are conveniently placed, chiefly in
one straite street under a sunny banke in a low level,” etc. (History, page 18.)
According to Shattuck (page 14), Governor Winthrop “selected (judiciously, I think) a lot in Concord
[apparently in 1638], which ‘he intended to build upon,’ near where Captain Humphrey Hunt now lives.”
I was contending some time ago that our meadows must have been wetter once than they now are, else the trees
would have got up there more. I see that Shattuck says under 1654 (page 33), “The meadows were somewhat:
drier, and ceased to be a subject of frequent complaint.”
According to Wood’s “New England’s Prospect,” the first settlers of Concord for meat bought “venison or
rockoons” of the Indians. The latter must have been common then. The wolves robbed them of their swine.
A wonderfully warm day (the third one); about 2 P.M., thermometer in shade 58.
I perceive that some, commonly talented, persons are enveloped and confined by a certain crust of manners,
which, though it may sometimes be a fair and transparent enamel, yet only repels and saddens the beholder,
since by its rigidity it seems to repress all further expansion. They are viewed as at a distance, or like an insect
under a tumbler. They have, as it were, prematurely hardened both seed and shell, and this has severely taxed,
if not put a period to, the life of the plant. This is to stand upon your dignity.
Genius has evanescent boundaries, like an altar from which incense rises.
The former are, after all, but hardened sinners in a mild sense. The pearl is a hardened sinner. Manners get to
be human parchment, in which sensible books are often bound and honorable titles engrossed, though they may
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be very stiff and dry.

December 2, Wednesday: Measuring Little Goose Pond, I observed two painted tortoises moving
about under the thin transparent ice. When I broke it with my fist over each in succession, it was stunned by the
blow. I put them back through the hole; else they might have frozen outside. There was a brown leech spread
broad and flat and roundish on the sternum of one, nearly an inch and a half across, apparently going to winter
with it.
Where are the respectabilities of sixty years ago, the village aristocracy, the Duncan Ingrahams who lived in the
high house? An Englishman lived in the Vose house. How poor and short-lived a distinction to strive after!
I find that, according to the deed of Duncan Ingraham to John Richardson in 1797, my old bean-field on Walden
Pond then belonged to George Minott. (Minott thinks he bought it of an Allen.) This was Deacon George
Minott, who lived in the house next below the East Quarter schoolhouse, and was a brother of my grandfatherin-law. He was directly descended from Thomas Minott, who, according to Shattuck, was secretary of the Abbot
of Walden (!) in Essex, and whose son George was born at Saffron Walden (!) and afterwards was one of the
early settlers of Dorchester.

LEMUEL SHATTUCK

The name Walden was given to the pond very early,
perhaps by [Major Simon] Willard in honor of the Minot
family of Dorchester who came from Saffron Walden,
England, or in honor of Major [Richard] Waldren,
a contemporary of Willard who was also a trader with
the Indians. Some doubt has been cast on the derivation
of the name from Saffron Walden because the Minots came
late to Concord (about 1686), but widow Rachel Biggs,
who died in 1646, was one of the incorporators of
Concord, with large holdings south of Walden. Her son
John’s widow Mary Dossett Biggs was the second wife of
Captain John Minot, the pioneer of Dorchester, and
father of Captain James Minot who moved to Concord.

If the name was not derived from that of some English
locality, ^Saffron Walden ^for instance ^perhaps I have
conjectured that ^who knows but it was called, originally,
Walled-in Pond.

Roads were once described as leading to a meetinghouse, but not so often nowadays.

READ SHATTUCK TEXT
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1858
August 17: In the evening President James Buchanan received a message that purported to have been sent that very
day, by the Queen of England no less. The Queen’s message seemed to be merely:
THE QUEEN DESIRES TO CONGRATULATE THE PRESIDENT
UPON THE
SUCCESSFUL
COMPLETION
OF
THE
GREAT
INTERNATIONAL WORK, IN WHICH THE QUEEN HAS TAKEN THE
GREATEST INTEREST.
Due probably to the fact that the cable that had been laid was of much too small a diameter and the voltage
being used much too high, transmission and reception of Queen Victoria’s message to President Buchanan had
required fully 161/2 hours. When this sentence arrived in the White House study, it was so utterly unexpected
as to initially be suspected to be someone’s idea of a practical joke. However, a staffer recalled it being
mentioned some two weeks earlier that Peter Cooper had designed a project to lay a cable across the Atlantic
floor and that Cyrus Field was bringing the North American end of this cable ashore at Trinity Bay,
establishing an electrical connection between Newfoundland and Valentia, Ireland. By checking with the
Associated Press, it was determined that this strange communication was indeed genuine, that what they were
passing from hand to hand was indeed the 1st and historic transatlantic cable message, as just flashed on to the
White House by land telegraph from Newfoundland.
August 17: Still hear the chip-bird early in the morning, though not so generally as earlier in the season.
Minott has only lately been reading Shattuck’s “History of Concord,” and he says that his account is not right
by a jugful, that he does not come within half a mile of the truth, not as he has heard tell.
Some days ago I saw a kingbird twice stoop to the water from an overhanging oak and pick an insect from the
surface.
C. saw pigeons to-day.

READ SHATTUCK TEXT
P. M.–To Annursnack vu~ swimming-ford.
The river is twelve to eighteen inches deeper there than usual at this season. Even the slough this side is two
feet deep.
There has been so much rain of late that there is no curling or drying of the leaves and grass this year. The foliage
is a pure fresh green. The aftermath on early mown fields is a very beautiful green.
Being overtaken by a shower, we took refuge in the basement of Sam Barrett’s sawmill, where we spent an hour,
and at length came home with a rainbow overarching the road before us.
The dog-days, the foggy and mouldy days, are not over yet. The clouds are like a mildew which overspreads
the sky. It is sticky weather, and the air is filled with the scent of decaying fungi.
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1859
BY-LAWS OF CORINTHIAN LODGE, OF ANCIENT, FREE AND ACCEPTED MASONS, OF CONCORD, MASS., WITH
CHARTER GRANTED JUNE 16, 1797; CATALOGUES OF THE OFFICERS, MEMBERS AND INITIATES OF THE LODGE,
FROM ITS ORGANIZATION TO 1859; A SYNOPSIS OF THE WORK OF TWENTY-TWO PAST MASTERS; A LIST OF THE
MEMBERS IN 1858; BIOGRAPHIES OF ALL THE PAST MASTERS; AND A HISTORY OF THE LODGE, INCLUDING
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES, AND A RECORD OF THE DEATHS OF ITS MEMBERS AND INITIATES FROM 1797 TO
1859. TO WHICH IS ADDED AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OF MASONRY, BY LOUIS A. SURETTE, MASTER OF
CORINTHIAN LODGE FROM OCTOBER, 1851, TO OCTOBER, 1858 was printed up by Benjamin Tolman in
Concord.
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A copy of this would be in the personal library of Henry Thoreau, very possibly because it contained valuable
factual material about the lives a considerable number of Concord citizens:

January 17: Lemuel Shattuck died.
June 24: The Battle of Solferino, an unremitting slaughter of 30,000 soldiers in the French-Sardinian effort to expel
the Austrians from Italy, should have warned the USA of the scale of suffering which was to come in our civil
war. The huge casualty list would cause Napoleon III of France to sue for peace in a forthcoming meeting with
Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria at Vilafranca di Verona. A Swiss citizen who observed the battle, Jean
Henry Dunant, would in 1862 publish “Un Souvenir de Solferino,” which would help create the neutral
organization known as the Red Cross.
June 24, 1859: To Billerica dam, surveying the bridges.
Another foggy [SIC], amounting from time to time to a fine rain, and more, even to a shower, though the grass
was thickly covered with cobwebs in the morning. Yet it was a condensed fog, I should say. Its value appeared
to be as a veil to protect the tender vegetation after the long rainy and cloudy weather.
The 22d, 23d, and 24th, I have been surveying the bridges and river from Heard's Bridge to the Billerica dam.
I hear of two places in Wayland where there was formerly what was called a hay bridge, but no causeway, at
some narrow and shallow place, a hundred years ago or more. Have looked after all the swift and the shallow
places also.
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The testimony of the farmers, etc., is that the river thirty to fifty years ago was much lower in the summer than
now. Deacon Richard Heard spoke of playing when a boy on the river side of the bushes where the pads are,
and of wading with great ease at Heard's Bridge, and I hear that one Rice (of Wayland or Sudbury), an old man,
remembers galloping his horse through the meadows to the edge of the river. The meadow just above the
causeway on the Wayland side was spoken of as particularly valuable. Colonel David Heard, who accompanied
me and is best acquainted of any with the details of the controversy,–has worked at clearing out the river (I think
about 1820),–said that he did not know of a rock in the river from the falls near the Framingham line to perhaps
the rear of Hubbard's in Concord.
The grass not having been cut last year, the ice in the spring broke off great quantities of pipes, etc., immense
masses of them, which were floated and drifted down against the causeways and bridges; and there they lie still,
almost concealing any green grass, like a raft on the meadows, along the south side the causeways.
The inhabitants of Wayland used a good deal for mulching trees. One told me that at Sherman's Bridge they
stretched quite across the river above the bridge, so that a man “could walk across on them,”–perhaps “did walk
across on them,”–but on inquiring of one who lived by the bridge I learned that “a dog could not have walked
across on them.”
Daniel Garfield, whom I met fishing on the river, and who has worked on Nine-Acre Corner and Lee's Bridges
for fifty years or more, could remember one year when Captain Wheeler dug much mud from the river, when
the water was so low that he could throw out pickerel on each side outside the bushes (where the pads now are).
Says that his old master with whom he lived in Lincoln when he was young told him that he wheeled the first
barrow-load at the building of Lee's Bridge and road, and that if he were alive now he would be a good deal
over a hundred years old. Yet Shattuck says that bridge was a new bridge in 1660.

READ SHATTUCK TEXT
Ebenezer Conant remembers when the Canal dam was built, and that before that it used to be dry at midsummer
outside the bushes on each side.
Lee says that about 1819 the bridge near him was rebuilt and the mud-sills taken up. These are said to remain
sound an indefinite while. When they put in a new pile (Buttrick the carpenter tells me) they find the mortise in
the mud-sill and place it in that. Deacon Farrar says that he can remember Lee's Bridge seventy-five years ago,
and that it was not a new bridge then. That it is sometimes obstructed by hay in the spring. That he has seen a
chip go faster up-stream there than ever down. His son said this was the case considerably further up in the
meadows toward Rice's, and he thought it the effect of Stow River backing up.
Deacon Farrar thought the hay bridge called Farrar's Bridge was for foot-passengers only.
I found the water in Fair Haven Pond on the 22d twelve to thirteen feet deep in what I thought the channel, but
in Purple Utricularia Bay, half a dozen rods from the steep hill, twenty-two and a half feet was the most I found.
John Hosmer tells me that he remembers Major Hosmer's testifying that the South Bridge was carried upstream, before the court, at the beginning of the controversy.
Simonds of Bedford, who is measuring the rapidity of the current at Carlisle Bridge, says that a board with a
string attached ran off there one hundred yards in fifteen minutes at the height of water (in May, and pretty high),
when the Commissioners were here. That he has found it to be swiftest just after the water has begun to fall.
The character of the river valley changes about at Hill's Bridge. The meadows are quite narrow and of a different
character,–higher and firmer,–a long hill bounds the meadow, and almost the river, on the w cst for a good way,
and high land on the east, and the bottom is harder and said to be often rocky (?).
The water was about four and a half feet deep–sounded with a paddle and guessed at–at the Fordway, and at that
stage so swift and strong that you could not row a boat against it in the swiftest part of the falls. [July 22d, the
average depth of water at the Fordway was two feet, it having fallen in Concord two feet nine and three fourths
inches since June 23d; so that the water fell possibly as much in this month at the Fordway as at Concord,–I
think surely within half a foot as much.]
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July 16, Saturday: Harper’s Weekly published an illustration of the 4th-of-July fireworks over New-York that provides
us with a silhouette of the city’s skyline as viewed through a forest of masts in the harbor:

July 16 and 18: Afternoons, I sounded the Assabet as far up as the stone bridge.
This bridge, as I see by the town records, was talked about (i. e. the building) in 1807, and was probably built
that year or the next (though E. Wood says that the Turnpike Company, who then proposed to build it, did not
fulfill their contract). Shattuck’s date, 1802, is wrong. Accordingly, by building this narrow bridge here, twentyfive feet in width, or contracting the stream to about one fourth its average width, the current has been so
increased as to wash away about a quarter of an acre of land which rises a dozen or fourteen feet above water
(or at least an acre four feet in depth) and dig a hole six times the average depth of the stream, twenty-two and
a half feet deep, or considerable, i. e. three feet, deeper than any place in the main stream from Sudbury
Causeway to Atkins’s boat-house bend, and all this in fifty years. [Vide July 20th.] Yet the depth under the
bridge is only two and a half feet plus. It falls in four rods from two and a half to twenty-two and a half.
A considerable island has been formed there, at least three feet and a half above low water, composed of sand,
and, two or three rods lower, are deposited the stones, generally larger than a hen’s egg, without sand, forming
bars and islands quite distinct from the former. This is much the swiftest place on the stream thus far and deeper
than any for twenty-five miles of [THE] other stream, and consequently there is a great eddy, where I see cakes
of ice go round and round in the spring, and, as usual, the shoal water and islands formed by the ruins of the
bank and of the bottom are close by. As usual, the shoal water is produced by the rapidity of the current close by.
The sand and gravel are deposited chiefly in the immediate neighborhood of the swiftest water, the swift water
producing an eddy. Hence, apparently, the sandy islands at the junction of the rivers, the sand-bar at the swift
place on the Assabet, etc. Contract the stream and make it swift, and you will wear a deep hole and make sandbars and islands below.
The stream is remarkably different from the other. It is not half so deep. It is considerably more rapid. The
bottom is not muddy but sandy and occasionally stony. Though far shallower, it is less weedy than the other. In
the above distance weeds do not anywhere grow quite across it. A shallowness of two and a half feet does not
necessarily bring in weeds, and for long distances three feet is clear of weeds. This is owing, perhaps, not only
to the greater swiftness of the current, but to the w ant of mud under the sand. The banks and bars are peculiar.
They are commonly composed of a fine sand mixed with sawdust, shavings, etc., in which the black willow
loves to grow. I know of no such banks on the main stream.
Again there are comparatively few of the large floating potamogetons here. (I do not remember any of the very
largest species.) The weeds are chiefly bur-reeds and a slenderer potamogeton and an immersed species (I speak
of weeds in the middle). You wonder what makes the difference between this stream and the other. It seems
impossible that it should be a geological difference in the beds of the streams so near together. Is it not owing
simply to the greater swiftness of this stream? Does not this produce a sandy and gravelly and stony bottom,
and so invite a different fauna and flora? I suspect that a fall of two or three inches more in a mile will produce
a different fauna and flora to some extent,–the fresh-water sponge, the wood tortoise, the sucker, the kingfisher,
the stone-heaps.
It is remarkable how the stones are separated from the sand at the Eddy Bridge and deposited in a bar or islands
by themselves a few rods lower down. The sandbar there, partly under water, looks exactly like a snowdrift. It
is a narrow, sharp ridge, extending southwest from the island, with deep water on each side. The sand carried
round by the eddy falls there where the ice is observed to loiter most. The large stones are perhaps swept away
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by a stronger current beneath.
The bars and banks of this stream are peculiar, i. e. of fine sand without mud. This indicates a fall and swifter
water, and consequently it is on such a stream the mills are built and sawdust and shavings are mixed with such
sand to form the bank. One such bank at the swift place has been recently raised four or five feet above the
present level by freshets. It is apparently advancing down-stream.
What is deposited by the eddy occasioned by the narrows is building it up, and so the stream is being narrowed

further down. Eddies are the great builders of sand-bars and islands and banks. Any agent that stops the progress
of the water downward builds up the bottom in some place.
At the bottom of the deep hole at Eddy Bridge, I felt several water-logged trunks of trees and saw some, which
probably were carried round and round by the eddy until they became water-logged and sank.

READ SHATTUCK TEXT
1869
Massachusetts finally acted upon the sensible recommendations that Lemuel Shattuck had been for a long time
making, and initiated a state Board of Health.
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1929
Lemuel Shattuck was recognized during the construction of the edifice of the London School of Hygiene &
Tropical Medicine (snapshot by Anne Koerber):
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1954
A new hospital in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts was named in honor of public health pioneer Lemuel Shattuck.
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1957
Dirk Jan Struik’s THE ORIGINS OF AMERICAN SCIENCE (NEW ENGLAND). NY: Cameron Associates:

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”
There was a great movement toward care for the physically and mentally handicapped,
as well as for the many immigrants who suffered poor living conditions in urban
slums. Samuel Howe built the Perkins Institute for the Blind, and Dorthea Dix
traveled around caring for the mentally ill. Edward Jarvis popularized the concept
of public health in his book PRACTICAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS AND FAMILIES (1847),
and Lemuel Shattuck worked to create mechanisms by which vital statistics would be
gathered and recorded. The need for public sanitation, clean drinking water, and
disease control quickly became acute in the rapidly expanding urban industrial
areas of the early 19th century. Statistical data were necessary to establish the
fact that state help was needed, and how much and where.
[Cecily F. Brown, March 1992]
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, upon someone’s request we
have pulled it out of the hat of a pirate that has grown out of
the shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (depicted above). What
these chronological lists are: they are research reports
compiled by ARRGH algorithms out of a database of data modules
which we term the Kouroo Contexture. This is data mining.
To respond to such a request for information, we merely push a
button.
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Commonly, the first output of the program has obvious
deficiencies and so we need to go back into the data modules
stored in the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and
then we need to punch that button again and do a recompile of
the chronology — but there is nothing here that remotely
resembles the ordinary “writerly” process which you know and
love. As the contents of this originating contexture improve,
and as the programming improves, and as funding becomes
available (to date no funding whatever has been needed in the
creation of this facility, the entire operation being run out
of pocket change) we expect a diminished need to do such tweaking
and recompiling, and we fully expect to achieve a simulation of
a generous and untiring robotic research librarian. Onward and
upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place your requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
Arrgh.
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